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Abstract

Constraint-Driven Analysis and Synthesis of High-Performance Analog IC Layout

by

Edoardo Charbon

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering

and Computer Sciences

<

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, Chair

Performance in analog circuits is often critically linked to the physical implemen

tation and the technology used for fabrication. While for digital circuits several synthesis

techniques have been proposed and are of common use, in the analog domain, most of the

high performing systems and chips are designed largely by hand.

In this prospective we have proposed a methodology for the semi-automated syn

thesis of full-custom analog IC layout at medium to high frequencies. The methodology

guarantees that all performance constraints be met when feasible, otherwise infeasibility is

detected as soon as possible, thus providing a robust and efficient design environment. In

the proposed approach, performance specifications are translated into lower-level bounds

on parasitics or geometric parameters, using sensitivity analysis. Bounds can be used by a

set of specialized layout tools performing stack generation, placement, routing, compaction

and extraction. For each tool, a detailed description is provided of its functionality, of the

way constraints are mapped and enforced, and of its impact on the design flow.

A major advantage of the methodology is the reduction of time-consuming re

design loops often needed in purely bottom-up approaches, provided that accurate models

for all relevant parasitics areavailable. For this reason, a wide variety of compact and highly

sophisticated parasitic models has been generated to cover a sufficiently wide frequency

spectrum. The effects of currents generated by high-speed digital switching circuits and the

mechanisms governing noise injection have also been modeled and used to drive the design

towards viable solutions.



A considerable number of examples drawn from industrial applications has been

generated and fabricated in various technologies to illustrate the effectiveness of the ap

proach.

Professor Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli
Dissertation Committee Chan
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ed ecco verso noi venir per nave

un vecchio, bianco per antico pelo,

gridando: "Guai a voi, anime prove!

Non isperate mai veder lo cielo:

V vegno per menarvi a Valtra riva

ne le tenebre etterne, in caldo e 'n gelo."

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto III

1.1 Computer-Aided Design of Engineering Systems

The main objective of the discipline known as Design Technology is the creation

of methodologies and tools for the design of engineering systems, helping human designers

build functionality while satisfying intended performance specifications. Over the past three

decades, the development of computer aids for the design of electronic systems (CAD) has

been one of the fastest growing areas of activity. In particular, CAD for the physical

assembly of electronic systems, either in the form of an integrated circuit (IC) or of a

printed circuit board (PCB), has become one of the largest research areas in the field.

Electronic ICs have rapidly evolved from the relatively low complexity of the early

days to the high sophistication of today. The task of circuit designers has become increas

ingly difficult, hence the need for more advanced design supports. In particular, the study

of effective methodologies for the physical assembly of high-speed analog and mixed-signal
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ICs and of tools supporting it has been a very active topic of research in the past decade.

This subject is also the central topic of this dissertation.

1.2 Physical Assembly of Analog and Mixed-Signal ICs

In analogsystems signals are continuous functions of time. By contrast, in digital

systemseach signal is represented by a sequence of finite number of binary digits; therefore,

these signals can take on discrete values only. Due to the binary nature of signals, digital

circuits are realized usinggates with only two states, eachstate beingdefined in some range

of the continuous signal. This makes digital circuits to a large degree immune to various

noise and parasitic sources inherent to ICs. Hence, the design effort can be directed mainly

towards trade-offs between power consumption, speed, and area.

Analog circuits in general require more design freedom in order to be applied

effectively, since the full spectrumofcapabilities exhibited byindividual devices is exploited.

In most analog circuits individual devices have substantially different sizes and electrical

characteristics. These circuits require optimization of various performance measures. As an

example, among the performance measures for operational amplifiers are gain, bandwidth,

noise, power supply rejection, dynamic range, offset voltage, etc. The importance of each

performance measure depends on circuit application. For this reason, fine tuning plays a

crucial role in the design of analog circuits.

Because of the rather wide range of parameter spreads in ICs, active and passive

components, analog designers developed circuits which cancel out the first order variations

in key parameters. However, new dependencies from second order variations of design

parameters have become dominant. Typical examples are the matching of input devices in

differential pairs, or capacitor matching in switch capacitor filters. Sensitivities to second

order variations require much more care especially during the circuit's physical assembly,

due to the numerous non-idealities and parasitics it may introduce.

For these reasons designing CAD tools for analog applications is, in general, a

difficult task. Consequently, while it is sometimes possible to share CAD tools between

the digital and analog portions of a circuit, such as design rule checkers, extractors and

data bases, there are many tools that must be designed for use primarily on analog circuits.

A general and consistent methodology is required to properly guide the tools towards the

satisfaction of all specifications at the system level. In addition, design failures must be
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interpreted effectively so as to organize appropriate re-design schemes.

Research on analog CAD systems has progressed at a considerably slower pace

than that on their digital counterparts. Part of the reason has been the intrinsic diffi

culty of defining and controlling performance in analog circuits. High performance can be

achieved by taking advantage of the physical characteristics of integrated devices and of the

correlation between electrical parameters and their variations due to statistical fluctuations

of the manufacturing process. Device matchings, parasitics, thermal and substrate effects

must all be taken into account. The nominal values of performance functions are subject

to degradation due to a large number of parasitics which are generally difficult to estimate

with the proper accuracy before an actual layout is completed.

Another reason might be the present difficulty to identify a level of abstraction

where generic models such as the ones developed for digital synthesis can be derived. All

these concerns need be addressed in each phase of the design with care, since severe per

formance degradation, even if localized only in some components, can often jeopardize the

functionality of the whole system.

1.3 Bottom-Up vs. Top-Down Approaches

The approach generally adopted by designers consists of building complex layouts

bottom-up, starting from the simplest components of the systems and estimating all com

ponent specifications using rough approximations mostly derived from experience. This

approach often results in a seriesof time-consuming design loops, hence multiple re-designs

are needed for the whole system.

It is our believe that the design loops could be drastically reduced if a top-down

approach were used. In a top-down approach the order of the synthesis phases is reversed.

First, top-level specifications are rigorously mapped onto constraints on the physical details

of the layout, in such a way that the satisfaction of the low-level constraints implies satisfac

tion of the overall system specifications. Then, the entire physical assembly, partitioned in

its basic steps, module generation, placement, routing and compaction, is performed enforc

ing all physical constraints. A bottom-up verification step based on extraction concludes

the assembly.

There are several advantages to this approach. First, a tight control of performance

can be maintained in each phase of the physical assembly independently, hence specification
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Figure 1.1: Constraint-driven layout design: Traditional design partition into tasks has been
modified by adding information paths between layout phases.

violations can be identified early, thus enhancing the robustness of the process. Second, all

physical constraints are derived so as to minimize the effort that each layout tool requires

for its enforcement, hence improving its efficiency. Finally, due to the generality of the

constraint generation process, the scheme can be easily extended to encompass a wide

variety of non-idealities usually encountered in layout.

The scheme, called constraint-driven layout design, was originally formulated for

a class of layout problems and then generalized by us to the extent of physical assembly for

analog and mixed-signal ICs. This dissertation presents the generalized constraint-driven

layout design methodology and the techniques used for each phase of the physical assembly.

1.4 Generalized Constraint-Driven Layout Design

The design flow of the constraint-driven physical assembly system is illustrated in

Figure 1.1. First, high-level specifications are translated into a set of bounds on low-level

physical constraints. A priori parasitic estimates are used to determine feasible bounds.

Among all possible sets.of bounds, the one maximizing the flexibility of the tool to be used
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information to the constraint generator. External feedback paths provide information on the
reasons of failure to meet performance specifications.

is chosen. Flexibility is a function which measures how easily the tool is able to meet the

given set of constraints.

Then at each step, the existence of a feasible configuration is tested, feedback

paths are provided to resolve situations of infeasibility. These situations can occur as the

result of partially inaccurate estimations on parasitics and other circuit non-idealities at

early layout phases due to incomplete information about the physical implementation. In

these cases, mechanisms are provided for the re-generation of constraints by correcting a

priori estimations.

Each layout phase is organized as illustrated in Figure 1.2. The design task is

constrained by a set of input specifications, which are either high-level performance specifi

cations or additional design constraints introduced by other layout phases. Constraints are

translated into a set of bounds on parasitics by a constraint generator, based on estimates

of the feasible values of each parasitic. These bounds drive each tool independently. The
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resulting layout is then analyzed to check whether performance specifications have actually

been met. If some constraints have been violated, the values of the extracted parasitics can

provide more accurate estimates to the constraint generator. The constraint generator also

executes the feasibility check. In fact, low-level bounds must be feasible, i.e. they must lay

between the minimum and maximum possible values estimated for the parameters. Such

early detection of infeasibility provides an efficient control of design iterations, thus min

imizing overall computation time. Feedback control paths provide previous design phases

with information on those critical parasitics for which it was not possible to determine

feasible bounds with the current configuration.

1.5 Theoretical Aspects of Constraint-Based Approaches

Any constraint-based approaches to design have the following requirements. First,

a performance model must exist in some well defined form. Second, a rigorous method

must be used for obtaining a set of constraints on parameters which are controlled during

design and/or fabrication. Choudhury [1] used a linear performance model based on sensi

tivity analysis and formulated the constraint generation process in a form of a constrained

quadratic programming approach. The generalization of this approach to encompass a large

number of diverse constraints and a wide range of tools was first proposed by us in [2] and

will be discussed in this dissertation in full detail.

With this formulation, all performance functions can be represented in a compact

and rigorous way, as long as they are continuous and sufficiently regular in an interval

around their nominal value. Accurate and efficient calculation of sensitivities is key to the

viability of the approach. For this reason a great importance will be given to the accuracy

and efficiency issues associated with parasitic estimation and performance evaluation.

We will discuss techniques for the calculation of constraints suitable for all the

phases of the physical assembly and for their enforcement at all levels of design. Moreover,

constraint-based techniques will be proposed and evaluated for the simplification of layout

analysis both at the schematic and at the physical extraction level.
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1.6 Organization of the Dissertation

In chapter 2 the state-of-the-art in CAD tools and systems for analog and mixed-

signal circuits is surveyed. Chapter 3 presents an overview of sensitivity analysis and of the

techniques for the mapping of high-level specifications onto low-level physical constraints.

All the details of the constraint generator Parcar are described in this chapter. In chap

ters 4, 5 and 6 the physical design tool-set is presented. Chapter 7 deals with the final

extraction and verification steps in the design loop, while chapter 8 addresses issues related

to the synthesis and analysis of ICs in the presence of substrate-related interference cur

rents. Experimental results on industrial-strength benchmarks are reported in chapter 9,

followed by conclusions in chapter 10.
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2.1 The Origins of Computer-Aided-Design

2.1.1 Circuit Simulation

The last three decades have seen a tremendous increase in the complexity and

sophistication ofelectronic systems. Designing to realize functionality while meeting a set of

performance specifications, soon required tools capable of overcoming relatively inaccurate

and lengthy hand analysis. Not surprisingly the first developed computer aids addressed

the problem of circuit simulation and verification.

In the early 1950'sdigital computers started being actively utilized, for the solution

ofsimultaneousalgebraic equations describing linear electrical networks in sinusoidal steady

state [3]. However only a decade later, the first viable programs were developed for the

simulation of circuits in time-domain. NetI [4] and Sceptre [5] used explicit-integration
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and predictor-corrector techniques in the solution of integral-differential equations of non

linear systems. To maintain stability however, very small time steps were needed, hence

significantly increasing the time needed to converge to a solution. Only in the mid 1960's,

with the introduction of implicit integration schemes, that superior performance could be

achieved. In implicit integration, the set of integral-differential equations turns to a set of

static algebraic equations for each given time point. The program Trac [6] implemented

these techniques. Almost simultaneously, a second-order implicit-integration scheme was

proposed which proved a better performance relative to Trac. This research led to Cirpac

[7] and to other modifications to the method that included variable order and variable time-

step implicit integration routines [8].

In the late 1960's, Howard developed a program that solved numerically a set of

simultaneous nodal equations. A simple non-linear device model was used and the equations

were linearized at the equilibrium using iterative methods based on Newton-Raphson and

excursion limiting techniques [9]. In an independent research effort starting from a theoret

ical base took place at approximately the same time. Hachtel proposed a new formulation

of network equations based on the Sparse-Tableau concept [10]. This approach, allowing

the use of efficient techniques for the solution of large systems of linear equations, led to

the development of Astap [11].

The experience accumulated from these research teams was eventually incorpo

rated in the Cancer [12] and the Slic [13] projects. With the formalization of Modified

Nodal Analysis and the development of sparsity-aware pivoting and matrix reordering tech

niques, the Cancer project evolved into the Spice program [14].

2.1.2 Digital Timing Analysis and Event-Driven Simulation

Following the enormous success of Spice and the increasing importance of elec

trical simulation in circuit design, research in the field developed in two main directions:

large-scale simulation and optimization. Early techniques, reviewed in [15], gave way to
approaches purposedly relaxing accuracy to achieve greatly improved simulation speed [16].
These methods, conceived for digital timing analysis, soon showed limitations in accurately

simulating the effects offeedback. It was the study ofnumerical limitations in timing anal

ysis that led to new techniques based on relaxation in both space and time domain. The

main advantage of relaxation-based approaches is the abilityof exploiting time sparsity, us-
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ing the event-driven selective trace techniques first developed in digital simulators. Shortly

after the development of timing simulation, mixed-mode or hybrid event-driven simulators

emerged, resulting in extensive research in the field [17, 18, 19]. For a review in the field

see e.g. [20, 21, 22].

More recently, this work has evolved into the development of techniques to reduce

large lumped RCL circuits into a small, more tractable modal approximation of its transfer

function. Thus a significantly higher efficiency can be achieved in simulating the network.

A good example of this trend is represented by the Asymptotic Wave Evaluation method

(AWE) [23] developed in the late 1980's, which has proven a valuable tool mainly in analysis

and verification tasks.

2.1.3 Circuit Optimization

Automated design optimization [24] evolved in parallel to circuit simulation. In

fact, the idea of using optimization to help design electrical circuits dates back to the early

1950's. DC biasing effects and frequency-domain matching were among the first considera

tions to be integrated in the optimization process [25, 26]. Catalyzed by breakthroughs in

simulation techniques and a new formalized representation of circuit optimization as a gen

eral non-linear programming problem, significant effort was devoted to the improvement of

optimizers' efficiency. A significant step towards achieving the goal is represented by drastic

efficiency improvements in the calculation of network sensitivities, necessary for the most

useful optimization algorithms. This work led to the development of several tools. In the

A20pt project [27] the simulator Astap [11] was used in combination with a minimizer

based on the rank-one update method [28]. Constraints were accounted for in the optimiza

tion by introducing an additional penalty to the objective function. A second optimization

system based on Astap called Aplstap [29] was built as an interactive CAD consultant

tool. A Linear Programming step was used to quantify the best trade-offs between multiple

objective and constraint functions for optimally guiding the design process.

The above approaches had several disadvantages. These included a lack of flexi

bility at the formulation and implementation level, the relatively low degree of interactivity

and serious deficiencies at the simulation level. A successful attempt to alleviate these

problems was made in Delight.Spice. The tool resulted from the merger of the optimizer

Delight [30] and Spice , in which an efficient sensitivity analysis package had been in-
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corporated [31]. Other tools followed on the same track, where more attention was given

to user-interface and flexibility issues [32]. Despite their success, numerical circuit opti

mization tools became soon inadequate due to the explosion in complexity of analog and

mixed-signal circuits. In addition, researchers realized the enormous influence of physical

implementation on performance [33, 34, 35,36, 37], hence the necessity of optimizing at the

schematic design and layout synthesis levels simultaneously.

2.2 Early Work in Computer-Aided-Design for Analog ICs

Due to the challenge posed by the problem, several research teams around the

world actively began working on the creation ofintegrated design systemsthat would attack

the problem ofanalogdesign in a systematicfashion. Three mainschools of thought emerged

to approach the problem.

2.2.1 Silicon Compilation

Introduced in the early 1980's, dedicated silicon compilers were advocated for the

design and physical assembly of relatively complex yet highly specialized applications. The

Aide2 system [38] is one of the early examples of the trend. In Aide2 circuit topologies,

described using the C language, were mapped onto a fixed-floorplan layout based on a

library of subcircuits. Libraries or library generators were provided as a complement to the

compilation system [39]. More recently, Aide2 evolved to take into account higher order

effects and parasitics during the compilation process. The approach proposed in [40] was

aimed at minimizing all parasitic effects by making use of linearized models of performance

based on sensitivity. The fixed-floorplan layout synthesis style was replaced with a depth-

first-search based topological sort [41] operating on clusters of "sensitive" components, i.e.

devices connected to sensitive nets. Numerically computed sensitivities were used to derive

a priority schedule for a digital channel router [42].

2.2.2 Knowledge-Based Techniques

Prosaic [43], the precursor of most knowledge-based systems, was developed in

the early 1980's. The approach was originally derived from the work on declarative circuit

modeling at MIT [44] and later [45]. The idea consisted of creating a large data-base of
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rules to be used by an inference engine driving a sequence of decisions which determined a

course of actions during the design. A number of design systems using similar rule-based

approaches appeared later in the literature [46, 47]. For example, Blades [48] was based

on a conventional expert system consisting of a dedicated knowledge base and an inference

engine. A numerical consultant, generally a simulator, was used for verification purposes.

There are several disadvantages associated with rule-based systems. The creation

of the knowledgebase or of the rule set is generally a relatively complex process requiring the

expertise of highly experienced designers. Knowledge bases are very specific to a technology

and even to a very small class of problems, hence re-design and library synthesis turn-around

is often quite time consuming. In addition, bounds on the quality of the design process are

generally not available, so that the result obtained by these systems can vary considerably

across different specifications.

2.2.3 Algorithmic Methodologies

Algorithmic design methodologies first appeared in the mid 1980's for the layout

synthesis of analog and high-speed digital circuits and soon migrated to schematic design

automation and optimization. Ltx2 [49, 50] is the first example in this direction. In Ltx2

the physical assembly problem was partitioned into placement, floorplanning, global and

detailed routing, according to a classical scheme derived from the digital world [51, 52].

A 2-D placement tool, based on a modification of the Kernighan and Lin algorithm for

graph partitioning [53], was used to create divided clusters of analog and digital cells [54].

During placement, separation between sensitive signal nets and large swing analog and

digital signals was guaranteed by alternating sensitive and insensitive routing channels in the

standard cell floorplan. Detailed routing used shielding to minimize the coupling between

sensitive nets residing in the same channel [55]. This technique was successfully applied to

relatively simple circuits acting as an interface with digital cores.

2.3 The First Complete Design Systems

2.3.1 IDAC/ILAC

After the initial phase, experimentation gave way to increasingly complex and

more flexible systems, designed for larger mixed-signal circuits and a number of technolo-
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gies. The Idac system [56] proposed a number of innovations later to be used by other

systems. Among the most notable ones, a systematic architecture selection mechanism us

ing simplified equation-based circuit analysis and a set of predefined synthesis strategies, a

relatively large library of circuit topologies and a layout synthesizer, Ilac [57]. Ilac's main

novelty was the classification of each net based on its criticality. Parasitics on sensitive nets

and coupling between noisy nodes were minimized during the routing phase. A procedural

layout block generator allowed the enforcement of limited geometric constraints, such as

symmetry and matching between devices. The detailed routing step, based on a gridless

scan-line incremental channel router [51, Chp. 4], was semi-interactive, allowing controlled

rip-up options but no spacing. The other layout phases, a slicing-tree floorplanning [58],

and a best-first maze algorithm for global routing [51, Chp. 3], reflected a digital-like

methodology.

2.3.2 OPASYN

A main limitation of the Idac/Ilac system was a lack of flexibility of the design

process due to the relative simplicity of the models used for circuit characterization and

of the parasitic approximations used during the layout synthesis. In Opasyn [59] similar

analytic models were used, however refinement were made to take into account second-

order effects and parasitics that the physical implementation could introduce. The system

assumed a synthesis-by-analysis approach. Optimization was based strictly on analytical

models rather than simulation as in [31, 60]. In Opasyn layout was generated from a

fixed-floorplan arrangement, capturing a set of important considerations in the design of

analog circuits. Routing was performed disregarding any analog constraint, using the digital

tool, Mighty [42]. The approach was strictly non-hierarchical with a number of non-

interchangeable circuit topologies. The obvious disadvantage was given by the lack of

flexibility within the design and the schematic optimization. A similar synthesis strategy

was proposed in Oac [61], where full performance optimization was carried out during design

and physical assembly. The system used fixed topology opamps on which it performed non

linear optimization to roughly size all devices. Then, detailed design was carried out to

precisely take into account every parasitic component associated with the layout.
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2.3.3 Oasys/Acacia

Improved parasitic analysis techniques guaranteed a better estimation of circuit

performance after fabrication. The Oasys design optimization system [62] and the layout

synthesis environment Acacia [63] were built in the late 1980's to utilize these techniques

systematically for more diverse and complex circuits. The original concept of Oasys was

similar to that used in IdAC, except for the fact that hierarchical decomposition was used

during the design as a way of reducing a large, inherently complex optimization problem

into a number of simpler ones.

Hierarchical decomposition had been proposed before for digital design [52] and,

independently, for analog design such as in An_Com [64], however design adjustments were

not handled systematically. Hierarchical components were regarded as templates-connected

sub-blocks and top-level specifications were recursively transformed during synthesis un

til the leaves of the design were reached and the individual sub-block specifications were

generated and imposed to the automated layout generator. Some degree of flexibility was

allowed in the topology of each block, hence equation-based models for each block were

used to operate backtracking on the hierarchy, for diagnosing design failures and propose

reparative strategies. Nonetheless, the rule-based nature of the system limited the explo

ration of a large set of feasible designs, resulting in a locally but not globally optimized

circuit. Another major limitation of the system was the rather weak link between design

and physical assembly, where mainly digital-oriented techniques were used in all phases of

the layout synthesis.

More recently, Oasys has evolved onto the Astrx/Oblx system [65], where the

rule-based decision process has been replaced by a purely numerical optimization approach

similar to that of Delight.Spice except for the use of Simulated Annealing [66] as the

exclusive optimization engine. The main novelties of Astrx/Oblx are the relaxation of

the requirement that the circuit be feasible, i.e. that Kirchoff's laws be satisfied, at each

annealing step and the use of AWE, in combination with symbolic analysis to quickly

evaluate circuit performance.

The Acacia environment also evolved from the digital-like layout system Ana

gram into the Koan/Anagram II place and route system [63, 67]. Koan, a Simulated

Annealing based placement tool, could perform device-shaping and abutment on MOS tran

sistors dynamically during the annealing. The enforcement of analog topological constraints
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such as device symmetry and matching was integrated in the algorithm's cost function.

Anagram II a detailed line-expansion router [51, Chp. 3],supported symmetric differential

routing, cross-talk avoidance and over-the-device routing. Contrarily to other approaches

[68, 69], Koan/Anagram II did not use compaction as a way of further area reduction

and/or performance adjustment or re-design.

Recent developments within Acacia include Rail [70], a power/ground synthe

sizer and Wren [71], a global/detailed router for signal paths. Rail is a router based on

progressive width perturbation in power busses defined on a regular grid and subject to

the effects of switching noise present in the substrate and in the supply. The perturba

tion scheme is guided by a Simulated Annealing based algorithm. Wren decomposes each

net into a minimum spanning tree and a number of alternative two-point paths is found for

each net. The alternatives are re-shuffled during the annealing until a configuration is found

which meets set of user-defined cross-coupling constraints. Detailed routing is carried out in

a similar fashion as in [72], where a constraint-graph is modified to take into consideration

various adjacency constraints reflecting noise immunity specifications. Although a number

of algorithms were proposed for the minimization of passive parasitics, performance speci

fications were never explicitly enforced in the tool and the designer remained a key player

in guiding the synthesis by determining the criticality of interconnects.

2.4 Evolution of Approaches

2.4.1 Silicon Compilation and Module Generation

Due to the dramatic increase of complexity of analog circuits of the early 1990's

and the emergence of new mixed-signal circuits, silicon compilation was still regarded as an

effective and powerful tool for schematic design and physical assembly. During this time

the original tools migrated towards new domains ofapplication [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79].
New systems based on a standard cell approach, e.g. [80], had been refined to support

large and possibly mixed-signal designs. At the same time, techniques for the routing of
analog components in the presence of digital signals [50, 81, 82, 83], in combination with

a traditional semi-fixed floorplan paradigm allowed the creation of compilers where some

low-level parasitic issues were addressed. In Concorde [84], a compiler for successive

approximation A/D converters using a set of high-performance pre-designed analog circuits
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was proposed. In MxSico [85], a 2nd order E - A modulator compiler and modified

vertical/horizontal constraint graphs were used for cross-over balancing in sensitive nets

during the routing of channels. SCF [86] proposed a more modularapproach with integrated

module generation and physical assembly. The suggested approach clearly goes towards a

more general and flexible design system.

Cadics [87], a compiler for cyclic A/D converters, introduced the need to support

the synthesis process with a behavioral model and a set of performance-driven layout tools

for the generation of circuit components, as well as floorplanning and detailed routing.

Thanks to behavioral modeling and simulation, the DAC performance could be quickly

estimated at each stage of the optimization, thus ensuring a much broader and system

atic exploration of the design space. One level of hierarchy was employed and a number

of critical non-idealities were considered during the top-down synthesis. Careful parasitic

extraction during the bottom-up verification phase, provided an accurate and reliable veri

fication methodology.

The Catalyst design system for switch capacitor data converters [88] was es

sentially an extension to dedicated silicon compilation with the incorporation of architec

ture selection mechanisms based on figure-of-merit. Hierarchical system partitioning and

macro-models were used for figure-of-merit calculations as well as bottom-up performance

evaluations during the verification phase.

Today, silicon compilation for analog and mixed-signal applications occupies an important

niche in the vast panorama of design systems. It has been shown to be well suited for specific

applications, and in specific cases it could be even preferable to more general approaches.

A number of surveys have appeared on the subject of compilation and module generation

for specific circuits and in particular for data converters, see e.g. [89, 90, 91].

2.4.2 Knowledge-Based Systems

Due to the increasing success of algorithmic-based tools and the superior perfor

mance of module generators in dedicated applications, knowledge-based systems gradually

became the environment for a set of algorithmic tools or compilers. Salim [92, 93] for ex

ample, was a rule-based design system governing a set of layout algorithms, some of which

derived from the digital domain. A PROLOG-like HDL was used to represent the design

problem in a procedural fashion and through inference rules. The language was the basic
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glue between specifications and layout synthesis algorithms. The generation process was

bottom-up starting from transistor schematic, through grouping of analog functions into

library blocks until the complete circuit was generated.

The design environment Staic [94] mapped structural and performance specifi

cations onto a layout description language, Spice netlists and a data sheet. A number

of intermediate and complementary descriptions was used to guide the user and the opti

mization tools throughout the design path. The final code, compiled by Icewater [95],

was executed to generate the complete layout. The design methodology proposed in Staic

made extensive use of hierarchy, analytical model generation and successive refinements at

each stage of the synthesis. Both knowledge-based and numerical methods were used for

topology selection and semi-automated design of simple circuits. The layout generation was

guided by coded rules and by pre-defined floorplan as in Opasyn .

The knowledge-based design system Lamp proposed in [96] and [97] was also based

on an expert system that operated directly on the circuit primitives. The primitives were

extracted from an initial schematic by means of a rule-based scheme. An iterative equation-

based routine improved the circuit performance by operating a series of substitutions in the

circuit topology guided by the expert system and/or by human interaction. The layout

synthesis system Slam [98, 99] used knowledge of the primitives, in combination with

qualitative sensitivity analysis, to create a priority schedule for floorplanning and routing.

The slicing structure-based floorplanning algorithm made use of sensitivity information to

define highly sensitive zones where devices should be placed near. The channel router used

again a priority schedule for an ordered generation of nets, starting from critical ones.

2.4.3 Hybrid and Human-Driven Systems

To copewith increasingly sophisticated circuits, alternative hybrid systems involv

ing a rule-based approach to design and silicon compilation for the physical assembly have

appeared. In C5 [100] for example all phases of the synthesis process were functions in

a C-like HDL, while Alsyn [101] enforced additional user-determined analog-specific rules

incorporated directly into the object-oriented circuit data-base. In Seas [102] a seed cir

cuit wasused for initializing a Simulated Evolution engine, which generated a set of feasible

variants or mutations to the seed. The algorithm terminated when the score associated with

the current circuit could not be further increased. In [103] the knowledge base was present
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in a form of a circuit example used as a starting point for an improvement-based synthesis.

In these systems floorplan and placement were generally performed using modified versions

of the Min-cut algorithm for slicing structures [104, 58]. The final layout was obtained

through compaction-free maze routing [51, Chp. 3] or routing-free symbolic compaction.

In the late 1980'sextensive experimentation in semi-automated analoglayout sys

tems lead to increasing the human presence in the design loop. In Ladies [105, 106] for

example, a knowledge base combined with an algorithmic approach to the problem of ana

log synthesis was proposed. The system used a number of techniques directly imported

from design automation of high-performance digital circuits [107]. A set of simple rules

were used for the analysis of the schematic and for the generation of constraints on lay

out geometries. Matching, design rules and critical coupling were generated in this way.

The layout was generated by maintaining a physical topology equivalent to that of the

schematic itself. Algorithmic optimization tools for placement [108], global and detailed

routing were used to generate the initial layout, which was subsequently improved using

another set of rules designed to enforce the original constraints while minimizing area and

wirelength. Later implementations of a similar methodology, such as Ale [109] improved

the refinement phase and gradually increased the importance of algorithmic operations in

the system, thus obtaining more compact layouts and significantly higher flexibility in the

creation and enforcement of analog-specific constraints.

The Chipaide system [110, 111] on the contrary, proposed a top-down methodol

ogy based on hierarchical decomposition and qualitative reasoning at the schematic level.

The physical assembly was performed mainly using ad hoc generators. The synthesis envi

ronment IsAID [112] propagated specifications throughout the design hierarchy using rough

parasitic estimates along the way. At early stages of the design macro-modeling [113] was

used to allow specification-driven architectural selection, based on a ranking system similar

to that of Idac [56]. At later design stages models were used mainly to speedup the synthe

sis process. The synthesis was followed by a improvement phase based on the principles of

qualitative reasoning applied to MOS design [114]. The Rachana package was responsible

for the layout generation process [115]. Using a rule-based algorithm, instances of primi

tives were automatically recognized from the schematic and realized using a parametrized

module generator. A conventional floorplan algorithm was followed by iterative place-and-

route procedures. Placed modules followed the topological order of the schematic design as

in [106]. Routing was performed by an area router minimizing inner-resistance, number of
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bends and capacitive parasitics.

Despite satisfactory results obtained in recent years, knowledge-based systems still

lack of the necessary flexibility needed for technology migration and re-design in today's

complex circuit.

2.5 Constraint-Based Approaches

2.5.1 Foundations

The constraint-based approach to design, due to Choudhury in 1990, was origi

nated from the research on parasitic-awarechannel routing [72]. A typical constraint-driven

approach to layout consists of two phases. First, performance specifications are mapped

onto bounds on all physical parasitics relevant to the implementation. Then, each bound

is enforced during the physical assembly, hence guaranteeing the satisfaction of the orig

inal specifications. The bound generation is a complex process requiring some type of

performance modeling and an optimization phase. The dependence of performance from

parasitics is generally evaluated usingsensitivity analysis, while the actual bound generation

is performed by constrained-optimization [1, 116, 117].

2.5.2 First Constraint-Driven Design Tools

The approach in its original formulation was used to determine the weights of

the edges of a constraint-graph [51, Chp. 4] representing a channel with critical nets. The

original approach soon migrated to maze routing [118], placement [119], and compaction [69]

tools, all integrated in the Octtools-Vem environment [120, 121]. A similar sensitivity-

based constraint generation scheme was proposed by Gad El Karim [122, 123] and applied

to the placement problem [124]. Schematic design followed later with the introduction of

behavioral models for high-level performance characterization [125, 126].

2.5.3 Later Implementations

Using similar constraint-based approaches, others have proposed to solve spe

cific problems in physical and schematic design. In Stat [127, 128] for example, a semi-

automated layout synthesis approach with enforcement of geometric analog-specific con

straints is presented. Symmetry and matching constraints are annotated directly on the
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schematic as "related.to" properties. A graph, derived from schematic and based on these

relations, is the starting point for the placement algorithm, which is based on a conven

tional topological sort [41]. A maze router [51, Chp. 3] has been modified to control wiring

resistance and to prevent electro-migration. Technology-independent parametrized module

generation completes the layout system.

The methodology proposed in Ariadne [129], originally developed for analog cir

cuits, has been recently employed in mixed-signal systems. The design engine of Ariadne is

a top-down hierarchical approach similar to the top-down, constraint-driven design system

proposed in [126], with a comprehensive user interface in the front-end. Symbolic analysis

[130, 131], is used to model circuit components, to perform architectural selections and to

size devices in a similar fashion as in Idac [56] and [59]. New topologies can be quickly

characterized and incorporated in the data-base, allowing considerable design flexibility. As

a byproduct of the optimization, constraints on layout geometries and parasitics can be

obtained.

In Libra [132,133,134] constrained optimization and sensitivity analysis arecom

bined to obtain compact layouts while enforcing a small set of performance specifications.

Models for worst-case performance degradation due to technology deviations and resistive

parasitics have been derived. Specification violations are evaluated and their elimination is

attempted at each stage of the layout by building appropriate cost functions.
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Chapter 3

Generalized Constraint Generation

Ora cen porta I'un de1 duri margini;

e 7 fummo del ruscel di sopra aduggia,

si che dal foco salva Vacqua e li argini.

Quali Fiamminghi tra Guizzante e Bruggia,

temendo 'Ifiotto che 'nver lor s 'avventa,

fanno lo schermo perche 7 mar si fuggia;

e quali Padoan lungo la Brenta,

per difender lor ville e lor castelli,

anzi che Carentana il caldo senta:

a tale imagine eran fatti quelli,

tutto che ne si alti ne si grossi,

qual che si fosse, lo maestro felli.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto XV

In a constraint-based design system, performance specifications are enforced by

translating them onto a format that can be handled directly by the tools responsible for the

design. The process of format translation is known as constraintgeneration problem and it
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is the focus of this chapter. The set of techniques described throughout the chapter have

been implemented in the tools Parcar, Senscalc, and Mksym all part of the Octtools

layout tool-set.

3.1 Problem Formulation

For a given circuit C, let us define performance K as the finite array of all measures

that evaluate a parametric behavior for C and Nk its size. Performance specifications

are expressed as the maximum allowed performance degradation from nominal, due to

process variance and parasitics caused by the realization of the layout details. Both absolute

parasitic values and mismatch play a role in the deviation of performance measures from

nominal.

Let us define V as the finite set of all possible operating points for C. Assume

that K can vary around an operating point v € V and let Kv be the performance at

v, denominated nominal performance. Assume that all parasitics significantly affecting

performance are known. Let us define AK = K - Kv as the degradation of performance

K from its nominal due to all known parasitics. A specification on K is defined to be a

constraint on the maximum allowed performance degradation AK

AK < AK (3.1)

The constraint generation problem consists of finding bounds on a subset of parasitics,

whose enforcement guarantees the satisfaction of all performance specifications.

Problem 1 Given a circuit C with performance K and a finite set ofparasitic components,

find bounds on all parasitics, such that (3.1) holds.

The solution of this problem is nontrivial for two reasons. First, performance K is

generally an array of non-linear functions of parasitics, often not representable in a compact

form. In addition, the number of parasitics is generally much larger than the size of the

performance array. Hence a naive approach based on solving inequality (3.1) with respect

to each parasitic is not feasible. In the remainder of this chapter techniques are presented

that address this problem in an efficient and rigorous fashion.
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3.2 Mapping Specifications onto Layout Constraints

Our approach to the constraint generation problem is based on the workdescribed

in [1, 116] and [2]. Let us assume that performance K is continuously differentiable around

operating point v. Then, performance degradation AK can be represented in terms of

its sensitivity with respect to all relevant parasitics. We denote the number of layout

parasitics by Np, the array ofall such parasitics by p= [pi ... Pnp]Ti and tne array oftheir
nominal values by p(°) = [p[°* ... p$]T. Each performance K{ is anon-linear continuously
differentiable function of all parasitics Ki = •K't(p) and the array of the Nk performance

functions will be indicated as K = K(p) = [I<i(p) ... J<jvfc(p)]T. If all parasitics are

subject to variations with respect to their nominal values, let AK(p) = K(p) -K(p^) be
the corresponding degradation of K due to such variations.

A generalized expression for the computation of sensitivities from a set of arbitrary

performance functions has been derived in [31,135]. With this formulation, all performance

functions can be represented in a compact and rigorous way, as long as they are continuous

and sufficiently regular in an interval around their nominal value, The sensitivity of K{ with

respect to pj is defined as1

Si,j —
dKib)

dpj

The matrix of all sensitivities is

'i,i

S =

5Nfc,l

p(0)

SNkMp j

(3.2)

Sensitivities are computed for each performance function, with respect to each

parameter that may be introduced or modified in the layout phase, i.e. parasitics and geo

metric parameters. Several techniques have been developed for efficient numerical calcula

tion of sensitivities in time and frequency domain [136, 137, 31]. Performance degradations

are approximated by linearized expressions using sensitivities [1]. These approximations

are acceptable if degradations are small compared to the nominal values. The array of all

degradations of performance functions due to parasitic variations is

AK(p)«s[p-p(°»] (3.3)

^ere and in what follows the non-normalized notation, first used in [116], is used for sensitivities, without
loss of generality.
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Before the definition of layout details, one cannot take advantage of the possible cancella

tion effects due to positive and negative sensitivities for different parasitics. Hence, each

performance constraint is modeled only with respect to the parasitics whose sensitivity is

either positive or negative, depending on the sign of the constraint itself. Assuming that

the performance model of (3.3) is used, inequality (3.1) becomes

A K(p) - AK+ < 0 (3.4)

A K(p) + AK" > 0 (3.5)

where AK+ and AK- are the vectors of constraints, in absolute value, on the degradation

of performance functions K(p) in the positive and negative direction respectively. They

can be different and one of them can eventually be infinite. By substituting the linearized

expression (3.3) in inequalities (3.4) and (3.5), the general problem can be rewritten as

S+[p-p(0)]-AK+<0 (3.6)
S" [p - P(0)] - AK3 <0 (3.7)

where S+ is the matrix of the worst-case positive sensitivities and S" is the matrix of the

absolute values of the worst-case negative sensitivities:

S+ij = max (0, Sij)

S'ij = max (0, -Sitj)

In the remainder of this dissertation the '+' and '-' signs have been omitted in the nota

tions of sensitivities and constraints. Expressions (3.6) and (3.7) are given for positive and

negative directions, and the general problem formulation becomes

S[p _p(°)] - AK <0. (3.8)

We want to determine an array of bounds p(bound) = \p^ound) ... p%™nd)]T for all para_
sitics, such that inequality (3.8) holds as long as each parasitic remains below its bound,

i.e.

S[p(bound) - p(°)] - £K =0. (3.9)
It is necessary that all bounds be feasible and meaningful, i.e. all layout structures associated

with the bounds must be physically realizable. Let Pjtn' and pyax' be respectively the
minimum and maximum possible values which can be assumed by parasitic pj, and let
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p(min) = [pCmm) _ p{™n)]T and p<max) =[pi™*0 ••• P^V- The array of bounds
p(bound) must satisfy the following inequalities:

{
p(bound) _ p(min) > Q

p(bound) _ p(max) < 0
(3.10)

The constraint generation can be reformulated as the problem of finding a solution to

equation (3.9), subject to (3.10).

3.3 Methods for the Evaluation of Sensitivities

In general, the constraint generation problem requires sensitivities to be computed

for a general performance Ki with respect to a set of parasitics pj ora set of design parame

ters 7Tj. Suppose K{ is an explicit differentiable function ofpj or ttj, or it can be modeled as
such. Then, the sensitivity of A',-, defined in equation (3.2), can be derived using a number

of techniques, both numerical, analytical or a combination of the two [30, 138, 137, 139].

If on the contrary, Ki is strongly non-linear, two strategies can be adopted. The

first consists of approximating performance Ki as a Taylor series, thus making the deriva

tion of constraints a complex task. The second option consists of calculating worst-case

sensitivities for A*,-.

To illustrate the method, consider the array II of all parameters itj and Ki = Ki(U). Let us

split vector II in subvectors IT and II7'. The two vectors include the parasitics that show a

linear and a non-linear behavior, respectively. II7 is defined as the vector of all parameters

such that

|(S1)nOTAn,-AA1|<€, (3.11)

with 0 < All7 < S, for some e, S > 0.

The problem of finding a worst-case sensitivity St-jp is equivalent to that of solving

maximize : St-jp (3.12)
subject to:

n" € /,

where J is the feasibility interval of II77.
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3.4 Constraint Generation Engine

3.4.1 Absolute Parasitic Constraints

In general, an infinite number of solutions exist for the constraint generation prob

lem. Parcar [116] is a constraint generator, namely a tool able to find a solution to the

constraint generation problem under particular assumptions. Among all solutions, Parcar

chooses the one maximizing the layout tool flexibility, which is a measure of how easily

the tool is able to meet the constraints. To illustrate this concept, consider the following

example. Suppose that the bound for a given parasitic pj is close to its lower limit p™ ,
then the implementation of a layout geometry associated with pj will be arduous and a

small number of solutions for its realization will be available. This might result into a sig

nificant loss of flexibility due to the limitations that will be necessarily imposed onto the

remaining layout to be implemented. If, on the contrary, the bound is close to pjm , the
effort required is lower, and the constraint easier to meet. Therefore a flexibility function

defined as
||p(max) _ p(bound)||2
||p(max) _ p(min)||2 *

reflects the advantage of choosing a certain set of bounds. A discussion of this definition and

of the quadratic norm choice can be found in [116]. In Parcar a geometric norm is used

and the constraint generation problem is solved by minimizing a quadratic function (the

geometric norm) subject to linear constraints (3.9) and (3.10), using a standard quadratic

programming (QP) package.

The quality of the result depends on the estimates of parasitic limits p(min) and

p(max\ which become more and more accurate as layout details are defined during the

design. The values of p(mm) and p(max) are generally not known a priori. However, it

is possible to compute suitable estimates, depending on the layout algorithm used. For

example, the minimum value of the cross-coupling capacitance between unrouted nets can

be set either to zero, or to the crossover capacitance due to unavoidable crossings. The

latter estimate, however, is possible only if the router is able to detect unavoidable net

crossings. This is the case for a channel router, where wire paths have been predefined in

the global routing phase. With maze routing, on the contrary, the minimum value is always

set to zero.

A substantial speed-up of the QP solver is achieved by removing from the problem
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those parasitics whose cumulative contribution to performance degradation is negligible.

A threshold value a < 1 is defined (in Parcar we set a = 0.01). For each performance

function Ki, all parasitic effects on performance are sorted by increasing value. The first nt-

parasitics in the sorted list which satisfy

XXtf^UaSKJ, (3.13)

are considered non-critical with respect to the threshold or. To compensate for this simpli

fication in the constraint generation problem, equation (3.9) is modified by replacing AK

with (1 - a) AK. Notice that the sorting order may be different for different performance

functions. Let Pi denote the set of nt- non-critical parasitics sorted according to perfor

mance Ki. When all performance functions are considered simultaneously, the set P of all

non-critical parasitics is
Nk

P=f]Pi.
t=l

The set P, determined in this way, is eliminated from further analysis. Different sorted

lists are maintained for each kind of parasitics and elimination is carried out separately.

This simplification can be very effective, since in most cases it allows to eliminate a relevant

number, typically the 80-90% of all parasitics.

3.4.2 Constraints on Mismatch

The importance of device matching in integrated circuits has been shown not only

for active but also for passive elements [140, 141]. Designers generally impose matching

constraints on circuit devices to ensure that voltage and current mismatches in these de

vices be bounded. These constraints can then be mapped directly onto constraints on the

geometry of the physical implementations [141]. Forthis reason device matching constraints

are usually of qualitative nature, mostly dictated by the expertise of the designer.

Matching enforcement of device parameters or interconnect parasitics is often re

ferred to as the maximization in correlation of electrical parameters associated with given

circuit components. In general the task is accomplished by minimizing the physical distance

between the components or by means of topologies specifically designed to overcome the

effect of technological gradients and random mask errors.

With tighter specifications and more complex circuits however the concept of

matching as the solution of a maximization problem becomes non-trivial since many, possi-
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bly conflicting matching specifications might be required. This problem was first addressed

by us in [2], where the rather imprecise definition of matching was replaced with a rigorous

one, which allows advantageous trade-offs to be implemented. The approach consists of two

phases: sensitivity characterization and constrained optimization.

Manipulating Sensitivities

Consider two parasitics pi and p2> Within the limits of linear approximation (3.3), their

contribution to the degradation of performance, Ki is

A**li,2 =Si,m +Siap2 =2SitPp +^Ap (3.14)
where

It is evident that if

p=Ei±£i 5t>= 5tll + 5t-,2

Ap = pi-p2 SiA = ^^-
(3.15)

Si,Ac »1 (3-16)

the contribution of p\ and p2 to the degradation of Ki can be significantly reduced by

increasing the correlation between the two parasitics, i.e. by enforcing matching between

them. Inequality (3.16) determines quantitatively the benefit deriving from matching en

forcement. For an arbitrary parasitic pair (£,j), their mismatch and average sensitivities

are computed. If relation (3.16) holds, the mismatch Aptj and the average value pej replace
IO. I

is user-defined. In our tests, we have obtained good results by requiring the ratio to be at

least 10, and this value has been used in all the examples of this dissertation.

From the information on the range of each parasitic, the range of variation of the

average and mismatch values is computed as

(mm) , (min) (max) . (max)
Pt '+p) ' ^Pe + PjTJ— <P« < TJ— .

(min) . (max) ^ A (mismatch) ^ (max) . (min) %# » / • to T7\p\ ;+p} }<&Pej <Pt +P) . V^j. (3.17)

One can recognize that the constraint generation problem for parasitic average ptj and a

simple parasitic component are identical. The constraint generation for parasitic mismatch

on the other hand is handled in a slight different manner. Suppose a solution for Apij has
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a negative value, then this term could possibly generate cancellation in the approximation

formulae for performance degradation AAj of equations (3.3) and (3.6), thus creating false

results. To eliminate this problem, the variable Apij is split into two, Apej+ and Aptj~,
which are consequently added as a contribution to the approximate negative and positive

components of the performance degradation. Ap(j~ and Ap#+ represent the lower- and

upper-bound of the allowed mismatch.

This approach is often expensive computationally, since it involves the generation

of a large number of mismatches, and the constraint generation problem has to be solved

on a large set of parameters. A more efficient approach is the use the matching requirement

expressed in (3.16). For every pair of parasitics, their mismatch and average sensitivities

are computed and compared against each other. If relation (3.16) holds, the original par

asitics are discarded and substituted by their average value and the mismatch. Otherwise

they are kept and mismatches between them are not considered. With this approach, the

computational cost of the constraint generation problem is affected very slightly, only one

being the parameter added for each group of three or more matched parasitics.

Matching constraints are often expressed as a difference between parameter ratios

rather than of simple parameters. This is often the case when trying to establish specific

geometric constraints from topological constraints during the technology mapping process.

Given two independent parameters x and y and a performance Ki(x/y) then

5"(x/s) =Wfy)= sT^5''1+S,,s)' (3'18)
and thus, the sensitivity of performance At- with respect to the mismatch difference A| =
£i- — £i can be written as

S,Af =(fiiLZ^H) =5-j^tt,.+SiM) -J^)(*«+**)• (3-19)
Throughout this analysis it was always assumed that Xi and yi are statistically independent

variables. This is usually the case in layout since orthogonal geometries, such as channel

width and length in MOS transistors, are generally influenced by independent sources.

The computation scheme for arbitrary performance starting from generalized circuit analysis

can be found in Appendix D.l.
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Generating Matching Constraints

Assume for simplicity but without loss of generality that all active devices can be represented

by a two port. Furthermore, assume that a model relating the output to the input port

is available and that only one performance Ki is considered. Let Vne and Id£ be the

quantities characterizing respectively input and output of device Dt. Let Ir)e = /(Iln +

n, Vpj), where II is the vectorofall deviations from a nominal value Iln, of all technological

parameters affecting the device. Suppose the set of sensitivities {-St)n/m } of performance A,-

with respect to all vector elements of II associated with device Dt is available. Then, in

first approximation, the degradation AA",,^ of performance A,- with respect to technological

deviations in device Dt can be expressed as

AKDt = Y.S^m^m> (3.20)
m

where, for reasons that we will be clear later, the sign of sensitivities has been dropped.

Consider now a pair of devices Dt and Dj, then the degradation due to the parameter

mismatch of the devices can be computed as

A Ki,Dl-D} = Y, SiAnm Anm. (3.21)
m

where 5j,Anm is the sensitivity of Ki with respect to parameter Ilm, computed using (3.15)

and AFIm are the components of vector difference II(D{) —H(Dj) .

Now, assuming that the components AIlm are independent random variables with

zero mean, the variance of the degradation of performance A,- with respect to the variances

of the mismatches of all technological parameters relevant to the pair of devices Dt and Dj,

is computed as

o2(AKi,Dt.Dj) =£ |S,-,AnJ2 o2(AUm). (3.22)
m

Consider for instance a pair of matched MOS transistors. The variance of the degradation

due to technological mismatches can be expressed as

o\AKiymx.m2) = SiAW2 o2(AW)+ SiiAL2 o2(AL) + SiACox2 o2(AC0X)+

SiAfin2 o2(Ann) + SiAvT02 o2(AVT0).

where W, L, Cox, fxn and Vto are respectively channel width, channel length, gate oxide

capacitance, mobility and threshold voltage of the transistors.
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In [141] a direct relation has been shown between these variances and the relative

orientation and distance between device pairs. This information can be used to translate

the maximum allowed performance degradation into the physical separation and relative

orientation between pairs of devices. In order to do this, estimations on the minimum and

maximum attainable variances for a particular process are needed, to determine the upper-

and lower-bound of the performance degradation for each pair of devices. At this point the

sum of alldegradationsdue to each pair ofdevices in the circuit should be added to equation

(3.4) and the constrained optimization solved to find the actual variances ofeach parameter,

and consequently numerical values for the physical quantities. Notice that, for consistency,

the standard deviation should be added to (3.5), thus making the optimization harder and

more time consuming. In order to avoid this additional complexity, the expression for

the standard deviation is linearized after substituting the single parameter variances with

analytical models in the geometric quantities of interest. Thus a linear expression for the

standard deviation of the degradation referred to the pair is obtained as

y/o2(AI<i,me.mj) ~ Atjdtj +Btjrtj. (3.23)

where A and B are quantities which depend upon the performance sensitivity of Ki with

respect to the pair's technology parameters, dtj and rtj represent the distance and relative

rotation of devices mt and mj . Also in this case a simplification mechanism similar to the

one proposed in [116] is used for computing the criticality of the mismatch contributions.

The requirement of statistical independence for AIIm can be relaxed if it can

be assumed that: (1) the variables are Gaussian; (2) the variance-covariance matrix A

associated with them is known. In this case due to the positive-definitiveness and symmetric

nature of A, a method based on the LDMT factorization can be used to translate the

original variable set onto one where all the variables are uncorrected and, since Gaussian,

also statistically independent. The method is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

In the remainder of this dissertation, we shell refer to parasitics, parasitic mis

matches and technology mismatches related to devices and interconnect according to Ta

ble 3.1.

3.4.3 Device and Interconnect Symmetry

Symmetry is often used in the layout of analog integrated circuits to minimize

the effects of mismatched parasitics on certain performances such as offset voltage, Com-
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symbol meaning

Rsj degeneration resistance at the source of transistor Mt-

Rsjj mismatch between Rsj and Rs_j
Q substrate capacitance of net i

Cij cross-coupling capacitance between nets i and ,;

VU voltage threshold of transistor M,-.

VtJj mismatch between Vu and V*_j
vdd Supply voltage
u0 Unity-gain bandwidth
Av Low-frequency gain

Von Systematic offset

<t>M Phase margin

TD Switching delay

Table 3.1: Notation for parasitics and performance functions

mon Mode Rejection Ratio and noise. Symmetric placement and routing forces indeed the

parasitics of differential signal paths to be matched, thus reducing non-uniform and unbal

anced signals. Deriving topological symmetry constraints in an automatic fashion has been

traditionally associated with pattern recognition or expert systems.

An alternative approach, fully quantitative, based on rigorous matching analysis

and graph-searching techniques was proposed by us in [2]. First, parasitic and device

matching constraints are computed as described in section 3.4.2. Then, the circuit is mapped

onto a graph. Topological symmetry constraints are derived for each node of the graph using

a search algorithm driven by matching constraints. Since the ultimate goal of topological

symmetry is to facilitate the respect of matching constraints on parasitics and / or devices,

first priority to undergo a symmetrization process is given to those entities2 on which

matching constraints have been imposed. A second requirement is that the entities belong

to distinct differential signal paths in order to maximally balance the signals circulating in

the circuit. A third requirement is that symmetric signal paths ultimately converge to a

virtual or real signal ground. These three basic requirements have been used in our search

algorithm.

The first step consists of converting the circuit description into an undirected graph, whose

nodes represent the (active and passive) devices and edges connectivity. In the second

2Devices or interconnect
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map_onto_graph (hardware description);
add.edges (matching constraints);
createjsink_nodes (node information);
starting_nodes = differential-input;
foreach node

if termination .condition

find_new_starting_node;
continue;

else

search.matched.nodes;
search jsingular.paths;
if not-degenerate

continue;
if semi-degenerate

if super-virtual
continue;

invalidate.path;
reorderjsymmetries;

33

// verify convergence or termination conditions

// look for the next nodes
// terminate reconvergent paths
// continue search if
// path is not degenerate
// detect and correct semi-degenerate paths

// no symmetry constraints in path

Figure 3.1: Pseudo-code of the graph-based symmetry constraint generator
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step the matching constraints are introduced into the graph by adding constraint edges to

it. The third step consists of finding the edges associated with real and virtual grounds.

This operation is automatically performed in all nets by comparing common and differential

mode gains with respect to the input. The usefulness of this characterization will be evident

further on.

At this point, after initializing the search, all nodes are searched until the maxi

mum number of symmetric paths has been found, the termination condition for each path

being the presence of virtual or real ground. In the first case the symmetry path is marked

reconvergent, thus symmetry constraints have been partially satisfied. In order to be com

pletely satisfied the symmetric search paths must merge and proceed on the graph until a

real ground is found. In the second case the symmetry constraints for the current search

path(s) are completely satisfied. Thus the search ends and a new one begins from another

couple of non-terminal nodes satisfying matching constraints.

If the path is found to be semi-degenerate, i.e. devices are found to be at both

sides of the symmetry axis, a pair of edges associated to a super-virtualground is searched.

The symmetry constraint associated to the current search path is invalidated when no such

edges are found. A super-virtual ground is defined as a pair of signal nets such that, if

connected by a series of two identical resistors, the middle point becomes a virtual ground.

If a degenerate path is detected the search path is invalidated, thus nulling the

symmetry constraints found associated to this path. A degenerate configuration occurs

whenever a device on a search path has devices matched to it on an incompatible search

path, thus forcing separate symmetry constraints to interfere with each other.

The final steps are used to map all search paths onto actual symmetry constraints.

Figure 3.2 shows a simple circuit and the graph associated with it, when a degenerate path

exists. Nodes "1" are visited first. Since a terminal condition occurs (real ground), the

search continues in the opposite direction. After one iteration at nodes "2", the search

proceeds towards the nodes "3", however since neither nodes are in a contiguous path a

degenerate situation occurs. The last section of the path is therefore invalidated and the

search continues from nodes "4", ending at the top, when a terminal condition occurs. Thus

the search is complete resulting in the symmetry constraints M1-M2; M3-M4 and M7-M8.

Figure 3.3 illustrates a semi-degenerate situation. In this case electrical nets A

and B clearly form a super-virtual ground. Thus, the constraint cycle in the symmetry

constraint dependence is eliminated and the symmetry constraint is accepted.
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Figure 3.4: Clocked comparator compl

3.5 Constraint Generation: A Case Study

As a practical example, consider the clocked comparator compl, whose schematic

is shown in Figure 3.4. This comparator has been used as a benchmark in several recent

works on analog CAD [69,142], due to its relevant performance sensitivity to layout details.

Consider the following stray resistances (see Table 3.1 for notation) and the corresponding

sensitivities of systematic offset V0jj with respect to each of them:

P =

Rs-i 56.53

Rsj -56.53

Rsj* 0.202

Rs.4 -0.202

Rsjs

Rs.7
S =

11.83

-11.83

Rs.20 16.76

Rsjh -16.76

RSJ22 -16.72

#S_23 16.72
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Offset sensitivities to resistances are expressed in yV/U. They were computed by Spice

[137] with a precision within the third digit. Therefore for each of the pairs #5_i,2j Rsst4,

#5j8,7, #5.20,21, #5.22,23, #5.21,23, #5.20,22, #5.21,22 the ratio (3.16) is |^-| >103, i.e. the
resistive mismatch is at least 103 times more important for offset than the absolute values

of these resistances. By simplification (3.14), offset sensitivities with respect to mismatches

become

#5-1,2 56.53

#5.20,23 16.76

#5.21,23 16.74

#5-20,22 s = 16.74

#5-21,22 16.72

#5J6,7 11.83

. #5J,4 . 0.201

The cumulative effect of all average values on performance degradation is negligible ac

cording to (3.13), and therefore they are all eliminated from p. The symmetry-constraint

graph-search algorithm detected the following symmetric net pairs:

(52,53), (15,16), (10,11), (13,14), (55,56)

and the following device pairs:

(Mi, M2), (M20, M22), (M2i,M23),

(M25, M26), (M6, M7), (M10, Mn), (M8, M9).

Performance constraints are enforced on the max switching delay td and on systematic

offset V0ff.

td < 7 ns

\Vojf\ < 1 mV

In the first steps of layout, we assume that the nominal value of all parasitics is 0, i.e.

p(°) = [0.. .0]T. Simulation yields a nominal value of the switching delay t^' = 4ns and

null offset. Therefore

K = Vol!

-Vol/

K(p<°>) =
4.0 ns

0.0

0.0

AK =

3.0ns

ImV

\mV

(3.24)
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As expected, sensitivity analysis shows that delay is sensitive to stray capacitances, while

resistances and mismatch affect only offset:

36ps/fF

36 ps/fF

47 ps/fF

47 ps/fF

0.0

S= 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Because of symmetries, and since the nominal value of mismatch is 0, offset sensitivities in

the positive and negative direction are equal. We use the following conservative minimum

and maximum parasitic estimates:

Q{min) = X fF

Q(max) _ 1Q0 fp

R(min) _ 0

R(max) _ 50Q

With these estimates, Parcar computed the following set of parasitic bounds:

71.96 fF

71.96 fF

78.52 fF

78.52 fF

1.0 fi

7.4 Q

7.4 fi

7.4 Q,

7.5 Q

19.9 Q

49.5 fi

P =

CiB

Ci6

C55

C56

#5_1,2

#5_20,23

#5_21,23

#S_20,22

#5.21,22

#5j6,7

#5-3,4

(bound)

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.056mV/fi 0.056mV/Q

0.016mV/Q 0.016mV/Q

0.016mV/n 0.016mV/fi

0.016mV/fl 0.016mV/fl

0.016mV/fi 0.016mV/fi

O.OllmV/fi O.OllmV/fi

0.201/*V/Q 0.201/xV/Q
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Here the relation between sensitivity and tightness of bounds is evident. Only a few param

eters affect critically the performance of this circuit and therefore need be bounded tightly.

In practice, only the mismatch between the source resistances in the differential pair and

between the two current mirrors (M2o,M23) and (M211M22) are responsible for offset.

Details on the statistics for the constraint generation of this circuit are available in sec

tion 9.1.1.
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Chapter 4

Placement

Stavvi Minds orribilmente, e ringhia:

essamina le colpe ne I'intrata;

giudica e manda secondo ch'avvinghia.

Dico che quando Vanima mal nata

li vien dinanzi, tutta si confessa;

e quel conoscitor de le peccata

vede qual loco dHnferno e da essa;

cignesi con la coda tante volte

quantunque gradi vuol che giu sia messa.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto V

In this chapter we explore the features needed by an effective placement tool to

cope with analog constraints. We show how performance models derived in chapter 3 can

be efficiently used to drive a Simulated Annealing placement algorithm to enforce analog

constraints and ultimately a set of high-level performance specifications. Efficient tech

niques for fast evaluation of substrate noise and their implementation within the Simulated

Annealing algorithm are described. The effects of all the proposed changes on the annealing

are carefully modeled and the impact on the algorithm convergence is discussed. The place

ment methodology, implemented in a tool called Puppy-A, is illustrated throughout the
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Figure 4.1: Object definition

description with an example used to highlight the main features of the approach. Puppy-A

is part of the Octtools layout tool-set.

4.1 Evolution from the Digital to the Analog Domain

In recent years layout design automation for analog integrated circuits has gen

erated considerable interest due to the increasing complexity of the problems and the so

phistication of proposed solutions. The challenges generated by denser technologies and by

on-chip integration of mixed analog/digital circuits have led to more and more complex and

creative algorithms. In orderto cope with higher performance sensitivity to layout topology

and interconnect parasitics in analog circuits, several techniques have been proposed. In

most of these approaches, methodologies derived from the digital world have been used.

4.1.1 Placement Problem Formulation

The placement problem is referred to as the task of finding a physical location for

a number of layout objects in order to satisfy a number of constraints and to minimize a

cost. Let Oj, j = 1,..., No be a layout object, 3^(0j), i = 1,..., Nc(Oj) the vertices of
its perimeter, and sq(Oj) its center1, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Let CA be the set ofall

'The center of a polygon can be defined in a number of ways (center of mass, arbitrary edge, etc.). In
this work polygons are always approximated with rectangular objects and the center is assumed to be the
center of mass of the each object.
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absolute constraints on the center or perimeter of object Oj, typically of the form

s(mfn)< 80(0,-) <s<maaJ> , Vj = 1,..., No , or
s(mm)< 8M(Oj) <a(max) , Vi = l,...,Nc(Oj) , Vj = l,...,7V0,

where s^mm^< s^max^ are reference points. These constraints are required to fix the mobility

of an object within boundaries determined by considerations on the entire chip or module

under construction. Let CR be the set of all relativeconstraints, i.e. the constraints relating

pairs or groups of objects to each other, typically of the form

sx(0j) | sx(Oi) ; sy(Oj) | sy(Oi) , (4.2)

where s{Oj) = [sx,sy]T is an arbitrary point (on the perimeter or in the center) relative to

the Oj.

Assume that each object Oj can be represented in terms of a collection of simpler

four-sided objects Oj, called primitives. Each object Oj is completely specified by the

following features: so, ro, I and w. ro relates to the orientation of the object, while £ and

w to its length and width, respectively.

Furthermore, assume that a Manhattan style design is adopted for all our layouts. Then,

ro can assume only the following self-explanatory values:

NO.ROTATE, R0TATE_90, R0TATE.180, R0TATE_270, MIRRORJC, MIRRORJf, MIRROR.YX

For a given circuit, let us define the placement configuration S as the set of quadruples

{(so(0j),ro(0j),£{0j),w(0j)) | Vj = I,...,No} which determine the location and orien

tation of each object in the layout. When S satisfies the constraints of CA and CR, it is

called legal configuration. Let us define the set of all configurations as {S}.

Finally, let us define a function f(S) as the cost associated with configuration S.

The placement problem in its most general formulation consists of finding a legal configu

ration 5 associated with the minimum cost /". The problem can be expressed in terms of

the following optimization

minimize: f(S) (4.3)

subject to:

CA and CR
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In this formulation the placement problem is iVP-hard, however over the years a number

of heuristics have been developed to find sub-optimal solutions in lesser CPU time.

The best known placement heuristics are generally referred to as: constructive or schematic-

driven, branch-and-bound search and partitioning-based, quadratic optimization-based, and

iterative improvement techniques.

4.1.2 Constructive or Schematic-Driven Techniques

Placement methods based on these techniques attempt to solve (4.3) by proceed

ing as follows

1. the circuit schematic is translated into a set of functional units2.
2. a module3 for each functional unit is generated as a single item or as a set of equivalent

alternatives.

3. analog constraint sets CA and CR are annotated into the circuit schematic in a form
of mutual relations4

4. every module is placed enforcing all mutual relations

These methods were among the first to be used in digital physical assembly [143]. Step 1

is generally performed using knowledge-based [92] or pattern-recognition methods [144]. In
general, modules arecreated in step 2 with procedural generators [92] similar to traditional

silicon compilers (see chapter 2). Finally, the placement of step 4 is performed in two

phases: initial placement and iterative improvement. A large number of algorithms have

been proposed for the initial placement phase. Among others, force-directed and clustering

algorithms [145] and topological sort [41] have been employed in most systems [92,105,128].
A number of iterative improvement methods have been proposed. A classical approach

consists ofperforming global floorplanning, using for example a slicing-tree scheme [58], and

exhaustive search to map the best module alternative with the physical space associated

with the floorplan.

Although fast, schematic-driven methods lack offlexibility when a knowledge-base

is used as the engine for the creation of modules and relations, since a new, very elaborated

rule system often need be implemented for each technology. Moreover, due to the inherent

2A functional unit is defined as a single device or as a cluster of devices which perform a given function,
e.g. differential pair, mirror, etc.

3A module is here defined as the physical realization of a device or sub-circuit component.
4A mutual relation is defined as a clause stating a type of dependence between objects, e.g. a match 6;

a symmetricJto b.
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sequential nature, constructive placement algorithms are not good candidates to solve the

analog placement problem due to the large number of trade-offs in implementing each

module and in dealing with the complex interactions through interconnect and substrate

interference, which require the ability of performing optimization at a global level.

4.1.3 Branch-and-Bound Search and Partitioning-Based Techniques

In branch-and-bound methods, search is carried out along a decision-tree. Each

branch of the tree corresponds to the selection of the orientation or a constraint on a pair

of modules. Each tree node corresponds to a partial configuration S. Suppose now that

a lower-bound on the objective function f(S) is known, then all the branches leading to a

configuration of higher cost are pruned. In designing the pruning techniques, one must insure

that all solutions be in principle searched and that a solution will be found. Appropriate

techniques, the key for improving the efficiency of the algorithm, are reported e.g. in [143].

The branching operation consists of selecting the next module or constraint to be considered

by the algorithm.

Branch-and-bound criteria have been applied to a number of search algorithms

for one-dimensional device placement, e.g. [146], and module generation, e.g. [147], where

the size of the device chains was kept relatively small. Recently, a similar approach has

been used in [148] for the placement problem in the presence of analog-specific constraints

between pairs of devices. However, only layouts of limited size could be considered, while

larger circuits required the use of hierarchical decomposition before applying the algorithm.

Partitioning-based methods attempt to divide the original problem into smaller

sub-problems to improve the overall efficiency. A large number partitioning schemes based

on the Kernighan and Lin min-cut algorithm [53] can be found in the literature, e.g.

[149, 150, 104, 54] and more recently [151]. Analog-specific constraints, which are gen

erally global to the circuit, are hard to enforce using such methods, since they need be

distributed properly among all the partitions, thus creating a large overhead in maintain

ing full constraint consistency. In [50] a modified one-dimensional standard-cell placement

algorithm derived from [54] was used, to create a floorplan separating sensitive analog cir

cuitry from digital, fast-switching circuits. In [101] on the contrary, min-cut partitioning

was employed to enforce symmetry constraints.
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4.1.4 Quadratic Optimization-Based Techniques

If f(S) is a measure of the total interconnect length of the circuit, problem (4.3)

reduces to

minimize: y^L(nj)
t=i

(4.4)

subject to:

CA and CR

Items n;, V i = 1,..., Nn are the circuit's electrical nets and L(nt) is the estimate of the

total wiring length of n,\ The constraints in CA and CR represent the requirement that
the cells be within chip boundaries and do not overlap with each other, respectively. Term

L(ni) can be computed, for example, as

L(ni)= £ \\s0(Oj) -s0(O*)||2,
OjtOkeM{ni)

where M(ni) is the set of all objects connected to net n,-. Problem (4.4) can be translated

into quadratic program [152]

minimize : x Qx (4.5)

subject to:

Px<0

where the iV^xl vector x represents the lengths of horizontal and vertical wiring segments

connecting the objects in each net and NwxNw matrix Q the information on the weight of

each segment. NuxNw matrix P is a compact representation ofthe constraints in CA and

CR.

By appropriately weighting Q it is possible to introduce the conceptof netcritical-

ity, i.e. the sensitivity of performance with respect to the length of a given wiring segment.

Moreover, in P one can introduce explicit constraints on the length of each segment. Thus,

by using the distance measure between objects and a fix point, one can implement a num

ber of constraints typically used in analog physical assembly, such as symmetry and device

matching. In general, Quadratic optimization placement is efficiently solved usingQP meth

ods, which require positive definiteness of Q as necessary condition for the convergence to

a solution.
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More recently, a number of efficient methods for the solution of (4.5) were proposed

for standard-cell [145, 153] and macro-cell [154, 155, 156] problems5. A number of authors
have proposed techniques to introduce additional constraints related to performance. In

[157] for example timing constraints are added to P and heuristics based on Lagrangian

Relaxation are used to efficiently find an approximate solution to the constrained problem.

In [158] the net weights in Q are calculated based on the expected switching activities of

gates driving them.

Recently, quadratic optimization has been used to enforce a number of analog-

specific constraints. In [159] for example the layout is partitioned into smaller regions, while

the original analog-specific constraints are mapped onto each partition using quadratic opti

mization. The process is continued iteratively until each partition contains a single module.

The final placement in each partition is performed using designer-assisted exhaustive enu

meration on the module shapes that best adapt to the partition's shape.

The major drawback of pure quadratic optimization is the relatively lowflexibility

in accounting for analog-specific constraints. In methods combining quadratic optimization

with other techniques, although significantly faster, global constraints such as symmetry

and substrate noise immunity require complex schemes to be appropriately enforced. Fur

thermore, the final solution is generally not aligned with the layout grid of the workspace,

hence potentially harmful adjustments are always needed at the end of the placement6.

4.1.5 Iterative Improvement Techniques

Iterative improvement techniques make use of a small perturbation to configuration

S to obtain, progressively, an improvement in cost f(S). Each perturbation applied to S

leads to a new configuration S' which can be accepted or rejected based on some measure

of the cost improvement Af = f(S') - f(S). The iteration continues until a stopping

condition occurs. The initial configuration So used as a starting point by the algorithm can

be pre-optimized or random, while the solution Sj is said global minimum/maximum of the

problem.

A great number of iterative improvement methods have been proposed. The main

5In standard-cell problems the size ofeachobjectOj is identical in oneor in both directions. In macro-cell
problems on the contrary, the modules may have arbitrary size and shape.

6A solution to this problem is the use of a compaction tool based on the Constraint-Graph algorithm and
Linear Programming, which does not require the initial solution to be aligned with the grid for an efficient
solution of the compaction problem.
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constructinitial-placement; // constructively or randomly
repeat

select_objects_to_move;
tentatively jnovejselected.objects;
evaluate.cost; // calculate f(S)
if movejccepted II downhill/hill climbing criterion

finalize_move;
else

undo_move;
until stopping-condition.satisfied

Figure 4.2: Pseudo-code of a generic iterative algorithm

differences between the methods relate to (1) the type of perturbation, (2) the evaluation of

the cost improvement, (3) the acceptance/rejection criterion, and (4) the stoppingcondition.

Two main classes of iterative improvement methods exist: the downhill or descentand the

hill climbing algorithms. Descent algorithms are said greedy, since a cost improvement

is required for the acceptance of a new configuration. A necessary condition for these

algorithms to converge to a global minimum is that f(S) be a convex function defined on

convex set {S} [160, p. 181]. A sufficient condition for descent algorithms to converge to a

local minimum is given by the Global Convergence Theorem [160, p. 187].

Hill climbing algorithms are similar to descent algorithms, with the exception

of the acceptance/rejection criterion, which allows the algorithm to tolerate temporary

worsening in the cost. The provision wasinvented to make the optimizer capable of escaping

local minima to reach the global minimum with higher probability7. The pseudo-code of

a generic iterative algorithm is given in Figure 4.2. A number of selection techniques for

both objects and move types have appeared in the literature. Perhaps, the randomized

n-tuple interchange has received most attention due, mainly, to its simplicity. Although

n > 2 schemes have been extensively studied [161], the advantages do not seem to justify

added complexity. Hence, most of the early work in this area is based on n = 2 schemes

[162, 163]. Over the years, cost evaluation and acceptance mechanisms have generated

significant research activity in the field.

7Under certain conditions it is possible to show that this probability is in the limit 1.
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create_randomized.placement;
setJnitial.temperature;
repeat

repeat
select.objects_to.move;
tentatively_move_selected_objects;
evaluate.cost;
if move_accepted

finalize_move;
else

undo-move;
until equilibrium.reached

update-temperature;
until freezing-point_reached

Figure 4.3: Pseudo-code of a generic SA algorithm

In the remainder of this chapter, we will focus on hill-climbing algorithms. A

number of approaches derived from natural phenomena have appeared in the literature

[66, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168]. Simulated Annealing (SA) [66] in particular, has proven its

suitability for the placement problem in a number of design styles [169, 170, 171]. Layout

tools based on SA have generally great flexibility in the number and type of measures being

minimized, hence the algorithm was a logical choice for many analog circuit design systems.

The use and modification to the algorithm for the analog placement problem is the main

topic of section 4.2.

4.2 Simulated Annealing and Analog Placement

In this section we present the generic formulation of SA and the modifications that

were made to adapt it to the analog placement problem.

4.2.1 Terminology

A generic SA algorithm is shown in Figure 4.3. The algorithm is completely

specified by the following:
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400

Figure 4.4: Normalized energy landscape in typical placement problem

• configuration space {5}

• cost function f(S)

• move-set M

• cooling schedule l\+i = F(Tfc)

The configuration space {5}, also called search space is the space of all possible placement

configurations S associated with a given circuit. In bounded workspaces within a integer

coordinate system, the size of {5} grows factorially with the number of objects No-

In general, cost f(S) is an analytic function of configuration S. Ordinarily, the

cost has been used in the past to quantify basic chip features such as area and routing and

to drive the algorithm towards a design-rule violation free layout. With the introduction

of SA in placement tools for analog design [67, 119], the cost function has been also used

to enforce analog-specific requirements. The plot of f(S) versus all possible configurations

S £ {5} is called energy landscape of the placement problem. Figure 4.4 shows the energy

landscape observable in a typical placement problem.

The move-set M is the collection of all legal moves which are performed on a n-

tuple of objects. In most applications n can vary from one to two duringan algorithmic run

[67, 119]. The move, and hence new configuration S', is accepted with probability 1 a cost

improvement occurred, i.e. A/ = f(S') - f(S) < 0, otherwise the probability of acceptance
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P is given by

P = e t .

Parameter T, called temperature, holds a value To initially and steadily decreases

to its final value 7/ during the course of the algorithm. At each temperature the algo

rithm performs t* isothermal moves, until equilibrium is reached for that temperature. The

sequence {(!*,£*)}£_! and the value Kare referred to as cooling schedule.

4.2.2 Characterizing Analog Constraints

Analog-specific constraints can be grouped into two main categories: topological

and parasitic constraints. Topological constraints are aimed at controlling the relative

location and orientation of each geometric object in the layout. Constraints on matching

and symmetry belong to this category. A special case of matching relates to the need of

clustering objects in a particular area of the workspace for reasons of noise immunity and

latch-up suppression [172] or simply to reduce the number of separate well regions, as in

the case of devices of the same type in CMOS circuits [67, 119].

Consider first symmetry constraints. Let so(Oj) = [xo,yo]T be the location ofan
object Oj in the workspace and rn(Oj) its orientation as defined in section 4.1.1. Moreover,

let <Sm, Vm = 1,..., Ns be the set of all ra-tuples8 ofobjects on which symmetry constraints

are to be enforced with respect to vertical axis Am. Let x(Am) be the location of axis

Am in x-direction9. Then, all symmetry constraints are expressed by the following set of

equations

yo(Oj) - y0(Oi) = 0,

x0(Oj) - 2x(Am) + x0(Oi) = 0,

r(Oj) = mirrorjsymmetric[r(Oi)\.

x0(Oj) - x(Am) = 0, with {Oj) = 1 - tuple € <Sm.

Definition and enforcement of symmetry constraints10 is shown in Figure 4.5a for objects

d, Oj and O*.

Considernow matchingconstraints. Let Mm,Vm = 1,..., Nm he a set of matched

objects, also called matching cluster. Assume that for each cluster, there exist a set of

8Term n = 1 in case of self-centered symmetry, otherwise n —2.
9The problem can be formulated in an identical fashion for horizontal symmetry constraints.

10The "F" symbol in Figure 4.5 represents mirror-symmetry constraints, while "A" represents center-
symmetry.

•with (Oi, Oj) = 2 - tuple € Sm.
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Figure 4.5: Topological constraints in analog circuit design: (a) symmetry and matching;
(b) well minimization
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parameters dy%™' and ry^\ i.e. the bound on the maximum distance and relative orien
tation mismatch associated with the objects in the cluster11. Then, matching constraints

are expressed by the following set of equations

iso^) -8,(0,)i< #?\ with(i)i)=paireA,m. (4.7)
ir\ \ ir\ \ ^ (max) I \ iji r \ /ro(Oj) - r0(Oi) <ryMm' J

Figure 4.5a shows the enforcement of matching constraints on the pair Oj-Oi.

Finally, consider the special case of device matching used for the minimization of

the number of wells. Expressions similar to (4.7) are used for the generation of the well

regions, where Amax^ —t oo and (f(moar) is generally calculated on-the-fly as a fraction of the

current chip section. Figure 4.5b shows a configuration in which devices of types requiring

different well doping are mixed within the workspace (left-hand side). The diagram on

the right-hand side shows the layout after enforcement of well-dependent matching, thus

reducing the number of well structures needed and simplifying the biasing circuits.

Parasitic constraints are generally defined explicitly as a set of bounds on par

ticular parasitic components or implicitly in terms of the global performance degradation

that parasitics induce. Explicit parasitic constraints can be either derived as a solution to

Problem 1 or imposed by the user. Explicit constraints are generally related to a particular

parasitic element, which in turn is associated to a individual geometric structure. Thus,

explicit parasitic constraints are useful when local decisions need be made. In placement

however, all implementation details of the chip are not yet available and decisions at the

highest level need be made. Hence, a more appropriate way of controlling parasitic effects

is to build parasitic-based performance models and to evaluate the resulting performance

degradation at each step of the algorithm.

In the literature both approaches to the control of parasitics in placement tools

can be found. Cohn [173] proposed to realize some of the most critical routing artwork

on-the-fly during the unfolding of the annealing, while user-defined critical net-couplings

were minimized. In [174] the effects of substrate noiseon user-defined critical modules were

minimized using a rough approximate of substrate transport mechanisms at each step of

the annealing. In our work, we have proposed for the first time the use of implicit parasitic

constraints in the placement problem [119, 175, 176]. Alternatively, explicit constraints

ii j(mos) gn^ r(max) can ^e computed using the techniques described in chapter 3 or arbitrarily imposed
by the designer.
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A

Figure 4.6: Slicing-tree space representation for layout optimization algorithms

were used in the other phases of the layout, namely routing, compaction and extraction. In

the remainder of this chapter we will describe the techniques used for the enforcement of

parasitic constraints using SA based placement algorithms.

4.2.3 Slicing-Tree vs. Flat Representation of the Workspace

Due to the irregular size and shape of analog devices, most analog placers were

derived from digital-specific tools designed to work in macro-cell design style or as floor-

planners. Two placement concepts using SA haveacquired popularity in the digital domain.

The first, due to Otten [177, 178], is based on a slicing-tree representing the workspace. A

slicing-tree is a graph which represents the iterative partitioning of the space into succes

sively smaller regions as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The annealer, manipulating the slices, i.e.

the nodes in the graph, does not move the physical objectsdirectly but modifies their rela

tive position by altering the aspects of the slices in the tree. Hence, no overlap is possible

between cells during the unfolding of the algorithm, thus potentially improving the efficiency

of the approach, but simultaneously preventing the algorithm from searching desirable ar

eas of the energy landscape accessible though non-legal configurations. This placement

model was adapted to the analog problem in Ilac [57], where symmetry-preserving swaps

were introduced. However, to the best of our knowledge, no provision was given to control

matching or parasitic constraints during the placement stage.

The second concept, due to Gelatt & Jepsen [179], uses a flat representation of

the workspace. According to this model, objects are translated and rotated directly by

the annealer, which manipulates their absolute position. Each manipulation occurs on a
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gridless plane and overlaps are allowed, thus the algorithm is provided with a mechanism

to eliminate all overlaps from the final solution via a measure of the overlap in the cost

function. In recent years a number of valid SA based macro-cell placement algorithms

implementing analog-specific constraints have been developed based on Gelatt & Jepsen's

placement style [67, 124, 174].

For reasons of improved flexibility, we feel that this concept is most suitable to

effectively attack the analog placement problem, hence we have adopted it as a basis of our

work as well [119, 175, 176].

4.3 Modifying Basic Algorithms

The enforcement of analog-specific constraints has been performed in Puppy-A

by introducing several heuristics which involve modifications to the the configuration space

{S}, the cost function f(S), and the move-set M. Let us discuss the basic algorithm in all

its features and then describe each modification in details.

4.3.1 Standard Features

Puppy-A is an interactive tool implementing a flat style SA based placement

algorithm. The tool, based on a program originally designed for macro-cell digital design

[170], is characterized by the following standard features.

The configuration space {S} is fixed during the unfolding of the annealing, i.e. all

the macro-cells originally designed for the chip will not be modified by the annealing. The

routing space also stays unchanged at all temperatures and it is simulated by a rectangular

halo around each macro-cell [180]. The thickness of the halo for a given cell side is logarith

mically growing with the number of nets departing from that side12 as shown in Figure 4.7.

The cost function f(S) evaluates the impact of three factors: total chip area /a (S),

total wiring fw(S) and cell-overlap fo(S). The term f(S) is computed as

f(S) = aAfA(S) + awfw(S) + a0fo(S), (4.8)

where the aa, aw and oco are constant weights indicating the relative importance of the

various components.

12The diagonals shown in.Figure 4.7 determine the side from which each terminal is most likely to depart.
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Routing Halo

Figure 4.7: Accounting for routing channels: the Halo algorithm

The total chip area is computed as

fA(S) = W{S) x H(5),

where W(S) and H(S) are the width and height of the entire chip associated with configu

ration S. The values of W(S) and H(S) can be easily estimated using the information on

the position of the left/rightmost and highest/lowest cells in the workspace.

The total wiring of the chip is estimated as

Nn _
fw(S) = J2L(ni),

j=i

where n,-, i = 1,..., Nn is a net and L(rzt), i= 1, ...,Nn is the estimate of its wiring length.

In PUPPY-A the term ~L(n{) can becomputed using two alternative methods: semi-perimeter

and non-minimum spanning tree. The first method involves the computation of the semi-

perimeter of the net bounding-box, i.e. the minimum-area box containing all terminals in

the net. See Figure 4.8a. The complexity of the method is dominated by the bounding-

box computation, which can be performed efficiently in 0(V), where V is the number of

terminals for a given net [51, Chp. 2].

The second technique is a variation of the minimum spanning tree (MST) method,

illustrated in Figure 4.8b. Let G{V, E) be a fully connected graph or clique, where vertices

V are the terminals of the net. The MST is the minimum length acyclic path of the clique

connecting all V terminals. The complexity needed to find the MST is 0(V2), since from
each vertex of the graph every other not-previously-visited vertex must be searched [51,

Chp. 2]. While solving the placement problem however, detailed routing is not known,

hence relatively high inaccuracies are to be expected while estimating the wiring length,
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Figure 4.8: Routing estimation techniques

especially at high temperatures. Thus, MST can be replaced with a less accurate but more

efficient method.

A good alternative is the calculation of random acyclic paths, whose length will

always be greater or equal than that of the MST. Non-minimal acyclic paths (Figure 4.8c,d)

are faster to build, since simple vertex enumeration, linear in V, is required. Furthermore,

to improve the accuracy of the method, one could add the term swap_segment in the move-

set, in such a way that a scheme such as that in Figure 4.8c could be replaced by the

one in Figure 4.8d during the annealing. Thus, the task of reducing the path length, hence

improving the accuracy of the estimation, can be left to the annealing itself. Since improved

accuracy is needed particularly at low temperatures, when detailed placement decisions are

to be made, the probability of selecting the appropriate moves could be further increased

with the decay of the temperature.

The position of terminals in each module can be fixed, i.e. determined a priori,

or dynamically changed during the annealing. In the latter case the cell is said soft and its

terminals floating. Figure 4.9 shows a module with floating terminals and the moves being

performed on the terminals.

Lastly, let us consider the overlap cost. Term fo(S) is computed as follows

N0 N0

/o(5) = 2 £ Area(Ojn Ot),
i=i i=j+i

(4.9)
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Figure 4.9: Dynamically adjustable terminals in modules

where the term Area(Oj n 0{) indicates the areaof the intersection ofobjects Oj and 0,-.

The process is relatively inefficient, requiring a complexity of 0(Nq).

In Puppy-A, for efficiency reasons, each component of the cost function is com

puted incrementally during the annealing. Thus, only those components of the cost are

recomputed which are modified by objects and nets directly involved in a move. As we will

see, this cannot always be done when global changes occur in the workspace as e.g. in the

case of substrate noise injection.

The move-set of Puppy-A consists of

• TRANSLATE

• ROTATE

• TRANSLATE_AND_ROTATE

• SWAP

• NET_SEGMENT_SWAP

All moves except SWAP and NET_SEGMENT_SWAP involve a single object. The values that a

rotation called by ROTATE can take are the same given in section 4.1.1. During the unfolding

of the algorithm the probability of selection for the various move types changes and it is

controlled by a mechanism aimed at maximizing those moves with the best impact on the

cost [170].
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Two main cooling schedules are used in PUPPY-A: modified geometric and adap

tive. The first method schedules the sequence {(T*, £*)}{?._! in the following manner

{
rfc = a x Tk-i, with 0.9 < a < 1.0

tk : fix

Term tk is large, typically 102,..., 104. Instead ofsetting K to a given value, the initial and

final temperatures To and Tj are determined by the user or the prolonged no-improvement

criterion can be used for the cost.

The adaptive cooling schedule (ACS) implemented in Puppy-A is based on the

original work by Romeo [181, 182] and consists of the following features. ACS assumes the

cost to be distributed according to a continuous Gamma function T(p,a), where p and a

are the shape and the scaling factors respectively. Hence, the expected value and variance

of the cost can be expressed as a function of temperature T

^(/) =^7T +/*i^ =^Tf7TF• (4-10)
where /* is the minimum of cost /. Setting T ->• oo, one can find expressions for parameters

E<x>{f), &lo{f)i Vand 0e- Moreover, equations (4.10) can be rewritten as

ErU) =*-(/) -^P(^) ; 4(f) =<£(/) (^)2• (4.1D
Using equation (4.11), the fact that a > 1/T and that Eoo(f)-ET(f) is small if o*^/) < T

[181], the following criterion can be used

To = Ko(f) ,

where K is a small positive number. The initial distribution parameters (p, a) are derived

by collecting infinite temperature statistics and using (4.10) at T —• oo. This distribution,

along with equations (4.10), is then used to predict what the cost distribution at each

temperature should be, assuming a Gamma distribution for the cost. This is done by

adapting p and a at each temperature. One assumes that equilibrium is attained when the

moving weighted average of mean cost Ej(f) lies within S standard deviations <Ty(/) from

the mean Er(f) in the model of the cost distribution predicted at a given temperature, i.e.

\ET(f)-ET{f)\<SoT(f),
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where 6 is a non-negative user-defined realnumber. Iffora given temperature noequilibrium

is reached in at most M < oo moves, Ej{f) and ox(f) are set to the moving weighted

averages Er(f) and crr(f) as calculated at the current temperature. The next temperature

is computed as
Tfc_,A

Tk = Tk-ie °T»->{f) ,

where OTk_x (/) is the moving average of standard deviation as calculated at temperature

Tk-i and Ais the upper-bound to the distance between the stationary densities associated

to temperatures Tjt and Tk-\ [181].

As we will see later, the cooling schedule can become an important factor in determining

convergence for the SA algorithm.

4.3.2 Modifications of the Standard Features

A modification on the cooling schedule in Puppy-A goes beyond the scopesof this

dissertation. On the contrary, the remaining features characterizing the SA algorithm for

the placement problem are an effective mechanism allowing us to adapt it to the analog

placement problem. Figure 4.10 illustrates a modified version of the placement method

ology for the use in analog IC design. High-level specifications are used, in combination

with sensitivity analysis, to create a model for performance, which drives directly the mod

ified cost function in the SA algorithm. Analog-specific constraints are enforced using a

number of modifications in the cost function as well as in the move-set. Substrate is char-
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Figure 4.11: Dynamically adjustable modules available to the placement tool

acterized using an efficient Green's Function-based method and a number of heuristics for

fast computation of the strength of currents transported through the substrate. As a final

verification step, the layout is routed, fully extracted and simulated accounting for all rele

vant non-idealities. In case some specifications are not met, all corresponding sensitivities

are weighted by a factor proportional to the severity of the violation, and the placement

is repeated [119]. In what follows a discussion and justification of the various proposed

modifications is presented.

4.3.3 Configuration Space

In the digital domain, a dynamically adjustable search space {5} has been pro

posed as a key mechanism to improve the results of layout design [183, 184]. The first

applications adopting such a strategy in the analog domain were proposed in [67] and [185],

where adjustable modules enabled the placer to select from a larger set of possible real

izations. Figure 4.11 shows a sample of module realizations for simple stacked transistors.

Since the W/L ratio is fixed, length and width of the whole module is determined by the

relation shown in the curve of Figure 4.11, which is used for the direct calculation of the

module dimensions during the annealing.

An Alternative solution adopted by a number of systems, e.g. ILAC [57], Sam

[124] and Salim [92], consists of creating a library of relatively simple device realizations
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Figure 4.12: Library of CMOS modules

and selecting the most appropriate module, based on a set of rules. This method has

the advantage of exploring a number of structures, electrically equivalent but which might

improve the performance of the layout due, for example, to better matching or greater

compactness. See Figure 4.12.

The problem with the first approach is that the number of alternative realizations

can be very high, thus slowing down the annealing. Moreover, a relatively reduced variety

of modules is available, thus preventing the algorithm from exploring configurationssuch as

the common-centroidal and interdigitated structures. As a partial solution to this problem

an additional modification to the move-set was proposed [67] which allowed the annealing

to operate diffusion mergings or module abutments dynamically.

The second approach lacks of flexibility since a decision on the module realization

must always be made a priori when the details of the placement and routing are not yet

known. Furthermore, every module is generated separately, hence no or limited trade-offs

involving a higher number of modules are possible and may not be supported by additional

knowledge about the global appearance of the layout.

The first attempt to address these problems was proposed by us in [175, 176]. In

this approach simultaneous placement and module optimization is used as an effective way

to insure maximal flexibility during the placement phase, while drastically reducing the

search space for all possible module implementations. First, the composite stack-module
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generator Ldo partitions the circuit and finds different alternative sets of modules. Each

alternative solution is chosen so as to minimize a cost function accounting for all analog-

specific constraints. Routability and interconnect parasitics cannot be taken into account

at this stage since no information on the reciprocal position of the modules is known.

Next, all the equivalent solutions are made available to Puppy-A. The set of moves

of the annealing algorithm has been extended to include not only geometric perturbations,

but also swaps between alternative solutions. In this way, placement and module opti

mization are performed simultaneously. The set of modules available to the placement is

relatively small, since the configurations yielding large performance degradation have al

ready been discarded. Hence, negligible computational overhead is needed with respect to

standard placement with a pre-defined set. Section 4.4 discusses generation and module-

interchange techniques in detail.

4.3.4 Cost Function

In Puppy-A the cost function has been used for both minimization and constraint

enforcement purposes. Let fEc(S) be the cost function associated with the constraint

enforcement and let f\fiN{S) be the objective of various measures being minimized. Then,

the general cost for SA is defined as

f(S) = fEc(S) + fMiN(S). (4.12)

The term f\tiN(S), the measure for standard minimization features, such as area, and total

wiring, is defined as

fMiN{S) = ocAfA(S) + *wfw(S) , (4.13)

where fA(S), fw{S), exa and aw have been defined in (4.8).

The term /ec(5), relating to constraint violations of the placement, is defined as

Jec(S) = aofo(S) + awEfwE(S) + asfs(S) + aMfM(S) + aPfP(S) , (4.14)

where <*o, otwE, Ois, ocm, and ap are non-negative weights. Each individual cost function

is described hereafter.

fo{S): this function relates to the total overlap between all modules. The function

is defined in equation (4.9). Efficient techniques for its calculation are discussed in [170].

fwE{S): this function relates to the cumulative set of translations needed to assign

each module to its region of compatibility. For simplicity but with no loss of generality
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Figure 4.13: SA and well definition

consider the case of a CMOS circuit. Let V, M and I be the sets of N-, P- and no-type13

modules. Modules in V (Af) are compatible with a N(P)-type well, while modules in I can

be put over both well regions. Cost fwE(S) is defined as the sum of all translations needed

to bring each module in the appropriate region

Iwe(S) = £ dM(Oj) -r £ MOj) , (4.15)

where function dtf(Oj) (d<p(Oj)) is the Manhattan distance between object Oj oftype N(P)
and the closest edge of the well region compatible with it. If Oj is within a compatible

region, then the associated cost is zero. See Figure 4.13. These regions represent the
future geometric realization of the wells. Figure 4.13 shows the evolution of S towards
a configuration in which all the objects are placed in two distinct well regions. Suppose

now that more than one well region exists for each device type. Let us define function

dtf{Oj,WRi) (dp(Oj,WRi)) as the Manhattan distance between object Oj and the closest
edge ofcompatible region WRi. Then, the minimum distance dy?%n'(Oj) is defined as

d$in)(Oj) = min dM(Oj, WRi) , VO, €M
i = l,...,Nv

where N-p (N#) is the number of existing well P(N)-regions. d-p(Oj) is defined similarly.

Since it is rectangular, a region WRi is characterized as an object, i.e. using the

center sQ(WRi), its width W(WR{) and its height H(WRi). During the unfolding of the

13This might be the case ofcomposite modules, i.e. small sub-circuits implementing both types, or poly
resistors, which do not have restrictions on the underlying well.
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SA, so{WRi), W(WRi) and H(WR{) can be changed using standard moves. The same

overlapping constraints can be used and abutment can be performed on them [119].

fs(S): the function relates to the cumulative set of translations and rotations

needed to enforce all symmetry constraints. This cost, derived from (4.6), is defined as

Ns

fs(S) = £ £ dsJOuOj) + rSm(OuOj) ,
"1= 1 t,j € Sm

where Sm,Vm = 1,..., Ns is a set of all tuples of objects bound by a symmetry constraint

with respect to axis Am. Terms dsm{Oi,Oj) and rsm{0i,0j), the translation to make

(0{,Oj) tuple symmetric with respect to Am, are defined as

dsm(0i,0j) = \y0(Oj) - y0(Oi)\ + \x0(Oj) - 2x(Am) + x0(Oi)\,

{ar, if 7-(Oj) 7^ mirror^symmetric[r(Oi)]

0 , otherwise

dsm(Oi,Oj) = \x0(Oj) - x0{Oi)\ + \y0(Oj) - 2xj(Am) + y0(Ot)|,

Qr, if r(Oj) ^ mirrorsymmetric[r(Oi)]
^^(0^0,) =

0 , otherwise

if Am vertical axis,

if Am horizontal axis,

where x(Am) (y(Am)) is the position of vertical (horizontal) axis Am and ar is anon-negative

constant. If x(Am) (y(Am)) are let vary during the annealing, one can obtain better levels

of global optimization and possibly more compact layout. The approach, discussed in [186],

is illustrated in Figure 4.14.

/m(5"): The cost due to mismatch is characterized as follows from equation (4.7)

NM

/m(5)=£ £ dMm(Oi,0-) +rMm(Oi,Oj),
m=l i,j £ Mm
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where A4m,Vm = 1,...,Nm is a matching cluster, i.e. a set of all objects bound by

certain matching constraints. Terms dMm(0i,0j) and rMm(0»Oj), the translation to

make (0{,0j) tuple matched according to the definition of equation (4.7), is defined as

dMm(Oi, Oj) =max {\s0(Oj) - s0(Of)| - JjS^\ o},
rMm(Oi,Oj) = r0(Oj) - r0(O,) - rfc\

where so (Oj) is the center of object Oj and r0(Oj) is its orientation. Terms djjj"*' and
r^ax\ called cluster diameter and cluster rotation factor respectively, represent the max
imum distance and relative orientation between any two objects within a cluster. Values

for djJJ°s) and r£j°x) are either calculated using the techniques presented in chapter 3or
imposed by the designer.

fp(S): this term relates to the cumulative effect of all parasitics on performance.

Since performance generally consists of a number of measures, e.g. phase margin, low

frequency gain and activation delay, a weight must be given to the violation associated

with each performance component Ki,Vi = l,...,JVfc. Let us define the set of weights

at-,Vi, ...,Nk as the relative importance of each violation, then term fp(S) can be inter

preted as the weighted sum of all performance violations and is defined as

Nk

/P(5)=£al/i,p(S),
i=l

where term fi,p(S), Vi = 1,..., Nk is the violation of the specifications imposed on perfor

mance measure Ki. When no flexibility is allowed on the realization of the layout, fi,p(S)

is defined as

fitP(S) =F(max{AKf - AK?, 0}) +F(max{AKi - A#7,0}) ,

where AK, is the specification on the positive/negative degradation of performance Ki

and AKf is a model for it. Function F(.) is used to weight the cost function differently
according to the severity of each violation. In section 4.5 we will discuss how F(.) can be

used to account for flexibility in the realization of the interconnect.

4.3.5 Move-Set

The original move-set in Puppy-A was modified to include a number of techniques

used by the analog placement tool. The new moves are
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Figure 4.15: Abutment and separation of modules

• abut_cells

• separate_cells
• swap_alternatives
• update_axis
• update_wells
• update_well_contacts

To allow existing modules to freely abut during the unfolding of the algorithm, a new move

called abut_cells was created. The move causes two cells which belong to compatible

wells to fuse into one. The analogous move separate_cells is exercised only on those

cells previously abutted. See Figure 4.15.

In our approach, module alternatives are generated a priori and the solutions which

represents the best trade-offs are selected during the annealing. In order for our SA based

placement engine to explore all the options at its disposal, the move-set has been expanded

to include a number of new items. The move swap_alternatives allows the annealing

to replace a module alternative realization, thus in effect moving within {5} towards new

search regions.

A move called update_axis has been added to allow a translation of arbitrary

symmetry axis Am. This move is used for updating the position of an existing axis either

to a new random location or to that which minimized the symmetry violations related to

it. In the latter case, the new location of vertical14 axis Am is computed as follows

1
x(Am) = £ so (Oj)

j € Sm

where sn(Oj) = [xo,y0]T is the vector of the center of object j and |«Sm| is the cardinality

of Sm. See Figure 4.16.

14The same argument can be used for horizontal axes.
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Figure 4.16: Updating symmetry axes during the annealing

Figure 4.17: Updating well regions during the annealing

A move called update_wells is used for the recalculation of parameters so, H and

W for each well region Wi?,-,Vi = l,...,Np(Ntf). The objects can be viewed as regular

objects, hence the same overlap rules apply but only to objects ofdifferent type. Abutment

and separation can be performed on each pair of wells of the same type. Figure 4.17 shows

the progressive modification of the regions and an abutment procedure.

Finally, a move called update_well_contacts is used for the update of well con

tacts in each module. The mechanism is similar to the principle of the floating terminals.

Figure 4.18 shows a well contact moving within the region of the well. The term dmax de
termines the maximum distance between devices in the module and well contact in order to

avoid excessive performance degradation or latch-up. A value for dmax can be user-enforced

[142] or it can be computed using sensitivity analysis and a local substrate simulation, as

following. Let S{,rw be thesensitivity ofperformance Ki with respect to Rw_j. Term -Re
models the substrate resistance between the channel of each device in the module and the
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Figure 4.18: Updating contact locations

Figure 4.19: Modeling contacts within modules

node which is connected to the bias bus line through the contact. See Figure 4.19. Then,

using the approach ofchapter 3, one can derive a bound Rw°jn for Rw_j associated with
module Oj. Since the geometric structure of module Oj is known, ignoring all surrounding

objects, any substrate resistance evaluator can be used to extract Rw_j for various positions

of the contact relative to the module as shown in Figure 4.18. In our approach the Green's

Function-based package Subres (See chapter 8) was used for the characterization. Plot 4.20

shows the value of Rw_j as a function of the relative position of a simple one-via contact in

a typical device configuration. From the plot, one can define a feasibility region in which

the contact should be placed for the bound inequality

nw_3 ^ n.w_j

to be satisfied. This determines the region within which the contact is allowed to float

during the unfolding of the SA algorithm as illustrated in Figure 4.21. Alternatively, one

can add the product Si,^ Rwj to the estimate of performance degradation A A",-, thus

allowing the placer to take the effects of far biasing contacts directly into account. Both

these approaches are available in PuPPY-A.
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Figure 4.20: Contact resistance as a function of relative position within a module

feasibility region

Figure 4.21: Derivation of feasibility region for the contact realization
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Translation moves for both cells and terminals require the definition of a move

range, which relates to the maximum possible distance at which a selected module should

be randomly placed by the algorithm. There are at least two approaches to the selection

of a move range. The first method, called range limiting is due to Kirkpatrick [66] and

consists of setting the maximum translation to a pre-determined value which is reduced

using a temperature-dependent formula.

The second method, due to Hustin, is based on the principle of quality factors

[187]. The selection of the type of move and of the maximum possible translation is based

on the probability that the move will be successful in reducing the cost function15. For a

given temperature Tk, the success rate or quality factor of move M is determined as

QM{Tk) = Nm '

where AM/rt_i (S) is the total cost reduction obtained at a previous temperature due to

move M and Nm is the total number of accepted moves of type M.

An estimate of the probability of success Pr\f(Tk) for move M at temperature Tk can be

computed as

P^ (T\- Q^(Tk)
PrM{Tk)-E^Qm(Tk)'

where Qm(Tk) is the quality factor of move m,Vm = 1,..., Mm and Mm is the total number

of moves in the move-set. At high temperatures a large move-set is preferable to explore

a large number of diverse configurations. At lower temperatures, i.e. Tk —• 0, a large

move-set translates into longer annealing times. Hence, a scheme based on quality factors

tends to limit the size of the move-set at Tk —)• 0.

4.4 Module Generation

Ldo [188] is a tool for MOS transistor composite stack generation. Its purpose is

to generate a set of stacks containing all the transistors of the circuit, split into modules

abutted with each other. Source/drain regions are shared between adjacent elements, in

such a way that area and critical capacitances are minimized.

15Notice that the latter scheme is more general than the former in that it can be applied to the entire
move-set whether or not a translation is involved.
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4.4.1 Terminology

Let G(E, V) be an undirected graph, with a set of vertices V and a set of edges

E. A path or chain p from vertex v0 to vertex Vk in G is defined as the sequence of

vertices vq, t>ii *>2,...,v* € V and edges e\, e2,..., ek 6 2? linking e,-, via v,_i and u,-, and

d ^ ej,Vz, j, i / j [189, Ch.5]. Vertices v0 and v*: are called endpoints ofp. The length ofa

path is the number of edges it contains. An n-path is a path whose length is n.

A connected graph is a graph G(V, E) where for all v, w € V there is a path in

G whose endpoints are v, w. A complete component C is a sub-graph of G where all pairs

of vertices are adjacent. C is maximal when its size cannot be increased, i.e. when for

each v 6 V, either v is already in C, or v is not adjacent to some vertex of C. A maximal

complete component is called clique.

Let G(E, V) be a graph representing the circuit, where all vertices in V are nets in

the circuit and for each MOS device there exist an edge in E, linking the vertices associated

to the nets connected to the device terminals. A stack of n transistors in the circuit can be

created if the corresponding edges in G form an n-path, as illustrated in Figure 4.22a. The

device junction regions corresponding to the path endpoints are said to be external, while

the other points in the path are called internal. Each full-stacked layout implementation

corresponds to a path partition of G(E, V), also defined as a set V of paths such that:

pn<? = 0, Vp,<7€P (4.16)

[jp=E. (4.17)
pev

Operators f| and \J are applied to the edge sets of the paths. Condition (4.16) is the

non-overlapping condition that no two stacks in the layout contain the same transistor.

Condition (4.17) is the covering condition, that each transistor must appear in a stack. In

each circuit at least one trivial partition Vo exists, in which each path has exactly one edge.

Such partition corresponds to separate modules and it is often the starting configuration

for placement tools with automatic abutment capability such as our approach [119].

4.4.2 Stack-Generation Algorithm

Hereafter is a description of the algorithm for stack generation.

1. The circuit is mapped to graph G(V,E), which is split into two or more sub-graphs

Gi, i = 1,..., k according to the well type.
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Figure 4.23: Splitting large transistors: (a) differential pair; (b) equivalent graph (Courtesy
of Enrico Malavasi)

2. Large transistors are split into smaller modules connected in parallel.

3. Each sub-graph is split into smaller connected sub-graphs, containing only edges cor

responding to modules with the same channel width.

4. Optimum path partition is carried out on each sub-graph independently.

In step 1 the circuit is mapped onto the corresponding graph as described above. All sub

graphs are generated based on the type of well to which the devices are connected. This

is the first simplification made to the problem, which reduces its size significantly, with no

modification of the solution set.

Step 2 consists of two phases. The first phase enforces explicit requirements of the

user on the number of sub-divisions in devices. During the second phase, matched transistors

are split into modules with the same width. Matching is improved by enforcing the same

fringe effects on all modules. The computed width is the Greatest Common Divider (GCD)

of the widths of all matched transistors. Design-rules determine a lower bound to the width,

while splitting is not applied if the GCD is smaller than this bound. After a transistor is

split, the new modules become distinct matched devices, each introducing a different edge

into the circuit graph and the new modules replace split transistors. Figure 4.23 shows an

example of splitting in a simple differential pair.

After step 3 in each sub-graph only transistors with the same channel width are

present. Stacks containing modules with different widths can still be built with the auto

matic abutment procedure in the placement phase as proposed in [67, 119]. All sub-graphs

are disjoint with the exception of the ones which include devices related by symmetry

and/or matching constraints. Such sub-graphs cannot be processed independently, there

fore they are merged to form larger non-connected sub-graphs. Let G\(E\,V\), £2(^2>^2)
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be two such interdependent sub-graphs. They are merged into a non-connected sub-graph

G'(E',V), where E' = EX\JE2, and V = Vl\JV2.

In step 4, path partitioning, based on a two-phase algorithm, is performed as shown

in Figure 4.22a,b. All existing paths in G(V, E) are generated using a dynamic programming

procedure. The problem of finding a path partition is transformed into a clique problem

[190, p.194], [147]. Each path is associated to a vertex of a chain-graph Gc, whose edges link

two vertices if and only if the corresponding paths are mutually compatible, i.e. they can

coexist in the same partition. The non-overlapping condition (4.16) is necessary for mutual

compatibility, hence all partitions are in Gc complete, and thus maximal, components [147].

Hence, each partition is a clique in Gc.

The coverage condition (4.17) is checked on all found cliques to determine whether

they constitute a partition, otherwise they are discarded. A cost function is then used to

evaluate the advantage of accepting each clique as a solution. The cheapest clique(s) is

(are) the optimum solution to the partitioning problem. The algorithm described in [191]

for CMOS logic cells is the basis of the approach followed in step 4. However, due to lack

of flexibility to deal with analog-specific constraints, this algorithm cannot be used without

appropriate modifications.

Moreover, the algorithm is computationally inefficient when applied to graphs

where the number of edges is large compared to the number of vertices. In this case, the

number of paths generated by the dynamic programming procedure grows almost factorially

with the number of edges. The original algorithm has been modified to account for analog

specifications and symmetries and to deal more efficiently with circuit graphs with a large

number of edges. A cost function has been introduced to choose among different solutions

the ones minimizing critical parasitics.

4.4.3 Analog Constraints and Computational Cost

The cost function exploits the fact that the junction capacitance of diffusion regions

located in external positions of a stack is generally larger than that of internal regions.

Capacitance can be minimized in critical nets by penalizing the nets located at the ends of

a stack. The cost associated to a stack p is:

f(p) = ]CcaP(n'") 'crit(n«)i
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Figure 4.24: (a) Transistor split in two modules; (b) Layout minimizing the capacitance of
net D; (c) Layout minimizing the capacitance of net S

where the sum is extended to all the nets n,- connected to the source/drain regionsof stack p.

Cap(n,) isthe junction capacitance of net n,-, while crit(n;) is its criticality weight defined on

the ground of the performance sensitivity with respect to this capacitance. As an example,

consider the 2-module transistor shown in Figure 4.24a and its two implementations 4.24b

and 4.24c. If the capacitance on net S is more critical than that on net D, the cost of

solution 4.24c is lower than that of solution 4.24b.

Let us turn our attention to capacitance estimator cap(nj) and criticality weight

crit(rit). Suppose a number constraints on critical net capacitances C\bound'(nj),Vj =
1,.. ,,NP have been computed using the techniques discussed in chapter 3. These bounds

are used to define a set of normalized criticality weights for stray capacitances as

nag(nj)-C(6ound>(7ij)"'2
w(nj) =

Cmax(nj) - Cmtn(nj)

where Cmax(nj) and Cmin(nj) are the realizability limits for capacitive net nj.
Let Si be a stack module containing Mt- devices of width Wi. Its (Mi -f-1) S/D

regions are connected to (Mt- +1) nets nj, j = 0,..., Mi. Nets no and njv/, are in external

positions. If M,- > 1, there are (Mt- - 1) other nets in internal positions. Let F(si)

Mi

F(si) = TT,kj(Wi)-w(nj)

be the cost for stack s,. Term kj is called position weight and is defined as

C^Wi) /Cint(Wi):j(Wi) =JJ if j —0 or j —Mi

otherwise

(4.18)

where Cint(Wi) and Cext(Wi) are the junction capacitance in internal and external positions

respectively. The position weights account for the different junction capacitances due to

net positions in the stack. The cost of a partition V where all nets «j reside is defined as
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the sum of the costs associated with its stacks

F(p) = E *"<•»)
aiev

This formulation of the cost function implicitly accounts for area minimization. In fact,

suppose the criticality weights were all approximately the same. Then the partitions made

of long stacks would be cheaper than partitions made of shorter ones, because in the former

case both the total number of S/D regions and the number of S/D regions in external

positions would be smaller. In general, the cost function is cheaper for partitions made of

long stacks, with most critical nets located in internal positions.

Symmetry constraints are effective in decreasing the computational cost of the

algorithm. As soon as a path is found in step 4 of the algorithm, it is checked against

symmetry constraints, and discarded if they are violated. The size of the clique problem is

reduced accordingly, along with the overall CPU cost [147]. Often, alternative solutions are

equivalent in terms of their cost, though showing advantages under different considerations.

A typical example is the circuit shown in Figure 4.25. All solutions, 4.25a, 4.25b and 4.25c

are symmetrical. However, solution 4.25a optimizes matching with a common-centroid

pattern, while solution 4.25b minimizes the amount of external routing between S/D regions

and gates. Solution 4.25c is a trade-off, since interdigitated structures are used to some

degree in order to improve matching at minimum expense of wiring. These trade-offs

in physical realizations cannot be evaluated at this point, hence the decision on which

alternative is postponed to when placement will be performed.

Matching is accounted for by providing proper splitting of the transistors into

modules with the same channel width and by abutting matched devices into the same

stacks when possible." Matching can also be improved by selecting the configurations with

maximum device interleaving, and common-centroid patterns are always found when they

exist.

4.4.4 Importance of Creating Alternative Modules

The tool Ldo returns a number of solutions which are equivalent in terms of the

associated cost but not in terms of the possible improvements in performance. Trade-offs

can be done only during the placement phase, since a global viewof the workspaceis possible

only at that point. In our approach we have proposed the use of move swap.alternatives

which allows SA to choose a random alternative to a given module.
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Figure 4.25: Enforcement of symmetry in Ldo: (a) first alternative based on a common-
centroid design style; (c) second fully symmetric layout; (b) trade-off

To illustrate the advantages of considering alternative module implementations

during the placement, let us analyze the simple circuit shown in Figure 4.26. For simplicity,

assume all transistors are equal in size. Moreover, assume that transistors (Ml, M2), (M3,

M4), (M5, M6), and (Ml, MS) require (a) to be matched devices and (b) to be placed

symmetrically with respect to a vertical axis. In addition, assume (c) that M9 and M10

also be a pair of matched devices.

This circuit can be partitioned in two sub-circuits according to the polarity of its

devices16. If the transistors are implemented in a "full-stacked" design style, a possible

solution for each sub-circuit could be the following scheme: (Af9, ^p, ^, ^-, ^p,
MZ, MZ, Mi, Mi, Mio, M2^ Ml% MiO) for sub_circuit i, and (M5, M3, M4, M6) for

sub-circuit II. The notation ^^ indicates one of the n modules of width win into which

transistor Mxx, of width w, is split. This scheme is desirable in terms of symmetry and

matching constraints and it is acceptable in terms of area, since only two stacks implement

the entire circuit. However, it has several drawbacks. Firstly, this solution does not allow

any interleaving among transistors Ml and M2. This might result in worse offset and noise

performance in presence of even modest technology gradients. Secondly, due to the size

of the stack implementing sub-circuit I, nets 5 and 6 might be long and therefore involve

stray resistances, large capacitances to ground and cross-coupling capacitances. This might

}The bubbles in Figure 4.26 represent different well types.
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Figure 4.26: Example of a folded cascode opamp. The bubbles represent all sub-circuits
created by the module generator on the ground of well type

result in poor bandwidth, due to the high criticality of these nets.

An alternative scheme for sub-circuit I, which could alleviate most of the above

problems, would be to distribute all devices in three stacks: (^, ^, *&, ^) , (^p,
*&* *T> *r) and (^F* ^ *?•* *£) • This implementation of sub-circuit I is perfectly
equivalent to the previous one, in terms of cost. Although equivalent however, these alter

natives may yield very different circuit performance, depending on the routing. In other

words, no module generator would have enough information to select a solution among the

two alternatives before a complete layout is actually placed and possibly routed. For this

reason both alternatives must be made available to the placer in order to insure that the

best realization be selected.

4.4.5 Module Replacement Criteria

The placement algorithm is responsible for finding a combination of all available

alternative realizations for a given circuit. At this point the placer has a better way to

operate a selection. In fact, it can make precise estimations of global wiring, parasitics

(cross-over capacitance, stray resistance and capacitance, etc.) and routability. Thus, since

the cost function takes all these factors into account, the decision of accepting or rejecting
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Figure 4.27: Alternative implementations of the differential pair and its active load

the new alternative is supported by a much better insight.

Capacitive and resistive parasitics are estimated using analytical models for a

particular technology. Cross-over capacitances between nets are obtained from an estimate

of the probability that the nets will cross after the routing as described in sections 4.5

and 7.2. From these estimates the cumulative effect of parasitics is evaluated based on

the sensitivity information of performance with respect to each parasitic component in the

circuit [119].

Violations to specifications can therefore be detected and included in the cost

function as part of term fp(S), the calculation of which is discussed in detail in section 4.5.

fp(S) is a measure for the degradation of performance Ki with respect to all parasitics

present in the layout. It is approximated using a linear combination of all performance

sensitivities and estimates of the parasitics. Assume that such a linearized performance

representation is given. To illustrate the selection mechanism let us consider the input

differential pair and its active loads from the circuit of Figure 4.26. Some implementations

in a "full-stacked" design style are shown in Figure 4.27a, b, c.

Realization (a) shows minimum interleaving of all devices, this configuration rep-
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resents the worst possible device matching for the pair of transistors MI-M2, M3-M4, and

M5-M6 . However interconnect parasitics are small and routing symmetry of nets 5, 6 is

high.

In the third stack (c) considerably higher matching is achieved by configuring the

transistor geometries according to a common-centroid pattern. This configuration requires

however more wiring area and unavoidable signal path crossings are introduced. Configu

ration (b) is a trade-off between the previous two, with moderate interconnect length and

good interleaving. Notice that no crossings are present in this configuration.

For simplicity, consider only nets 5, 6, Vss, devices Ml, M2, M3, M4 and per

formances K\, K2. For given transistor sizes and bias current, using sensitivity analysis,

degradations AKi for Ki, i = 1,2, can be approximated as

AKi = Qji A Rsjh + or« A #5-34 + <*» Rsa + oti4 Rs^+

<*i5 A Vt_2i + a,6 A Vt_34 + a,7 C56+ Ot8 C5 + <*t9 Ce,

where Rsj and ARsjk are the degeneration resistances and resistance mismatches at the

sources of devices Mj and Af*. AVtjk are the mismatches of voltage threshold in the

device pairs Mj and Mfc. Parasitic capacitance Cjk represents the coupling between net j

and k, while Cj is the substrate capacitance of net j. Moreover, terms an,..., otig represent

pre-computed sensitivities of the performance model.

Suppose the specifications for Ki are given in terms of the inequality

A Ki<AKi, i = l,2, (4.19)

where A K{ is the maximum acceptable degradation of performance Ki from nominal. Let

us consider now the three alternative implementations of the differential pair of Figure 4.27.

These alternatives are all equivalent in terms of area and junction capacitances.

However, realization (a) requires the smallest routing area for the interconnectof nets 5 and

6. This implies low interconnect resistances and capacitances. Moreover better matching

between nets 5 and 6 are obtainable in the routing phase. Suppose now an, ..., 0^4,

a,7, ..., at*9 are large V i, i.e. resistive and capacitive mismatches dominate threshold

voltage mismatches in affecting both performances. Then, there will be no specification

violation in the sense of equation 4.19 and the contribution of fp(S) will be negligible

or null. Otherwise, fp(S) will increase the cost of this configuration, thus decreasing the

probability of its selection.
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Consider now realization (c). This solution minimizes the threshold voltage mis

match, though at the expenses of the capacitive coupling and self capacitance of nets 5

and 6. So, if a,-5 and a& are large V i, then the cost of this configuration will be lower. If

both specifications were tight, i.e. a strong dependence of both performances of parasitic

mismatches and threshold voltages was present, a trade-off configuration should be cho

sen. For instance, (b) represents a possible alternative configuration that could meet both

specifications. Under the above conditions, the cost of this configuration is in fact lower

than that of the other two. Thus the probability of acceptance is the highest among all

configurations.

Clearly, if no flexibility had been allowed during the placement phase, it would not

have been possible to enforce tight specifications on both performances. Hence, a constraint-

driven approach to placement, in combination with module optimization is desirable, when

many specifications, possibly tight, are present and trade-offs are possible. In Appendix A

the convergence of the placement algorithm is proved under the same set of conditions

proposed in [181] and [192].

4.5 Performance Models and Constraint Enforcement

In previous approaches [57, 67] the control of performance was carried out indi

rectly, i.e. enforcing user-defined topological constraints, such as symmetry and, to some

degree, matching and cross-coupling. In fact, all these constraints are imposed based on

some prior knowledge of performance dependencies. In this dissertation we have proposed

a fully integrated performance-driven approach to the physical assembly of analog and

mixed-signal circuits, one in which the user may interact but is also supported by numerical

analysis to quantify the effects of critical parasitics on performance.

Hence, it is crucial that an accurate performance model based on parasitics is

built in such a way that it can be used consistently at each step of the assembly. We

recognize the importance of both deterministic parasitics and random errors in the layout.

The former generally causedegradations in performance in a well defined manner, while the

latter generate deviations from nominal which must be characterized using the appropriate

tools of statistics.
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4.5.1 Deterministic Model

The performance model which relates to discreteor distributed deterministic para

sitics relies on sensitivity analysis and accurate parasitic estimation for its characterization.

Let us refer to chapter 3 for the definitions of the terms describing the model. Given a

circuit C, the set of operating points V, performance K and its nominal value Kv, call

AK the degradation of K from nominal due to all parasitics. Assuming that a specification

on K is given (3.1), the violation of this specification can be added to the annealing cost

function as described in section 4.3.

The key issue is the generation of a performance estimate sufficiently accurate and

efficient to compute at each annealing step. Term AK should also account for the alternative

implementations of the interconnect which result in a different impact to performance. Let

us assume that all parasitic elements characterizing C are known. Denote the array of these

parasitics in terms ofarray p = [pi ... Pnp]T- Assuming that these parasitics represent the
sole sensible cause of degradation for each performance measure, AK can be written as a

non-linear function AK(p). If all parasitics are near their nominal value pt°) and AK(p)
is continuously differentiable at p(°\ one can use a first order Taylor expansion for AK(p)

as described in chapter 3.

AK(p) =S[p - p<°>], (4.20)

where generalized expressions for the computation of sensitivities from a set of arbitrary

performance functions have been derived in [31, 135]. With this formulation, performance

can be represented in a compact and rigorous way, as long as K has a continuous and suffi

ciently regular behavior in an interval around its nominal value. The techniques for efficient

numerical calculation of sensitivities in time and frequency domain have been discussed in

chapter 3.

The sensitivity-based performance model of equation (4.20) cannot be directly

used however to enforce a set of specifications without proper modifications. There are a

number of reasons for this. (1) Since a layout is not available, the values of all parasitics

are obviously not known a priori, hence at this stage of the design it is not possible to know

the worst-case scenario. If both positive and negative sensitivities cumulatively contribute

to performance degradation, then cross-cancellations could occur, thus resulting in errors

in estimating parasitics. (2) Effects due to technology-related tolerances and temperature

gradients need be taken into account in the sensitivity model. (3) The knowledge of the
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Figure 4.28: Alternative implementations of interconnect: (a) on metall or metal2; (b) on
metall and poly; (c) on metall and metal2

implementation of the wiring and of the existence of wire-crossings is not available. Thus

appropriate estimations need be carried out.

To cope with these problems we have proposed a sensitivity-based model where

the negative and positive contributions to performance are kept separate [119]. Let fi,p{S)

be the violation of the specification imposed on performance K{, defined as

fitP(S) =F(max{AKf- - AF,+ ,0}) +F(max{AI<- -AKj,0}) , (4.21)

where all the terms have been defined in section 4.3 and function F(.) is described hereafter

through an example.

Consider the layout in Figure 4.28. The wiring realization of Figure 4.28a involves

the use of MET1 or MET2, hence the intrinsic resistance of the interconnect Ri2 will be

R\2 = Rq x Aa or Rn = Rq 2 Aa ,

depending on the material used for the wiring. The terms i2rjf,i =1,2 are the sheet

resistance of MET1 and MET2 respectively, while Aa is the area of the interconnect. The

realizations in Figures 4.28b,c involve the use of vias, both metalizations and a third wiring

layer. Hence, resistance R\2 could vary over a wide range of values. To characterize the

capacitance towards substrate of the interconnect Co, we use a set of analytical models

which account for its parallel-plate and fringe components as

Co = Cjr + CpPw ,
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where term C/r models fringing-field effects and Cpp the parallel-plate capacitance of the

10-wide interconnect, realized on MET1 or MET2. A summary of these models can be found

in section 7.2.

Since no knowledge on the implementation details is available a priori, only upper-

and lower-bounds can be computed on resistance R\2 and capacitance Co. Hence, term

fi,p(S) in equation (4.21) must take this fact into account. One approach to cope with this

problem consists of using the principle of the shaping of violations [119].

For simplicity, but without loss of generality, consider the capacitance towards

substrate associated with parasitic pj, Vj = 1,..., Np. CallCj such capacitance and assume

that estimates of upper- and lower-bounds cjmtn> and CjX\ exist. Let pc be defined as
the ratio Cjmax)/Cjn', which is identical for all parasitic capacitances. Then, degradation
AKi is bounded by

A#.(mm) < AK. < AK.(max) ^

where

A/<-.(min) =^ (sifjC\min))

In order to take this flexibility in realizing interconnect, violations must be weighted based

on the severity of the violation. A way of differently weighting interconnect implementations

based on the parasitics they are associated with, consists of shaping the violations due to

the parasitics in equation (4.21) using the piecewise-linear function F(.), called shaping

function. F(.) is given by the expression (see Figure 4.29)

F(AKi) = {

0, ifA/<-t-<max)< ~AKl
AK.(max) _ 2^ if A K.(min) < ^^7 < Atf .(mas)

(Sr + l)[A/{/mw) - (Srpc -r l)AK^\, if A^ < Atft<mt'n>

If Sr >• 1 then the values of F(.) for feasible and unfeasible placements differ by at least

one order of magnitude. In Puppy-A the value Sr = 10 has been selected.

A similar approach can be used for cross-over capacitances and resistances. Cross

over capacitances however require more care, since (1) the models are more complex; (2)

the existence of a cross-over is not known a priori but it depends on a number of factors17;

(3) there exists the ability of generating vertical and horizontal shielding devices.

E.g. the type of routeror even the routing schedule used.
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Ai<max)

Figure 4.29: Puppy-A's shaping function with twofold interconnect implementation

™TC2-
C1 - C1r

(a) (b)

Figure 4.30: Coupling (a) without and (b) with vertical shielding. Indirect shielding effects
due to the presence of the other interconnect have been added to the cross-over capacitance
models

Modeling cross-coupling involves appropriate estimation of both coupling and

shielding effects. Figure 4.30a shows the coupling capacitance between lines 1 and 2 and

the shielding effect of line 1 onto the capacitance towards substrate of line 2 (C2,-). Line 2

also causes a similar but weaker reduction (Cir) of the substrate capacitance of line 1. In

our approach, analytical models for the coupling between line 1 and 2 are automatically de

rived using the tool Capmod [193], which also provides correction factors for the substrate

capacitances of Ci and C2. The model of coupling capacitance C12, consisting of fringe

(CjrJL and C/r.2) and parallel plate components (Ccc), is given by

C12 = k12 + C/r_i(ltf2) + Cjrjl(wi) + CccWiW2 ,

where kn is a technology-dependent constant and iu,-,i = 1,2 is the physical width of the

upper and lower wiring, respectively. The complete summary of all analytical models used
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in our approach can be found in section 7.2. The correction terms C\r and C2r are given,

for the structure in Figure 4.30a, by the expression

Cu =ki +CfrArV>2 ^ ^
C2r = A?2 + CfrJlrWi + Cfr_i2WlW2 ,

where k\, fo, C/rjr, C/r_2r and C/r_i2 are technology-dependent constants. Models of

simple vertical shielding structures can be generated using Capmod on a higher number of

superimposed layers. See Figure 4.30b. The shielding effects can be accounted for in the

model of equation (4.22) in terms of an additive term C,s, i = 1,2 of the form

Cir » Cu = ki+ CjrJLaWa

C2r « C2s = &2 + CfrJlaWs + CjrA23^a'^2 j

where C/r_is, C/r_25 and C/r_i2s are technology-dependent parameters and ws is the width

of the vertical shield shown in Figure 4.30b.

The estimation of parasitics also takes into account the junction capacitances of

interconnected transistors. This component is relatively small if compared with the capac

itance due to interconnect lines. However in case of short interconnect lines, it becomes

dominant, hindering further parasitic reduction by reducing the size of the wire. A drastic

reduction of this parasitic component is possible only through device abutment.

From the model of cross-over capacitances, one can construct an upper- and a

lower-bound on corrected substrate capacitances Cj and cross-coupling capacitances CtJ.

From these estimates a piecewise linear function F(.) can be computed in a similar manner.

Since the existence of the cross-over is not known at the placement stage, one must estimate

the probability Frc(l,2) of a cross-over between nets 1 and 2. In Puppy-A Prc(l,2) is

estimated using the following heuristic

_ Area(BBinBfla)
^cU'Zj~ Area(BBiUBB2) '

where BBt, i = 1,2 is the bounding-box of net i (See Figure 4.31c) and the function Area

calculates the area underlying the bounding-box. The bounding-box BBi C\ BB2 is the

shaded area in Figure 4.31c.

The capacitance Cc(l, 2) associated with a probable cross-over between nets 1 and

2 is then computed as

Cc(l,2) = Prc(l,2)Ci2.

The same reasoning can be applied to any arbitrary net pairs in the circuit.
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BB1

Cross-over

Figure 4.31: (a) Cross-coupling between METl and MET2 interconnect; (b) configuration
avoiding cross-over, (c) heuristic for crossover probability estimation

4.5.2 Non-Deterministic Parasitic Constraint Enforcement

Let us turn our attention now to the case when parasitics and parasitic mismatches

are modeled as random variables. If the distribution and/or the first moments of these vari

ables are known, one can extend the performance model to account for random effects too.

Let parasitic element 7Tj,Vj = 1,..., Nn be a random variable with finite mean p.{itj) and

variance o2(7Tj). Let parameter or parasitic mismatch Anm, Vm = 1,..., Nn be also a ran

dom variable with mean /i(AIlm) and variance er2(Anm). Let us characterize degradation

AKi based on its deterministic and non-deterministic components

AKi = AI<i{p) + AA\(tt, An) ,

where tt = [ttu n2,..., 7TjvJt and An = [AHi, An2,..., An,vn]T.

Moreover, assume that the sensitivities of Ki,Vz = 1,.. .,Nk with respect to these

parasitics are known. Assuming that all random parasitics take values close enough to

their mean value, i.e. the parasitic variance is reasonably small, the random component of

performance degradation AKi(ir,AU) can be approximated as

AA\(7r, An) « Y, Si**** + S 5t'.An- A Um '
j=l m=l

(4.23)

where S,> and Si,Anm are the sensitivities of Ki with respect to ttj and Anm respectively.
We now return to the explicit representation of positive and negative sensitivities, which

was dropped in chapter 3 to simplify the notation. The positive and negative components
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of the mean of AK,(tt, An) are derived from equation (4.23) as

l4(*»„, Man) =f[AKt (*. An)]« E&S^fo) +iZlt S&iuMAnra)
ft~G«r.^n) =MAKr(f.An)]«E&S^./i^) +e£»,S^nmM(Anm) ,

where f*„ = [/i(ii),/i()T2),--.,M(»N,)]r and pAn = [/*(Ani),/i(An2),...,/*(AnArn)]r.
Assuming statistical independence of all ir3- and Anm, the variance of AKi(ir, An) is

of{<rl<jln) = ^lAKi(w<An)]«Yi\Si,,iW(Kj)+ £ |5i,An„|V(Anm) , (4.24)
j=l m=l

where <r? = [a2(7r1),<r2(7r2),...,(T2(%)r, «r*n = [(72(An1),(72(An2),...,a2(AnNn)]T,
S,>, = nMwiS^.Sj,.} and 5i,Anm = max{S^AUm,S-ATlm}. Due to the generally large
number of parasitic components, byCentral Limit Theorem, one can show that AKf(ir, All)

has a nearly normal distribution N{fif(/^,r>/^A^)^<7t2(<,'7^^0A^)}•
Thus, in the presence of random parasitics, at least one additional specification is

needed for each performance measure Ki. Let us define of the specification on the variance

of performance measure Ki and <r^ = [oj, o\,..., o2Nk]T the iV^xl vector ofspecifications
related to all performance measures. Hence, equations (3.4), (3.5) generalize to

A K(p) + /4 (av fiAn) - AK+ < 0 (4.25)

A K(p) - /*£(/*», A**n) + AK" > 0 (4.26)

r^"

where MaHMtoMaii) anc* ^K^'^All) are ^fcXl vectors defined as

<£("2.«in)-4*0» (4-27)

^K^'^in) = [al2(M7rJMAn)^2(/*7r,MAn)?---»^Nfc(/i7nMAn)]T-

The cost function is constructed as in equation (4.21).

In case thecondition ofstatistical independence does not hold, variance <t2(<tJ,<t^jj) as cal
culated in (4.24) must be corrected by factor of_err which accounts for the cross-correlations

between all parameter pairs.

*Lrr =2{Emsign(i,k) S^.S^EfaiTk)*
Em,» «*»(»», n)St*njUnnE(Anm An»)+ (4.28)

.. Eitm siflfn(j, m)Sf;ir.Sf;AnmE(7rj Anm)} ,
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where (j,k), (m,n) and (j,m) denote all the possible pairs of parameters and function

signQ is described as

, , . - ,.. ~, = S+ AND Sj = S~ OR Si = S~ AND 5,- = S+
sign(i,j)={

,otherwise

| -1 ,*$
[ 1 ,others

Operator £?(.) denotes the expected value.

Alternatively, one can approach the problem in the following manner. Let us define a

(N* + Mi)xl vector x = [n, AU]T and let us assume that parameters ttj and Anm be
Gaussian. Moreover, assume that variance-covariance matrix A associated with x is known.

Then, A is by construction a positive-definite, symmetric (N* + Nn)x(Nn + Nn) square

matrix and hence it can decomposed as

A = LDMT ,

where L and M are square orthogonal matrices and D is a diagonal matrix. Let us now

define a new vector y as a linear combination of x

y = L
7T

An

One can show that, due to the orthogonality of L and M, the new variables of y are neces

sarily uncorrected and, since Gaussian, statistically independent as well. Hence, o2 can be
computed by replacing vector [<7?,<7^n]T with a\ - [o2(y\),o2(y2),. ..,^2(y(Arff+Nn))]
in equation (4.24) after the appropriate sensitivity transformations.

Unfortunately in some cases process-related parameters cannot be assumed Gaus

sian, hence an approach based on the corrected performance variance must be used. In
most processes however the cross-correlation terms are not known precisely or they are not

available for all parameter pairs. A possible solution to this problem is the following. Let us

assume that alower-bound Amin) and upper-bound Amax) to all cross-correlations is known
or can be estimated. Hence, by replacing all the correlation terms with r<mor) in (4.28) and
ordering in increasing size each component, one can find a set of pairs whose cumulative
effect on o2^rr is a fraction a of o2(a^,crAn) and can therefore be eliminated.
Consequently, term o2^rr can be re-written as

"Lrr =W("?.«in) +2\Zr# s*vS.vv£(*;'**')+
Em.,„' Sfa^SteajEiUa* Ann.) +Zy,m- S&fSfa^Elwf An..)},
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where (j',kf), (m',n') and (j',m') denote all the parameter pairs which have not been
eliminated. The remaining correlation factors can beestimated using some combination of
r(min) an(j r(max)^ nence allowing the estimation of o2^^

Hence equation (4.29) is modified as

<4(<**in) +"Lerr-^<0. (4-29)

where <r^jen = [^Lrr^LrrJ •••» aNk^rr\T' Tnis method may lack in accuracy mainly due
to the estimation of correlations between the most critical parameters.

4.6 Substrate-Aware Placement

In this dissertation we have considered analog-specific constraints related to topol

ogy and parasitics. The first type of constraint is of global nature, since it controls the

relative location of various objects in the layout. The second constraint is a local one, since

it relates, at least at low frequencies, to discrete parasitic components. Substrate effects

are generally referred to in terms of parasitic pulsing currents injected by fast-switching

circuits that induce performance degradation in sensitive analog circuits interfering with

their operation.

Placement can be a critical step in the physical assembly since the relative position

of sensitive blocks and noise injecting circuitry can influence strength and waveform of

parasitic substrate currents. Traditionally, substrate-aware optimization has not been as

important as substrate analysis. Substrate noise analysis has been generally addressed a

posteriori, i.e. after completion of schematic design and physical assembly. In many design

problems however, a dynamic substrate noise analysis would be preferable. Unfortunately,

experience has shown the extreme time complexity required to accurately model substrate

and estimate performance degradations due to switching noise.

Recently, a number of authors have addressed the problem of performing these

tasks efficiently within physical assembly phases [70, 194, 174]. Common to these ap

proaches is the use of a Finite Difference method for the evaluation of the electric field on

a coarse grid spanning the workspace, combined with AWE for an efficient solution of the

resulting system of simultaneous algebraic equations. However, these methods often cannot

guarantee the accuracy needed for reliable performance estimation, due to the extremely

coarse grids used. In addition, even if dense or.non-uniform grids were used, at no extra cost
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in computation, the alignment requirements of grid and layout objects would be so stringent

to make it impossible to use the methods in iterative algorithms based on progressive and

often minimal modifications. The latter problem can now be effectively addressed if e.g.

Voronoi tessellation is used during the grid generation [195].

More recently, the use of analytical approximations has been suggested to derive

a simpler model for substrate parasitics [196, 197]. A major drawback of these approach

is the lack of accuracy and the strong dependence on the technology and on the physical

implementation of the circuit, which might not be available at high-level design stages.

In this dissertation we advocate a constraint-driven approach to substrate-aware

placement. In order for the placement tool to be effective in preventing violations to perfor

mance specifications, the following features must be implemented in the tool. First, a model

for each noise injecting module must exist. The model should characterize the waveform

and the spatial location where the noise is injected as precisely as possible. The waveform

will determine how the noise will affect the sensitive circuit, while the location of injec

tion will set the strength and energy of the noise. Second, a compact model of substrate

transport should be available and efficient substrate current evaluation should be possible

independently of the circuit configuration. Finally, a model for substrate noise absorption

and its effect on performance should be defined.

We propose the generation ofcompact models characterizing both the spatial and

the waveform components of the noise injectors in each high-frequency circuit in the layout.

Moreover, we advocate the use of a set of specific constraints on the maximum energy and

amplitude ofthe signal at a sample offrequencies ofoperation for each critical node in the
sensitive circuit. These constraints are compared with the estimate of the injected signal,

i.e. the output of the model simulating it. The transport model is obtained using efficient
techniques for Green's Function-based substrate analysis. The SA-based placement tool
Puppy-A has been modified to take into account violations to the above constraints in

its cost function, while, to speed-up the evaluation of substrate transport, a number of

heuristics have been implemented within the placer itself.

4.6.1 Modeling Switching Noise

For the purpose of physical assembly or schematic design, switching noise is often

modeled as a simple signal, generally synchronized with the clock, if one is present. A
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Figure 4.32: (a) Simple injection model; (b) Proposed injection model

number of examples of this modeling style can be found in the literature [70, 194, 174].

Figure 4.32a shows an example of such models. We believe that these models might be too

approximate to be reliable for our placement tool. For this reason we propose an alternative

method consisting of the following steps:

1. isolate various noise injecting components

2. generate a model for each injecting component

3. select a minimum number of parameters for each generator

While steps 1 and 2 can be performed manually, a rigorous technique is needed to carry out

step 3. We propose the use of fitting techniques based on the minimization of the mean-

square error of the signal function or of the energy of the signals. The models usually require

careful modeling of the signals by use of a number of analytical functions fi(t), i = 1,..., n,

characterized by a number of parameters, such as amplitude, phase, etc. Such a model

is shown in Figure 4.32b. The method is illustrated in all its steps with an example in

chapter 9.

4.6.2 Modifying the Original Placement Algorithm

Generally, improvementson the performancedegradation due to substrate-induced

switching noise can be achieved by placing noise injecting and noise sensitive modules at a

certain distance or by creating special structures, such as low-resistivity guard-rings, around

noise injectors. The first provision is implemented in a placer using the conventional SA

move-set. The second issue is generally solved by extending the search space, allowing the

annealing to choose from a number of alternative implementations for a module, including

one with a guard-ring implemented around it.

In this dissertation we restrict our attention to the first option, where our Green's

Function-based substrate analysis method is used for the evaluation of the substrate at
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Figure 4.33: Mapping of substrate onto fully connected graph Gs(V, E).

each annealing step. We approach the problem of evaluating the effects of substrate on

performance in the following way.

1. generate a macroscopic model for each switching noise injector

2. generate constraints for each node of noise-sensitive modules

3. generate the resistive network associated with substrate

4. quantify violations to constraints

For each noise injecting module j a model is created which accurately reproduces substrate

injected noise, taking into account -both impact ionization and capacitive coupling through

devices and interconnect lines. The model Vs(Hj) is based on a bank of independent current

noise generators with a unified set of parameters represented by vector IIj.

Then, the sensitivity of a given performance K{ is computed with respect to the

parameters IIj related to each noise source j acting on every node in the analog modules
being placed. Using constrained optimization techniques [116] and the specification on the

maximum positive and negative performance degradation AK,- , a set or bounds llj

is generated only for a reduced set of critical nodes nc. The set nc is generated based on
the cumulative effect of all parasitic noise sources acting on each node similarly as in [116].

In step 3 a given placement configuration is mapped onto a fully connected graph

Gs(V,E), whose vertices V are the substrate contacts and edges E are weighted by the
conductance Yij or resistance Rij between the corresponding vertices i and j. Figure 4.33
shows the mapping procedure. The techniques for the evaluation of the edges have been

described in detail in section 8.2. The calculation of all violations in step 4 to the given

constraints is carried out by solving the circuit underlying Gs{V,E) and evaluating the

appropriate parameters at each critical node.
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Figure 4.34: (a) Initial contact grid; (b) Reshuffling of contacts at high temperatures; (c)
Resulting grid at lower temperatures

At each stage of the annealing only steps 4 and 3 need be repeated, since steps 1

and 2 are carried out only once for each chip. The efficiency of a Green's Function based

substrate simulator, though high, is still insufficient for such computationally intensive

algorithm as SA, hence, appropriate heuristics must be developed. In SA, at high annealing

temperatures, considerable reshuffling is allowed on the components of the layout. Hence,

the locations of switching noise generators and receptors can be significantly modified. At

lower temperatures on the contrary, modules move by lesser amounts in average. Hence,

the edges of Gs(V, E) change with lower frequency and by a lesser amounts.

As an illustration consider a regular 36 contact grid shown in Figure 4.34a. Plot 4.35

shows the average variation of the resistive components of the substrate network when high-

temperature (Figure4.34b) and low-temperature (Figure 4.34c) contact perturbations occur

during the unfolding of SA. On the other hand, only when changes in the edgesof Gs(V, E)

reflect a significant change in any performance measure Ki, the entire substrate network

should be evaluated along with the estimate of performance degradation AA',-. This obser

vation leads us to the following heuristics for the evaluation of substrate effects after each

tentative annealing move.

When a new temperature Tk is reached, the full graph Gs(V, E) is solved, i.e. all

the edges in V are evaluated exactly, using the Sherman-Morrison update to obtain the

new matrix P"1. After a new move m^ and the associated translation v = [Ax,Ay]T is
selected by the annealing algorithm (Figure 4.37), the sensitivity of the edges of Gs(V,E)

can be efficiently computed using the techniques outlined in section 8.5.2. Suppose the set

nc of all critical receptors has been derived for the circuit, moreover let na be the set of all
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Figure 4.35: Resistive network reacting to high-temperature and low temperature contact
reshuffling

foreach temperature Tk
evaluate_substrate_networkjexactly; // use Sherman-Morrison to update

// configuration at equilibrium
repeat

n%k = select_move;
estimate_network_change(mfc); // use gradient-based method
foreach node j € nc

Hj = estimatexumulative_noise;
if n,- >uf°und)

evaluatejsubstrate_networkjexactly;
go_to_next_node;

evaluate_costJunction;
accept_orjreject_move;

until equilibrium-reached

Figure 4.36: Heuristic for the combined use of Sherman-Morrison and gradient-based
methods
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Figure 4.37: Small number of contacts translating within the workspace

noise injecting nodes. Let [Yc]mfc be the conductance matrix of all the nodes in nc and in

n8 and let [AYc]mfc be its update.

By equation (8.50) term [AYc]m is estimated as

[AYc]mk*[vvYT]ov, (4.30)

where term [VvYT]o is defined as in equation (8.50) for matrix Yc. After updating Yc,
the resistive network is solved and parameter Hj can be evaluated for all critical nodes j.

By comparing IIj with the bound Tv- oun ' one can obtain the corresponding violation. If

a violation to specifications has occurred, then a precise extraction step must be performed

and the precise value for the violation is used to drive the cost of the annealing in a manner

similar to [119]. Otherwise the contribution of substrate noise to node j in degrading

performance Ki is considered negligible and the cost function will not take it into account.

The cost relative to the remaining analog-specific constraints, as well as area and wiring

length will however be computed. The placement algorithm is proved to converge to a

global minimum under the same conditions of [181] and [192] when it is modified to account

for noise substrate transport evaluation. See Appendix A.

Using the sensitivities with respect to technology parameters presented in sec

tion 8.4 it is possible to carry out trend analysison technology migration and scaling. Trend

analysis can give important insights on how performance will change with the technology

and may save unnecessary re-design loops. An example of trend analysis for technology

scaling is presented in -section 9.2.
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4.6.3 Advanced Features: Thermal Analysis

Sometimes it might be useful to consider the problem of overheating within a chip.

Overheating can generate catastrophic faults, by destroying active and passive devices, and

parametric faults, by causing devices to behave differently according to the temperature

of the substrate in their vicinity. Substrate thermal behavior is characterized by solving

equation (8.29) assuming that the backplane is an isotherm e.g. at room temperature and

that the sole sources of heat are MOSFETS and substrate resistances. Other sources/sinks

of heat such as pads and polysilicon resistances could be easily added to the analysis using

back-annotation in the schematic.

Usingour Green's Function-based method, a thermal equivalent resistive circuit for

the substrate can be computed. The temperature of each device is estimated by calculating

the voltage at a particular node of the circuit. Using Hspice the sensitivity of a performance

Ki with respect to the temperature of each device d can be evaluated and the corresponding

sensitivity-based model can be built for degradation AKi as

AKi = J2Si,TdATd,
d

where Sijd is the sensitivity of Ki with respect to temperature of device d. Term ATd
represents the temperature deviation of d from the nominal value of To- All violations to

performance specifications are computed based on this estimate and integrateddirectly into

the cost function which drives the annealing.

4.7 Placement with Analog Constraints: A Case Study

Consider again the clocked comparator COMPL. For this circuit a set of module

implementations were first generated using Ldo. Then, Puppy-A implemented the final

placement by selecting the optimal combination of modules available.

4.7.1 Module Generation

Many possible stack implementations exist for this circuit. Two of such possible

solutions are shown in Figure 4.38. All transistors have been grouped in four subcircuits,

according to their channel widths, their matching requirements and bulk nets. Only tran

sistors belonging to the same subcircuit can belong to the same stack. The two solutions
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Figure 4.38: Clocked comparator compl - Two alternative full-stacked implementations

nets without

abutment

with

abutment

%
reduction

15,16

55,56

41.2 fF

13.4 fF

34.4 fF

6.6 fF

16.5%

51%

Table 4.1: Capacitances in the stacks generated for the clocked comparator COMPL

only differ by the implementation of the stack containing the input differential pair. In the

first realization they are interleaved in a common-centroid pattern, which minimizes device

mismatch, but usually requires a considerable area overhead, due to the complex routing

required. The second solution is symmetric, but without the common-centroid structure.

The choice between such alternative realizations is left to the user or it can be made auto

matically during the placement phase on the ground of area and routing considerations. In

both solutions, critical nets 55, 56, 15, 16, whose capacitance toward the substrate strongly

influences the comparator speed, have been kept in internal positions when possible. The

capacitance values are reported in Table 4.1. In both cases stack abutment yielded a re

duction of net capacitance. Such a reduction can be exploited to improve the flexibility of

the routing stage. For example, consider nets 55 and 56. Abutment allowed each of them

to be reduced by more than 6.6fF, which in our process is the capacitance of a 136/ira-
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long minimum-width metal-1 wire. Therefore the router is allowed to draw longer wires for

the sensitive nets, thus increasing the success rate and the robustness of the entire layout

synthesis.

These capacitance values constitute new nominal values and better lower limits,

and can be used to compute a new set of bounds. By using these values:

'56 '56

p(mm) _ /-,(nom) _ ^,(min) ^(nom) _ g g fp

maxC = 100 fF

min R = 0

max i? = 50 ft

we obtain the following arrays:

K(p<°>) =
5.5 ns

0.0

0.0

AK

1.5 ns

1 mV

lmV

(4.31)

Here the delay degradation, due to the insertion of junction capacitances, is apparent. The

next set of bounds found by Parcar is the following:

67.1 fF

67.1 fF

48.9 fF

48.9 fF

1.0 ft

7.4 ft (4.32)

7.4 ft

7.4 ft

7.5 ft

19.9 ft

49.5 ft

Notice that all bounds on critical capacitances have been lowered, because the degradation

allowed to delay is smaller than in the previous step. In fact half of the degradation allowed

at the beginning of the layout design has been introduced by junction capacitances alone,

and the remaining half will be available to the remaining tools (i.e. placement and routing

tools). 'a:'

(bound) _
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Figure 4.39: Placement of comparator COMPL obtained with Puppy-A

4.7.2 Placement Algorithm

The placement of Figure 4.39 was obtained by enforcing all symmetry and match

ing constraints found in section 3.5 using the modified SA algorithm described in section 4.3.

All parasitic constraints were enforced indirectly by evaluating their cumulative effects on

performance. The algorithm's cost function was driven by the resulting performance model

compared with the specifications as outlined in section 4.3. After placement, estimates of

the minimum values of all critical parasitics can be drawn, taking into account the junc

tion capacitances of all terminals and the estimated minimum length of interconnections
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tool item conditions

Puppy-A cooling schedule To, K, o(f),S: see [182]; tk = 2 x 103 Vfc;
constraints P, S and M enforced
optimization priority ola —0.01, aw = 0.1, ao = 1, awE = 1.0,

as = 2.0, aM = 2.0, aP = 1.0
routing estimation non-minimum spanning-tree
interconnect dependency pc = 2.0, Sr = 10

Table 4.2: Conditions of operation for the placement tool used in the synthesis path. The
symbols P, S and M denote parasitic, symmetry and matching constraints, respectively

between terminals:

In this design substrate and thermal effects where ignored. For an example dealing with

analog-specific constraints derived from substrate considerations, we refer to chapter 8.

Table 4.2 lists the conditions under which the placement algorithm was run. The values

of the priority weights were selected empirically by performing a series of experiments on

a set of eight benchmarks. The values obtained were then kept constant throughout the

experimentation. Details on the statistics for the placement of this circuit are available in

section 9.1.1.

p(0) _ p(mtn) _

* 10.1 fF

10.1 fF

51.0 fF

51.0 fF

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

(4.33)
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Chapter 5

Routing

Non era ancor di la Nesso arrivato,

quando noi ci mettemmo per un bosco

che da neun sentiero era segnato.

Non fronda verde, ma di color fosco;

non rami schietti, ma nodosi e 'nvolti;

non pomi v'eran, ma stecchi con tdsco:

non han si aspri sterpi ni si folti

quelle fiere selvagge che 'n odio hanno

tra Cecina e Corneto i luoghi colti.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto XIII

In this chapter we present a composite routing algorithm, designed for radio-

frequency (RF) and monolithic microwave (MMICs) ICs. In this approach, performance

sensitivities are used to derive a set of bounds on critical parasitics and to generate weights

for a cost function which drives an area router. In addition to these bounds, design often

requires that the length of interconnect lines be equal to predefined values. The routing

scheme enforces both types of constraints in two phases. During the first phase all parasitic

constraints are enforced on all nets. Length constraints are enforced during the second

phase by expanding each net simultaneously while ensuring that no additional violations
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to parasitic constraints are introduced in the layout. During both phases accurate and
efficient parasitic estimations are guaranteed by compact analytical models, based on 2-D
and 3-D field analysis. Finally, a global check on all distributed parasitics is performed. If

the original constraints are not satisfied, the weights are updated based on the severity of

the violation and routing is applied iteratively.

5.1 Performance-Driven Analog Routers

In Ilac[198], module generation was the emphasis of the layout system, while

analog routing was considered a secondary issue. Analog routing approaches based on a

channel routing style [51, Chp. 4] have been proposed in [50, 199, 83, 133]. In these works

cross-coupling capacitances were avoided using appropriate heuristics in combination with

the use of a global router forcing critically coupled nets to be in different channels, however

no constraints on substrate and stray resistances were enforced. Only recently performance-

driven channel routing tools have appeared [71] addressing this issue.

Despite the effectiveness of channel routing for some analog circuits, a different

routing style may be preferable when highly irregular shapes are present in the layout. This

is the case in a large number of circuit styles and in particular in MMICs. For these reasons

area routing [200] is often adopted in mid-frequency high-performance analog IC design.

A graph, called the routing graph, is defined over the routing workspace. The nodes of

the graph define a partition on the wiring space, the edges link each two nodes if a wiring

segment can be generated between the nodes. Routing graphs are usually arranged as a

grid, which can be built on the workspace in a uniform or non-uniform fashion.

A cost function is usually defined on each graph edge according to global and/or

local criteria and the cost of a path is defined as the sum of all edges connecting all the

nodes in the set associated with the path. Hence the routing problem can be translated

into that of searching a minimum cost path. The complexity of the search is 0(n2), where

n is the number of nodes associated with the workspace. Anagram [67], a flexible area

router based on the line expansion algorithm, is an example of such an approach. Crosstalk

avoidance is controlled indirectly through net classification based on relative criticality,

while no provision is given for controlling the magnitude of crosstalk interference or any

kind of explicit parasitic control. The router in Stat [128] is based on a minimum-detour

maze routing algorithm driven by a weighted sum of resistivity, vias and net length.
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All area routing algorithms are based on some type of local optimization, this

results in a lack of global view of the interconnection problem. Effects acting on a global

scale, such as the substrate noise, cannot be modeled accurately, while relatively localized

effects, such a capacitive parasitics, can be directly incorporated in the cost function thus

insuring enforcement of a number of parasitics during routing. An example of a constraint-

driven approach to routing is the tool Road [201], a maze router based on the A* algorithm

operating on a relative grid with dynamic allocation. In Road [201] a performance-directed

procedure defines a set of weights which relate to the direct impact of parasitics onto

performance and to the tightness of specifications. The weights are then used by Road

in the computation of a performance-based cost function, used to drive the algorithm to

a solution attempting to meet all parasitic constraints. If one or more parasitic violations

cause a performance specification to be violated, a new set of weights is computed and the

offending line is ripped-up or the entire layout is re-done. This scheme recently evolved

into one where weight evaluation was replaced by the use of dynamic parasitic constraints

[202] during routing. This approach eliminates the dependency of the solution from routing

net scheduling, since parasitic bounds are enforced softly, i.e. constraint surplus in other

interconnect lines is used to compensate violations in wiring currently being built.

Routing in MMICs is complicated by the presence of distributed parasitics. In the

reminder of the chapter we will show how a maze router based on the A* algorithm can

be used to drive the solution to a configuration attempting to eliminate violations to all

discrete and distributed parasitic constraints.

5.2 Maze Routing and the A* Algorithm

Maze routing is an area routing method based on the Lee-Moore algorithm [203].
In its basic form, one attempts to find a connection between two nodes s and t, the source

and the target, using a two-phase procedure. In the first phase, or propagation phase, a
wave is generated from s and propagated along the routing graph, until one of its fronts
hits terminal t. In the second phase, or backtrace phase, a path connecting t to s is found

starting from t and proceeding while a direction always orthogonal to the wave fronts is

maintained.

The A* algorithm [204] is a general method for identifying the shortest path in
the graph representingvthe workspace. Consider the diagram in Figure 5.1. Assume that
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m

m

Figure 5.1: Propagation of path length estimate from source s to target t through node x

one wants to estimate the length of the path from the source to the target. Let node x be

a node reached by a wave front. On x one can define a cost function £(x) estimating the

total length of the path connecting s and t

£(x)=g(x) + hf(x) , (5.1)

where g(x) is the cost of the known path from stox and h'(x) is an estimate of the cost

h(x) of an optimal path from x to t. In Manhattan style routing h'(x) is generally given by

the semi-perimeter distance between x and t while g(x) can be computed exactly.

Figure 5.2shows the complete A* algorithm. Let R(x) be the set of nodes adjacent

to x in the routing graph, Y the set of nodes selected for propagation, X the set of nodes

reached but not yet propagated, and Z the set of all the nodes in the partial wiring path.

When the algorithm completes, if the target has been reached, Z is the set of all the nodes

on which propagation has been performed. The set of the nodes that fully define the path

will be obtained running the backtrace phase on all the elements of Z.

The algorithm has been proved to be admissible, i.e. to always find minimum

cost or optimum path if one exists, whenever h'(x) < h(x), Va;, where h'(x) and h(x) are

the estimate and the true value of the length of the interconnect between x and the target

[204]. The complexity of the algorithm is 0(n2), where n is path length. However the

average performance is generally much better, especially with medium size circuits. The

speed of the algorithm is also determined by the accuracy of h'(x) and by the structure

of the graph structure [205]. Figure 5.3 shows the grid used in a typical A* based router

for the computation of the path associated with the interconnect line being created. Every

node of the grid represents a point in the workspace, while each edge is weighted by an

amount proportional to the cost of a hypothetical interconnect line if it was crated in that
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Y = {s};
X = 0;
Z = {s};
repeat

for x € V; // Propagate the nodes in Y
X = X \J (R(x) - zy,

if X = 0
exit; // Unroutable net

else

Y = {x € X, such that £(x) is min};
if t€y

exit; // Target reached
else

X = X-Y;
Z = Z\JY;

until forever

CHAPTER 5. ROUTING

Figure 5.2: Generic A* routing algorithm

location. 3-D grids are used in the case of multiple layer interconnect style, while the grid is

not allocated for a given layer in the areas where an obstacle exists for it. Segments within

the path can be dynamically moved from one grid position to another and grid nodes can

be modified to allow the implementation of new wire segments in a similar way as in [42].

The A* algorithm has been extended to multi-terminal nets, using for example a

Figure 5.3: Grid allocation in a typical maze router
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version of Prim's algorithm [206] for Minimum Spanning Trees (MST). The scheme consists

of selecting one of the terminals in a net, the seed, as the first source from which the

propagation is started. When the first path is completed, all the nodes in the path are

promoted to the status of source and the algorithm is run again until no more target nodes

are available.

If an estimate for £(x) as defined in equation (5.1) is used in the cost function, the

algorithm minimizes all interconnect lengths in the circuit. Moreover, the minimization is

performed over all nets equally aggressively. The algorithm is appropriate in most digital

designs, when area and delay optimization is needed. In analog circuits on the contrary,

these factors are generally not the only concern and trade-offs must be drawn between a

number of often conflicting requirements, such as stray resistances, substrate capacitances,

etc. To cope with this problem a number of solutions have been proposed, see review in

[201]. One solution, similar to the onewe adoptedin this dissertation, consistsof augmenting

the wiring length estimator £(x) by a factor proportional to the sum of all the violations

presently accumulated in the layout. Every violation is weighted by an amount relating

to the sensitivity of performance with respect to the corresponding parasitic and to the

tightness of the specification. An additional factor is added to account for the local area

crowding. Area crowding is a function of the congestion ratio R between the needed space

for the new wire being built, and the effective space available on the sides of edge x. The

area crowding factor Ac is given by

[A,A.-{- !fflS1 (5-2)
\-max if -ft > 1

where Amax is a large constant. Later in the chapter we will see how the concept of

area crowding and parasitic constraint violation will be extended to the problem of high-

frequency routing.

5.3 Routing of RF Circuits and MMICs

Great effort has been devoted over the years to create general purpose CAD tools

for schematic design and optimization of RF and microwave circuits, e.g. [207, 208]. Lay

out synthesis has not received comparable attention in the literature due to the inherent

complexity of the problem and to the lack of designs whose size could justify a CAD based
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approach. More recently however, the increasing complexity of monolithic RF ICs and

MMICs suggests that an automated approach to the physical synthesis is preferable for

efficiency, reliability and yield considerations.

LlNMic[209, 207] proposed a knowledge-based interactive approach aimed at de

signers with minimum expertise by providing aids for low frequencies design of MMICs.

However, due to the lack of an explicit reference to performance, the synthesis process

could result in a large number of time-consuming iterations necessary to satisfy specifica

tions. Other semi-automated topology-driven approaches to the routing of MMICs have

also been proposed [210, 211]. These systems include template-based routines for the abut

ment of pre-defined cells implementing devices as well as interconnect. The knowledge of

the relative position of all the cells provides the starting point of the layout realization, thus

strongly limiting the flexibility of the approach and its applicability to complex designs.

We propose a constraint-based approach to the routing of MMICs. The flow

diagram of the approach is shown in Figure 5.4. Firstly, high-frequency performance spec

ifications are mapped onto a set of bounds on all classes of distributed parasitics. Then,

using sensitivity analysis, a set of weights is calculated for the area router. The role of the

weights is to control a cost function which penalizes those realizations with highly critical

parasitics. Layout synthesis of RF and microwave circuits almost always requires that the

dimensions of some interconnect lines be fixed. However, length constraints on interconnect

cannot be effectively enforced during this phase. Hence, the routing or constructive phase

is followed by by a refinement phase. The refinement consists on progressive expansion of

all nets simultaneously thus allowing enforcement of all net constraints while no new vio

lations are created on the remaining parasitic constraints. If infeasibility is detected a new

set of weights is generated and the cycle is repeated. At the completion of the layout, the

entire circuit is checked against constraint violations so as to verify that all performance

specifications are met. Parasitics are directly extracted from all physical geometries and

estimated by means of ad hoc analytical models based on 2-D and 3-D field analysis. In

case a specification violation occurs, the parasitics responsible for the violation are identi

fied and a sensitivity-based scheme is used to create a new set of weights. The cycle is then

restarted. The finite step loop ends when all specifications are met.

There are several advantages to this approach. A constraint-based approach to the

layout of RF and microwave circuits helps drastically reduce the number design iterations

by carefully modeling and controlling all relevant parasitic effects in the circuit. For a given
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Figure 5.4: Flow diagram of the tool

technology, compact and accurate models for physical parasitics are derived only once.

Hence, the synthesis and analysis of a circuit is efficient and can be effectively used within a

larger semi- or fully automated design cycle. Furthermore, using a different cost weighting

scheme, rapid circuit re-design for different realization and performance requirements can

be efficiently accomplished. This is particularly useful in the design of large scale MMIC

libraries.

5.4 Parasitic Modeling and Constraint Generation

Accurate interconnect modeling is a fundamental requirement of a constraint-

driven approach to the routingof RF and microwave circuits. For reasons of efficiency closed

formulae and analytical models for interconnect lines and all relevant parasiticsare desirable.

Since the area of application of this work is MMICs, all interconnect lines are modeled as

microstrip transmission lines. Parasiticeffects such as inductive and capacitive crosstalk are

modeled im terms of the degradation induced on the characteristic impedance Z0 and loss a.

Alternatively at low frequencies discrete (R,C,L) parasitics can be used. Analytical models

of all considered parasitics are obtained by fitting appropriate mathematical expressions to

data obtained from 2-D or 3-D field solvers as proposed by [193].

Interconnect discontinuities are modeled using discrete components, while radia-
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0 1

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: (a) Microwave specification; (b) Flexibility function for constrained optimization

tion and surface-wave propagation effects have been neglected due to the the relative small

circuit size if compared with the signal wavelengths [212]. If needed, surface-wave propaga

tion could be easily modeled using the closed forms reported in [213]. Substrate-dependent

losses have been taken into account in the full model. A summary of the formulae used in

our approach for estimating Z0 and a can be found in Appendix E.

The constraint generation techniques outlined in [116] and [2] need be modified to

account for the distributed nature of parasitics in microwave circuits. For a given a per

formance Ki, let us define performance specification the set of inequalities which determine

lower- and upper-bounds for Ki and the range of frequencies for which they are valid. For

example, consider the input reflection coefficient Sn illustrated in Figure 5.5a. The solid

line is the actual value of Sn obtained from the complete layout after extraction and the

dotted lines are the frequency dependent specifications to performance Sn, or

\Lo\ < \Sn\ < \Uol LL0 < LSn < LU0, for fo-Af0 < f < fQ + A/0

\Li\ < \Sn\ < \Ui\, LL1 < LSn < LUU for /i - A A < / < A + A A

\Ln\ < \Sn\ < \Un\, LLn < LSn < LUn, for /„ - A/n < / < fn + Afn

In general, for a performance set {if,-}, i = l,...,Nk and a set of parasitics {p^}, j =

1,..., Np, parasitic constraint generation is defined as the process of creating an inequality

constraint on a subset of all parasitics {pj}: pj < pj cmn ', to guarantee the fulfillment of
all performance constraints in the entire frequency range or AKi(f) < AKi(f) , V i =

l,...,iVfc,V / 6 [fmimfmax] • AKi(f) represents the total and AKi(f) the maximum al-
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lowed degradation of performance Ki with respect to all parasitics within the entirerange of

operation. Parasitics such as cross-couplings, characteristic impedance degradation, losses

and microstrip line length tolerances are constrained in this fashion. Constraints on par

asitics related to short and open microtrip terminations are derived from the above con

straints as described in Appendix B.

Assuming that performance is differentiable at and near its nominal value at all

frequencies, it can be represented as a linear combination of its sensitivity with respect to

all distributed.parasitics at all frequencies. Since parasitics can contribute constructively as

well as destructively to performance, positive and negative sensitivities must be considered

separately for constraint computation. Positive and negativecomponents of the performance

degradation AK? and AKf with respect to all parasitics belonging to the set {pj} are, in

first approximation

a*:,(/)+ =x>,i(/)+ Pi, ^Ki(f)- = j^SiMr pj •
i i

Technology-related process variations can be taken into account by replacing nominal values

of sensitivities with worst-case values [116] or by finding bounds on parasitic and device

mismatches [2].

To insure that all relevant parasitics are considered during the optimization, each

interconnect line to be implemented in the circuit is modeled as a microstrip line with

inductive and capacitive coupling with all the other nets. A numerical sensitivity analysis

is performed for each performance function using simulator Mns [210]. All parasitics,

whose cumulative contribution to performance degradation is negligible, are automatically

discarded. Bounds on critical distributed parasitics are calculated by using constrained

optimization, the objective being the maximization of the flexibility of the layout generation

process. The objective function of the optimizer, Parcar , is a polynomial of second order

monotonic in the range from zero to one, as shown in Figure 5.5b. The goal is to obtain

large bounds on critical parasitics, while at the sameunnecessarily loose bounds on uncritical

parasitics are allowed to be tightened.

RF and microwave circuits rely for functionality on transmission lines with a spe

cific length. However tolerances ALf from nominal value Lj should be permitted to provide
more flexibility to the router

lj = Lj , A£f < ALf , and Aij < ALJ .
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Figure 5.6: Interconnect model for microstripline with multiple bends

While Lj is determined by design, constraints ALf must be computed numerically. Using
Mns the sensitivity of each performance with respect to length variations can be quantified,

thus, using constrained optimization, constraints on the tolerances are calculated.

Parasitics involving the detailed realization of interconnect such as bends, gaps and

steps need be considered in a somewhat different way. A bended interconnect realization

is shown in Figure 5.6, where the bends have been replaced with appropriate models. See

Appendix E.

Consider the problem of finding a constraint on the number of bends in the mi

crostrip line. Suppose a microstrip line of nominal length L is partitioned into N segments

of length L/N each. Let us model N - 1 bends as in Figure 5.6. Due to the repetitive

character of the model, performance sensitivities with respect to the discrete components

Si,L/c of each bend are necessarily equal. Therefore the cumulative degradation AKi of N

bends is

N-l

AKi = J2 {SiMLi + Si,CoC0) = (N- l){SitLlLi + SitCoC0)
3-1

Consequently only one (L\,Cq) pair must considered by the optimizer. After the optimiza

tion two scenarios are possible: (a) parasitics are not critical and therefore they have been

eliminated. In this case, given the maximum and minimum values for Co and L\, N^bound^

can be computed as following

N(bound) _ ! +min{[C0mox)/C0m,n)J, [L|mox)/4m,n)J} •

Note that ifC0mm' = 0 and Z,Jmm^ = 0, the constraint on N is oo, thus it can be neglected,
(b) parasitics are critical and bounded. In this case i\r(6otm<0 can be obtained by replacing

the maximum value of Co and L\ with its bound.

N(bound) = x+ min{yc{bound)/c(min)^ ^^(Hjj
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5.5 Routing Phases

For reasons of flexibility and algorithmic reliability, an area routing scheme has

been used in our approach. In this scheme all inequality constraints can be easily imple

mented in the cost function driving the router. Equality constraints however cannot be

handled effectively via a cost function, due to the instability they induce in the algorithm

[204, Chp.3]. Thus, the routing scheme has been partitioned into two phases. During the

first phase, the constructive phase, all inequality constraints, i.e. constraints related to

interconnect parasitics, are enforced. The second phase or refinement, enforces all equal

ity constraints while no new parasitic violations are introduced. Both phases have been

implemented in a tool called Coral.

5.5.1 Constructive Routing

The first phase of the routing scheme consists of a maze router based on the A*

algorithm [214]. The A* algorithm is based on a heuristic estimation of the cost of a path

connecting the propagation node on the grid x and a terminal target. An optimal path for

a net j is defined as the path minimizing a cost function f(x). f(x) is the estimate of the

wiring length £ weighted by a factor proportional to interconnect crowding Kc(x) and to

the sum of all violations to parasitic constraints.

/(«)=«m (i+*.(,)+«? ^&i+«? *&§&*
+* E* «f» vw[ci4(«)] +wf**%/&),

where

Rj(x) = integral of the estimated transmission line loss of net j at x
Cj(x) = integral of the estimated substrate capacitance of net j at x
Cjk(x) = integral of the estimated coupling between nets j and A: at a:
Zj(x) —local estimated characteristic impedance from nominal for net j at x

Every violation (Vto/[J) is calculated as the difference between the estimate of the parasitic

component and its pre-computed constraint, when this value is positive, otherwise it is set

to zero. See Appendix E. Parameters R°, C° and Z° are normalization factors, wf, wf,
wfk and wf are specific weights, calculated according to the equation

Wjf =^o^ SiAf)- , Sj,j(f)+
<rj l&Ki(f)~ AKi(f)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Expansion of wiring in the workspace (a) with coarse and (b) with tight
constraints

where AKi(f)± represents the specification of performance K% at frequency /, Si,j(f) its

sensitivity with respect to parasitic pj and wo a normalization factor. As an illustration

consider the cost of propagating a wavefront for a given net. When the constraints on

parasitics associated with the net being constructed are loose, the cost function will lightly

weight the cost of propagation into areas where violations will occur (Figure 5.7a). On the

contrary, when constraints are tight (Figure 5.7b) propagation causing constraint violations

can be generally tolerated by a lesser extent.

The constructive phase yields interconnects with a minimized length £. Since £

cannot be further reduced, the algorithm stops if loss and substrate capacitance violations

occur or if the maximum transmission line length L is exceeded. This technique can also

be used for implementing stubs simply by creating a virtual target in an area where no

parasitic violations can occur. Figure 5.8a,b shows the gradual construction of a stub by

generating a. wiring segment reaching a virtual target from any given source. The virtual

target is positioned as far as possible from objects that may induce violations onto one or

more parasitic constraints as formally defined in section 5.5.2. The routing order of the

nets is determined automatically giving priority to the wiring of stubs and of nets on which

parasitic constraints are tightest. This is done not to compromise the ability of the router

to meet all parasitic constraints by routing first non-critical nets.
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Figure 5.8: Stub construction: (a) development from source; (b) completion
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5.5.2 Refinement

The refinement phase is responsible for the enforcement of all equality constraints

while insuring that no additional violation be introduced in the layout. Refinement is only

applied to the set of all nets for which at least a violation exists, call C such set. Consider

the constraint on microstripline length of net j, Lj. Since previously obtained length is

guaranteed to be smaller than the constraint, the interconnect needs be expanded. However

the expansion must occur inside a space where no constraint violations are possible. Call

this space feasibility zone of net j, orTj. Tj is defined asthe intersection of all spaces Bj(pk),

for which parasitic pk associated with net j does not exceed its predefined constraint.

Assume that each parasitic can be expressed in form of a reorder polynomial

Vn(x,s, V), where x is the location of a point in the interconnect and s is the position of

any objects responsible for pk. V is the vector of all known design parameters (interconnect

width, via size, etc.). Then, the location of Bj(pkYs boundaries is the locus of all x that

solve

7>„(x,s0,V) - pi6"""'" =0 , (5.3)

for given object position so and parameter V. As illustration consider the effect of a via

structure on the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line depicted in Figure 5.9a.

Given the physical dimensions of both objects, a model for the deviation of microstrip

impedance AZ0 is derived. See Appendix E. Figure 5.9b shows a plot of AZ0 as a function

of the location of an hypothetical transmission line relative to the via. Based on a constraint
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Interconnect Feasible zone

Via
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Figure 5.9: Effects of a via structure on a to-be-built interconnect line, (a) Structure set-up;
(b) Interconnect characteristic impedance deviation as a function of the location relative to
the via; (c) Feasibility zone

on AZ0, one can derive the feasibility zone for the given transmission line as shown in

Figure 5.9c. The resulting space B{AZ0) is a two-dimensional sphere centered in Sq with

radius do, where do is computed solving Equation (5.3) for a given constraint AZ0

Hence any implementations of the microstrip outside this space will satisfy the constraint.

Given Pj, the set of all constrained parasitics relevant to net j, Tj becomes

* =rw><») •
The boundaries of feasibility zone Tj are often a complex function of relative position and

size of the surrounding layout objects and by the constraint imposed on each parasitic pk

as shown in Figure 5.10a (dotted lines).

If the initial number of bends 6 exceeds the maximum allocated number the re

finement phase terminates. If, on the other hand, n = jV(6ound) - 6 > 4, then the expansion

algorithm is applied. Since only Manhattan expansion is allowed, the feasibility zone for

each net is horizontally sliced in correspondence of each vertex as shown in Figure 5.10b.

Between each pair of horizontal cuts a rectangle is built of width equal to the minimum zone

diameter between the cuts. Call R the set of all the rectangles non-adjacent to source and

target obtained in this fashion. Since it is preferable to expand interconnect as uniformly

as possible in order to keep it at the center of the zone, the maximum possible number of

rectangles r is selected for expansion, where r = [^-J. This ensures that the minimum possi-
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Figure 5.10: Distributed parasitics acting on interconnect determine feasibility zones

ble horizontal expansion is performed, thus maintaining the distance between interconnect

and zone boundary as large as possible.

The interconnect can be expanded in two opposite directions in two adjacent rect

angles to maximize the length increase A£,or in two equal direction to minimize the number

of bends. Hence, a large number of combinations for the expansion rectangles exists that

obtains the desired expansion. The problem of finding an appropriate subset R of R which

maximizes the total expansion A£ can be formulated as

subject to:

maximize : A£

R

n < N{bound)

(5.4)

This problem can be solved usingexhaustive enumeration techniques or linear programming.

Due to the low number of vertices per zone, in Coral the former solution has been adopted.

An expansion step e = f™71 A£j/K js selected,where K is a constant proportional to

the worst-case number of expansion steps of the algorithm. For each net j the set of

all expansion rectangles "Rj is calculated and each net is expanded by e. The expansion

is continued until either a net j reaches its nominal length Lj or the location of a zone

vertex changes. If the first event occurs, net j is dropped from C, e is recomputed and

the expansion continues. Otherwise, Rj is recomputed for all nets in C and the expansion

proceeds until an infeasibility is detected, i.e. the interconnect line crosses its assigned zone.

In the latter ca^e the partially expanded layout is analyzed for performance violations, a
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setJnitial.expansion.step;
setinitial-expansion.direction;
set.constrained_nets;
repeat

compute-feasibility.boundary;
identify.expansion.rectangles;
if max_expansion < required.expansion

exit;
expand.segments;
update-feasibility.zones;
if noJeasibility

exit;
update.constrained.nets;
upd atcexpansion.step;

until all constraints met OR infeasibility detected

Figure 5.11: Refinement algorithm in Coral

new set of weights is generated and routing is repeated.

All parasitics responsible for the violation can be easily identified, thus the set of

weights associated with these parasitics can be modified so as to insure that a new routing

attempt with a modified cost function will reach a satisfactory solution. In our approach,

weights are increased by an amount Awj, inversely proportional to the severity of the

violation that the corresponding parasitics induced

s\(fr sj(/)+
AKi(f)- - AKi(f)- AKi(f)+ - Atf,(/)+.

where mo is a normalization factor. The sequence of constructive/refinement steps termi

nates when no more constraint violations are present in the layout or when the maximum

number of iterations is reached. The refinement algorithm is summarized in Figure 5.11.

Stubs are treated similarly. Consider the structure of Figure 5.8b. The initial

position of the virtual target xt is determined so that it will be located in the center of the

feasibility zone.

1 ^
XT = T7-Exk(^|)>

iy:Fi fc=l

where Tj is the feasibility zone associated with the target, *k(Tj) is a point in the boundary
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I feasibility zone'

Figure 5.12: Expansion of a stub within feasibility zone

Out

Figure 5.13: Schematic of Twa

of Tj and N^ is the number of points in the boundary. After the initial stub is built,

refinement is used to adjust the length of the stub using the feasible expansion algorithm.

An example of the expansion algorithm applied to a stub is shown in Figure 5.12.

5.6 RF and Microwave Routing: A Case Study

Consider the traveling wave amplifier (Twa) shown in Figure 5.13. The specifica

tions are listed in Table 5.1. In this circuit the control of transmission coefficient 521 over

a range of frequencies spanning 18 GHz is the main objective. To achieve the objective,

the circuit is first decomposed into interconnect and devices. The simulator Mns is used to
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freq. range (GHz) 0-1.5 1.5-18.0 18.0-26.0

IS21I (dB) >3

<7

>3

<5

>-10

<-7

Table 5.1: Performance specifications for Twa

freq. range (GHz) 0-1.5 1.5-18.0 18.0-26.0

1: AL57, AL68 <2.5% <1.7% <1%

2: # bends in 1,2, and 3 4 4 4

3: # bends in 7 and 8 16 16 16

4: AZUAZ2,AZ3 <0.2% <0.1% <0.4%

5: Aori, A0J2, Ao;3 <0.5% <1% <5%

Table 5.2: Constraints on critical interconnect lines

compute the sensitivity of 52i with respect to the following features related to interconnect,

namely: length, characteristic impedance, and loss.

From the sensitivities, using the approach outlined in chapter 3 and in this chapter

a set of constraints on each of these features is computed. Table 5.2 lists the constraints

computed using Parcar. Notice that terms ALxy relate the maximum length mismatch

between interconnect line x and y.

The constructive phase of Coral builds minimum length feasible interconnect

between the pre-placed objects as shown in Figure 5.14. After this phase only constraints 4

and 5 have been enforced. Performance 52i is highly sensitive with respect to terms Zi,Z2,

and Zz which are in turn highly sensitive to the vias present within each transistor imple

mentation. Hence, interconnects 1,2 and 3 branch from T\,T2 and T2 at 90° angle until a

safe distance is reached for connecting with segments 7,8 and 9. A longer implementation

is not selected by the algorithm since it would have violated the constraint on the loss coef

ficients of 1,2, and 3. The refinement phase of Coral enforces the length of all the critical

interconnects within the tolerances permitted by constraints 1, 2 and 3. Notice, how both

constraints on the number of bends were respected by appropriately implementing inter

connects 1,2,3 and 7,9. All phases of the assembly and the corresponding CPU times are

listed in Table 5.3. The final layout is shown in Figure 5.15 and the performance evaluation
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output
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Input
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Figure 5.14: Layout after Coral's constructive routing

tool CPU time (sec)

Mns 31

Parcar 351

Coral 53
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Table 5.3: CPU times required for the synthesis o/Twa on a DEC Station 5000/240

| freq. range (GHz) 0-1.5 1.5-18.0 18.0-26.0

|52i| (dB) | 6.26 4.30 -8.21

Table 5.4: Estimated performance of circuit Twa after layout completion
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Figure 5.15: Final layout of Twa

Figure 5.16: Manual layout o/ Twa

of the circuit after extraction is summarized in Table 5.4. As expected the performance

specification was met at all frequencies. The circuit was fabricated and tested at the HP-

EEsof Labs in Santa Rosa. The fabricated chip passed the specification test and the yield

of the circuit was comparable to an identical circuit laid out manually (discrepancy < 1%

for medium volume of fabrication). Figure 5.16 depicts the same circuit as an experienced

designer laid it out.



Chapter 6

Symbolic Compaction

D'anime nude vidi molte gregge

che piangean tutte assai miseramente,

e parea posta lor diversa legge.

Supin giacea in terra alcuna gente,

alcuna si sedea tutta raccolta,

e altra andava continuamente.

Quella che giva intorno era pi molta,

e quella men che giacea al tormento,

ma pi al duolo avea la lingua sciolta.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto XIV
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In this chapter we describe the symbolic compaction tool, which represent the last

phase of the physical assembly. We show how analog constraints can be enforced during

compaction, we analyze the impact of these constraints on known compaction algorithms

and we present alternative solutions for efficient handling of the compaction problem. The

compaction methodology is illustrated throughout the description with an example used to

highlight the main features of the approach.

A compactor is in general used to reclaim empty area that has been allocated

for interconnections but has not been used by the final implementation. To be useful a
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compactor must reclaim the area while violating no constraints. A compactor can also be

used as a spacer, i.e. a tool to adjust the layout by moving components so that all the design

rulesconstraints (DRC) aresatisfied. In this mode of operation the layout synthesis phaseis

allowed to introduce (in general minor) DRC violations in favor of faster and more efficient

placement and routing procedures. Thus, in addition to reducing chip area* compaction

also improves the efficiency and robustness of the entire physical assembly process.

6.1 Compaction Problem Formulation

In this section the basic formulation of the compaction problem in the presence of

a complex set of constraints is outlined. For a detailed description of the problem and the

algorithms, see [215] and [216, Ch.10.2]. The symbolic layout compaction problem can be

formulated as a constrained minimization problem, where the target function is area:

minimize : (xr - xi)(yr —J/b) (6-1)

subject to:

{C}

where

xr = horizontal position of the rightmost circuit element

xl = horizontal position of the leftmost circuit element

yT = vertical position of the topmost circuit element

yB = vertical position of the bottommost circuit element

{C} is a set of constraints.

This problem has been proven to be NP-hard [216]. Nevertheless, a large num

ber of heuristics can yield good quality layouts. Although interesting techniques for two-

dimensional compaction [217, 218] have been developed, mono-dimensional compaction is

still the most practical approach because it is simple, computationally efficient, and, in

most cases, it yields good area reduction. A mono-dimensional compactor finds an ap

proximate solution to this problem by separating the horizontal and vertical components.

The algorithm is formulated in Figure 6.1. Here {Cx}, {Cy} are sets of horizontal and

vertical constraints, respectively. Heuristics exist interrelating the two dimensions by incor-
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repeat
minimize (xr - xl) subject to {Cx}]
minimize (yr - ys) subject to {Cy};

until (xr —XL)(yr —J/b) does not change

Figure 6.1: Mono-dimensional compaction algorithm

Figure 6.2: Orthogonal mono-dimensional compaction iterations
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porating wire balancing algorithms [219] and introducing jogs [220]. Figure 6.2 illustrates

the method pictorially. The minimum allowed vertical (horizontal) distance dmin\j (dmtno*)

between each pair of objects i and j in Figure 6.2 is determined by DRC and parasitic

considerations [221].

Mono-dimensional compaction is usually formulated as a longest-path problem on

a directed graph, which is solvable in polynomial time. However, not all analog circuit

constraints (for example, symmetry constraints) can be expressed in a form suitable for a

Constraint-Graph (CG) algorithm. A perturbation approach was proposed in [222], where

the graph is initially solved without constraints, and symmetries are gradually enforced.

This approach however can become computationally expensive with a large number of

symmetry constraints. Furthermore, false over-constraints may arise depending on the

order in which the symmetric objects are processed, especially when multiple symmetry

axes are present. A different approach to compaction with symmetry constraints is to use

Linear Programming (LP) [68] or Integer Programming (IP) [223]. The main drawback of
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run.CG;
run_LP;
round_offxoordinates;
verify-constraints;
switch.compaction.axis;

Figure 6.3: Iterative mono-dimensional compaction algorithm

this approach is the computational intensity required when a realistic number of constraints

is considered. In [68], algorithmic complexity is reduced somewhat by collapsing all objects

not directly interacting with symmetric items in the layout, generating "super-constraints"

which are solved by a linear program. With regard to parasitic control, we are not aware

of other approaches taking analog or mixed-signal related constraints into account.

6.2 Compaction with Analog Constraints

Our approach to the enforcement of analog-specific constraints during compaction

combines a CG algorithm and a linear program in sequence. The first phase enforces all

design rules, while the second phase uses the result of the first as a starting point to enforce

the remaining constraints. The method has been implemented in a tool called Sparcs-A.

The various phases of the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 6.3 .

By its nature, the LP algorithm can return a result which is not aligned with the

layout integer grid. Hence, a round-off procedure is needed to adjust the coordinates of

those elements laying outside the critical path. In Appendix B we show how this procedure

is justified, thus allowing us to use LP instead of a more time-expensive IP based approach.

Finally, a check is performed on the result and the compaction is iterated in the orthogonal

axis until a set of stopping conditions is met.

Using the CG solution as starting point is key to a significant speed-up in the

solution of the linear problem. Control over cross-coupling capacitances is implemented by

modifying the CG before computing the longest path. Proper distances between parallel

interconnection edges are kept to maintain cross-coupling capacitances below their bounds.

This is achieved by employing a heuristic which adds extra spacing between wire segments.
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Figure 6.4: Constraint graphs associated with (a) horizontal and (b) vertical constraints.
The symbols L/R and T/B relate to the left/right and top/bottom coordinates respectively

6.3 Constraint Enforcement Techniques
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6.3.1 DRC

Consider first the Constraint-Graph (CG) longest-path algorithm [216, Ch.10.2].

The pattern of component connectivity and minimum separations required by DRC is de

scribed as a weighted, directed graph. Two graphs are actually used, one for the vertical

and one for the horizontal direction. Figure 6.4 shows the graphs associated with the struc

tures in Figure 6.2. Each geometry in the layout is represented in the graph by a vertex.

For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we consider only the horizontal graph. Let x\

and x2 be the horizontal coordinates of vertices 1 and 2, respectively. Constraints of the

form

x2-xx> K; x2-xi<K (6.2)

are represented as edges of weight K and -K respectively, directed from vertex 1 to vertex

2. Maximum spacing constraints

|z2-si| < Kr (6.3)

can be reduced to a pair of constraints of the type (6.2) by using the equivalent expressions

x2-x\< Kmax AND xi - x2 < KT

Minimum spacing constraints

1*2-ail >K* (6.4)
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are usually solved by requiring that the relative position of the objects corresponding to

vertices x\, x2 remain unaltered during compaction. If before compaction x2 > xi, the

constraint is

£2 - x\ > Kmin, otherwise x\ - x2 > Kmin •

A plane-sweep algorithm is used to generate the minimum-spacing constraints [224]. The

longest path in the constraint graph determines the minimum width (height) achievable by

compaction. Consequently, a longest-path algorithm can be used to determine, in poly

nomial time, the optimum location of all components or, alternatively, the existence of

over-constraint loops.

A valid alternative to the CG algorithm is constituted by LP methods. The only re

quirement for the use of LP is the linearity of the constraints being enforced. All constraints

(6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) can hence be enforced by implementing the constraints explicitly in

the linear program.

To ensure that all performance specifications be met, analog IC design often re

quires that a whole new class of constraints be met in addition to DRC. These additional

constraints are known as topological and parasitic constraints. See Figure 6.5. Symmetry

and parasitic matching (Fig. 6.5a), device matching (Fig. 6.5a), and shielding preservation

(Fig. 6.5c,d) are generally referred to as topological constraints, while resistive and capaci

tive coupling are known as parasitic constraints (Fig. 6.5b). In the reminder of this section

we discuss the techniques used to enforce topological and parasitic constraints.

6.3.2 Constraints on Stray Capacitances

The bounds on the maximum value of cross-coupling capacitance are enforced by requiring

proper spacing between wire segments. The resulting constraint is of type (6.2). As an

example, consider the interconnects shown in Figure 6.6a. Compaction without capacitive

coupling constraints yields the minimum-area pattern shown in Figure 6.6b. However, the

enforcement of a bound on the critical coupling between nets 2 and 3 might require a non-

minimum distance between the wires, as shown in Figure 6.6c. In general, the value of the

minimum spacing to be enforced between wiresegments depends on the wire structure and

shape. This value is determined by the algorithm illustrated in Figure 6.7.

In step 3 performance degradations are computed using the linearized approxima

tion,of performance degradation AKi based on equation (3.3).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.5: Topological andparasitic Constraints: (a) symmetry and matching; (b) parasitic;
(c) lateral shielding; (d) vertical shielding

not 2 net 3

net 2 net 3
net 2 H?13

I neM
;

! ?

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.6: Required spacingfor controlling capacitive coupling
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1. Compute the longest path in the graph.

2. Extract all parasitics and compare to their bounds. If all bounds are met, exit.

3. Compute the actual performance degradations, based on extracted parasitics and

sensitivities. If performance constraints are met, exit.

4. Modify the graph by increasing the minimum spacing between critically coupled wire

segments. Then go to step 1.

Figure 6.7: Algorithm for the insertion of additional spacing for wire decoupling

Note that step 3 allows some parasitic bound violations as long as high-level performance

constraints are satisfied. This situation can occur when one or more parasitics lay much

below their upper-bounds, since the corresponding performance improvement can cancel

the contribution to the performance degradation of the parasitics exceeding their bounds.

Step 4 employs a heuristic which adds extra spacing between wire segments, based on the

need for decoupling and on their length, which has a direct impact on the overall area.

The procedure implementing this heuristic is presented in Figure 6.8. Cj indicates the j-

th cross-coupling capacitance, and Cj oun ' is the bound on its maximum value. Function
min_dist(Cj,CJ6oun^) returns the minimum distance increment to add between parallel
segments of the j-th pair of wires, to reduce their cross-coupling capacitance from Cj to
g{bound) Thig function depencis 0n the model used, for instance with the parallel-plate

model it becomes y-». _ p(bound)
min-dist^cfound)) =ctLj ' ' nd) ,

Oj •Oj

where e is the dielectric permittivity of silicon, t is the wire thickness, and Lj is the sum

of the lengths of all parallel wire segments of the j-th net pair. In our approach, a more

precise model, described in [193], has been used, where the dependence of capacitance Cj

on the distance d between the parallel wire segments, with widths w\ and w2 respectively,

is approximated by the following expression

Cj = k0 + kiwi + k2w2 + "T + lj »

where kQ,..., k4 are technology-dependent constants. Therefore mm.dist(Cj,Cj oun ) be-
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// Purpose: Add constraints to improve capacitive decoupling.
// Since this procedure is called only if some performance violation
// has been found, we know that at least one bound has been exceeded

foreach cross-coupling Cj such that Cj > Cj oun
Sj = current_min; // current min. distance between any two

// parallel segments contributing to Cj

Sj =6j+ min_dist(Ci,CJ6ound));
foreach pair Pi of parallel segments

di = currentjsegm_min; // current min. distance between the
// segments of pair Pi;

if di < Sj
add_constraints; // add constraint to graph requiring di > Sj

II between the segments

Figure 6.8: Pseudo-code of procedure modify-graph

comes a function of the wire widths too. For each cross-coupling Cj exceeding its bound

Cj oun \ Sj is the minimum distance to be kept between parallel segments of the j-th pair
of wires. The distance increment is a function of the parasitic bound violation. Notice that

spacing is added not only between the nearest segments, but also between all the segment

pairs whose distances are less than Sj.

The spacing step, implemented by procedure shown in Figure 6.8, can introduce

over-constraints making the graph unsolvable. An example in which this might occur is

illustrated in Figure 6.9. Two wire segments are connected to terminals A and B, whose

relative position is fixed with respect to the instance of a sub-cell. When extra spacing

between the segments is required, an overconstraint is generated if Sj > D —W\ —W2.

When a positive loop is detected, a pruning procedure is invoked, which removes the

newly-added spacing constraints contained in the positive weight loops. In such situations

the task of decoupling the two nets is left to the remaining segment pairs. If a feasible

solution involving the remaining segment pairs does not exist, then an error is reported. In

that event the constraint cannot be met.
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Lterm A v^y^y^/MA termB
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Figure 6.9: Minimum and maximum wire spacing constraints deriving from connections to
fixed-distance terminals

6.3.3 Preservation of Electrostatic Shields

Two types of shields can be used, vertical and lateral shields. Figure 6.5d shows a vertical

shield created during routing to reduce coupling between critical nets. The horizontal wire,

realized with layer 3, runs over a vertical wire segment realized with layer 1, and the shield

is realized with layer 2. For example, in a 2-metal/l-poly technology, the lower conductor

layer 1 could be poly, the upper layer 3 could be metal2, and the shield layer 2 could be

metall). Vertical shield constraints are expressed as

x2 = a:3 AND t/2 = yi , (6.5)

where x2, y2 are the coordinates of the center of the shielding plate; x$ is the x-coordinate

of the horizontal wire and y\ is the y-coordinate of vertical wire.

A lateral shield is a wire stub separating the interconnections as shown in Figure 6.5c. Since

the stub has no interconnect purpose and it is often open on one side, a standard digital

compactor would remove it to optimize area. Note that shields are generally inserted by

the router only when absolutely necessary. If the shields were removed during compaction,

the algorithm for the insertion of decoupling spacing would yield large area increments or

even report some over-constraints and fail.
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The spacing requirement for the lateral shield between nets a and 6 is

yshield > Va OR yshield > 1/6- (6-6)

where yshield is the location of the top of the shield; ya that of the top of net a and yb of

net b.

Notice that because of the OR condition this constraint is not linear. However, the shield

functionality is preserved if either oneof the following linear constraints is used in its place

yshield > ya AND yshieid > yb (6-7)

yshieid =^(ya +yb) (6.8)

Note that both the LP solver and the constraint graph can be used to implement constraint

(6.7), but not (6.8), which can be solved only using a linear or integer program.

6.3.4 Symmetry Constraints

Consider two devices a and b between which a symmetry constraint is required with respect

to a symmetry axis s, which, without loss ofgenerality, we assume is vertical (Figure 6.5a).

The constraints to be enforced are

xa-xa = x3-xi,; ya = yb , (6.9)

wherexa, ya and xb, yb are the coordinatesof a and 6 respectively and x9 is the axis position.

The vertical constraints in (6.9) can be solved by the constraint graph, while the horizontal

constraints have no graph representation and cannot be enforced. However, it can be

introduced as a linear constraint in a linear program as

xa + xb - 2x3 = 0 . (6.10)

Symmetry constraints on complete wire segments can be formulated as simple object sym

metries on the wire endings and jogs. In Figure 6.5a, the horizontal constraints for the

wires labeled 1 and 2 are represented as

Z2,left -X3 = X3- Xijight

X2,right -X3 = X3- XiJejt,

where xi^ight is the rightmost ending of segment 1, x\%iejt the leftmost ending of segment

1, x2iright the rightmost ending of segment 2, and x2tie/t the leftmost ending of segment 2.
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In this fashion the problem of enforcing one wire symmetry constraint is reduced to satisfying

two object symmetries. The wire symmetry constraints can thus be directly incorporated

into the LP solver and handled in the same way as the device symmetry constraints. Notice

that this methodology guarantees the preservation of existing geometric wire symmetry, not

the enforcement of symmetry on arbitrarily shaped wires.

6.4 Algorithmic Considerations

Since all minimum design-rule spacing requirements are integers and each sym

metric pair is also governed by minimum spacing requirements, the necessary conditions for

Theorem 3, Appendix B are verified. Hence, the optimum solution to the LP problem with

symmetry constraints is placed on an integer grid.

As a consequence of Theorem 3, IP techniques are not necessary to solve the compaction

problem with symmetry constraints and an LP-based approach suffices. The LP solver is

implemented with a simplex algorithm [225]. In this algorithm, the optimum solution is

found by sequentially visiting the vertices of the polytope bounding the feasible region. As

soon as the minimum is reached, it is recognized as the optimum solution by the algorithm,

and no further vertices of the polytope need be visited.

The average speed of the algorithm can therefore be increased if the starting so

lution is, on average, closer to the optimum. Table 6.1 displays the results of applying this

concept to sixteen compaction problems; by using the solution of the constraint graph as

the initial starting point for the LP solver, on average, 50% in CPU time was saved. As a

general rule, designers adopt symmetry enforcement in circuits with differential structure.

However, not all parasitics need be matched with the same accuracy. Sensitivity analy

sis shows that, in general, only a relatively small number of parasitic matchings influence

critical performances such as offset and CMRR. In our approach, the relative criticality

of parasitics and mismatch is determined automatically with the method described in this

dissertation [2].

The ratio |St-,A/St,P| of equation (3.16) can be used as a measure of the criticality

of such constraints. If this ratio is low, then symmetry is not important for performance,

and hence it needs not be enforced. As a consequence, minor deviations from symmetry are

still allowed in the layout after compaction, thus improving the flexibility and the success

rate of the compaction phase.
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circuit direction

CPU time (s)
graph + LP LP alone | % reduction

AB horizontal 16.30 22.58 27.8%

AB vertical 12.92 27.55 53.1%

COMPL horizontal 8.60 12.15 29.2%

COMPL vertical 5.50 9.78 43.8%

FASTCOMP horizontal 13.95 23.85 41.5%

FASTCOMP vertical 10.17 22.68 55.2%

newOta horizontal 10.80 14.78 26.9%

newOta vertical 10.00 17.03 41.3%

OPAMP 1 horizontal 13.60 26.23 48.2%

OPAMPl vertical 4.68 28.28 83.5%

OTA horizontal 35.30 55.60 36.5%

OTA vertical 19.33 41.38 53.3%

OTA731 horizontal 19.30 29.35 34.2%

OTA731 vertical 5.02 25.05 80.0%

FCPHIL horizontal 20.25 29.03 30.2%

FCPHIL vertical 5.73 37.52 84.7%

Averages - 13.21 26.42 50.0%

Table 6.1: Comparison of CPU time for graph -f LP vs. LP alone
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6.5 Wire Length Minimization

Once a minimum area solution satisfying the performance requirements is ob

tained, a secondary optimization is performed to minimize the total interconnection length.

Wire length minimization is performed by the LP solver, so that the complete set of com

paction constraints (including symmetry constraints) is considered throughout the opti

mization. The objective function is formulated as

minimize: ^ (fright - ^t,fe/t) > (6-H)
all wire segments

where Xitnghi is the rightmost ending of wire segment i, Xitie/t the leftmost ending of wire

segment i, and Xiiright > £,>/<•

This formulation of the objective function allows the LP solver to find the global mini

mum horizontal (vertical) wire length. Our design methodology only requires that parasitic

bounds, shields, and symmetries be considered. Using total wire length as the secondary

objective however, circuit performance can be improved by further reducing wire resistances

and parasitic capacitances.

6.6 Compaction with Analog Constraints: A Case Study

Consider once more the clocked comparator compl after placement and routing

performed by Puppy-A and Road [201], respectively. Some of the parasitics extracted by

Estpar (see chapter 7) at the completion of the routing phase are shown hereafter, along
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with nominal performance and resulting degradation.
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Notice that now resistive mismatch has become critical because of the shrunk margin allowed

to offset degradation. Of the capacitive parasitics, C55 and C56 have been recognized as

more critical than the others, and their bounds have been further tightened with respect

to their previous values used to drive the router. Other bounds on C15 and C16 have

been relaxed as a consequence. The layout produced with this set of bounds is shown in

Figure 6.10. Capacitive extraction from this layout yields the following values:
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Figure 6.10: Compacted layout of COMPL with all analog constraints enforced

Cis = 73.9 fF

Cie = 75.2 fF

C55 = 18.8 fF

C56 = 17.2 fF

Simulation showed that in the compacted layout performance specifications were met with

an ofFset of 743/iV and a delay of 6.7ns. Details on the statistics for the compaction of this

circuit are available in section 9.1.1.



Chapter 7

Extraction

Cost di ponte in ponte, altro parlando

che la mia comedia cantar non cura,

venimmo; e tenavamo il colmo, quando

restammo per veder Valtra fessura

di Malebolge e li altri pianti vani;

e vidila mirabilmente oscura.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto XXI
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In the course of this dissertation we have shown how constraint-based techniques

can be used to control or reduce the impact of parasitics on performance. In this chapter

we show how constraint-driven strategies can significantly enhance the efficiency of physical

parasitic extractors reducing the complexity of parasitic characterizations.

This chapter also deals with issues related to parasitic and mismatch modeling

and extraction techniques for a number of applications and technologies. The techniques

described in the chapter have been implemented in Estpar, which is part of the Octtools

layout tool-set.*
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Figure 7.1: Methodology of selective extraction

7.1 General Extraction Methodology

7.1.1 Extraction Tools and Organization

Figure 7.1 shows the flow graph of the extraction methodology. In the first phase,

a conservative estimate of all parasitics is computed. For each pair of terminals in the

circuit the line resistance is computed as if the worst-case routing scheme were used under

the highest possible congestion conditions. Capacitances to substrate are computed sim

ilarly, whereas analytical models [193] are used to accurately account for fringing effects.

Capacitive cross-coupling is always assumed to take place at least once between any pairs

of nets.

In the second phase, performance sensitivities are efficiently computed using the

methods discussed in chapter 3 From these data, performance sensitivities with respect to

parasitic mismatch are also computed. Based on the previously obtained data, an inte

ger program is constructed and solved using either standard methods or ad hoc heuristics

developed by us. During this phase a list of critical paths, candidates for extraction, is

built.

In the final phase all critical parasitics are extracted in detail. Analytical models
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for accurate computation of line-to-substrate and line-to-line capacitance extraction are

used, thus ensuring that all important parasitic effects be accounted for. Assuming that

the region of operation for the circuit is maintained in the neighborhood of the nominal

operating point, this procedure ensures that in a selectively extracted layout, performance

degradations are within the limits imposed by the constraints. In case of strongly non

linear circuits a verification phase at the end of the selective extraction must be performed

in order to check whether the new operating point is close enough to the previous one. If

this condition is not satisfied the process must be iterated using the new operating point

for the sensitivity analysis.

All the tools shown in Figure 7.1 have been implemented in the Octtools envi

ronment [120] running under the Unix operating system. In the remainder of the chapter

we will discuss the techniques and models used in our extraction methodology.

7.1.2 Constraint-Based Schematic Simplification

Aim of schematic simplification is the reduction of complexity of the extracted

schematic. This is often desirable for speeding-up circuit simulation and verification in large

systems. In this section a constraint-based strategy is presented for achieving simplification

and some considerations on the applicability and resulting accuracy are discussed. The

essential idea underlying the method consists of identifying those parasitics which can be

neglected, keeping the accuracy of the circuit simulation within pre-defined bounds. Let us

consider circuit C, assume that the performance array K is available along with a set of

specifications in form of inequality (3.1). Moreover, assume that approximated linearized

expressions exist for performance degradation AK (3.3) and that accurate estimations of

layout parasitics are also available. Using equations (3.3) and (3.1) one can determine

if performance K will be within specifications. Suppose that only a certain number of

parasitics can be extracted exactly, although conservative estimates can be derived for all

of them. Moreover, suppose one is interested in measuring performance with a certain

accuracy. To accomplish this objective one would need to determine the set of all parasitics

that are essential to ensure the required accuracy. Call P* this set. In the reminder of this

section we will address the problem of minimizing the size of Px, while ensuring accuracy.

Let us introduce some useful definitions.

Definition 1 The s'et P of all the parasitics of circuit C is said to be non-critical if there
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exists a partition V = (Px, Pe) such that: Pe is a set of all non-critical parasitics, i.e.

those parasitics whose cumulative effect on performance is a fraction a of performance

specification AK. P* = P —F* is the set of all remining parasitics.

Definition 2 Let us define performance estimation accuracy A as

a _ max

A~ i = l...Nk ak{

where AK\max' is the upper-bound of true performance degradation AKi, &K\x~max* the
upper-bound of the extracted value of AKi ond AKi the specification on Ki.

Lemma 1 If P is non-critical, then for all partitions Vm = (Vx,Ve), A —a

Proof: Since P = Px U Pe and given that upper-bounds for parasitics are known,

A/{H = Ei€px 5t-tipfox) +Ei€p< SiJ™x) = AK\xjnax) +AK\ejmax).
By definition 1, AK\ejnax) <a ~AKi, moreover AKJmax) > A^xjnaa:), hence
| AK(max) _ A/<(xJnax)| ^ q ^^

Since AKi > 0 Vi, a must necessarily be the maximum over performance array K. •

(7.1)

Next, for each performance measure Ki we need to find a partition Vi, that minimizes the

size of Px. The problem can be formulated in terms of the following optimization

maximize: \Pe\ [1.2)
'i

subject to:

jePe

Let us consider now the general problem of an array of performance measures K. Assume

that each problem (7.2) has a unique solution Vi. Then, the general partition Vk* derived

as

VK=f]Vi, (7.3)
t=i

is also unique.

Moreover, (7.2) can be rewritten as a standard integer program. Let e be a vector of size

Np = \P\, whose components ej are boolean variables, ej being one if parasitic pj 6 Pe,
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zero otherwise. Then the problem reduces to

maximize: 2-^=1 ej
e

subject to:

(7.4)

If the components of e are let vary continuously and constraint

0 < ej < 1, Vj

is added to the integer program, problem (7.4) can be processed by a conventional linear

program solver [216]. In our tests we used Parcar's engine to obtain the Vk using the

techniques presented in chapter 3.

7.2 CMOS Parasitic Modeling

Full three-dimensional simulation of layout structures for accurate computation of

interconnect parasitics is impractical for real circuits. Numerical methods based on Finite

Difference, Finite Element, Integral Equation or other techniques can be used to extract

exact electrical parameters of any structures [226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231]. These methods

however, due to the relatively high computational cost, cannot be efficiently used for a very

large number of objects such as those present in a complex layout structure.

A better approach consists of creating models of interconnect which can be eas

ily generated by CAD tools for layout extraction and estimation. Analytical models have

been proposed for veryspecific capacitive structures in [232, 233]. Morerecently automated

methods have been proposed for automatic generation of models for capacitive parasitics

in a wide range of structures used in semiconducting circuits [193, 234]. Hereafter a short

description of the models used in all our parasitic estimation tools is presented. The tech

niques used to derive the models are described in detail in [234] and were implemented in

a tool called Capmod.

7.2.1 Substrate Capacitance

Figure 7.2 shows a simple interconnect line as it appears in most IC technologies. The
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Figure 7.2: Simple interconnect line

md>^ ground plane

Figure 7.3: Crossover configuration

substrate capacitance of the line is represented in terms of its parallel plate and fringe

components. For a given technology for each wiring layer the parallel plate capacitance per

unit length only depends on the interconnect width. The fringe capacitance per unit length

on the contrary is fixed. The following equation models the substrate capacitance

Co = k0-\-kiW , (7.5)

where k0 and ki are real constants dependent on technology and on the type of wiring used.

The coefficients are calculated only once for a given technology using Capmod.

7.2.2 Crossover Configuration

The crossover configuration, shown in Figure 7.3, is modeled by the cross-coupling

C12 = k0 + k^i + k2w2 + k3wiw2 , (7.6)

where k0,k\, k2 and k3 are real constants and W\,w2 the widths of the two lines. Due to the

shielding effect of the lower line over the upper one and vice-versa, the substrate capacitance
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^f^^jf^^T'r^w

Figure 7.4: Parallel interconnect lines

of both lines, calculated as in equation (7.5) needs be corrected by the following factors

Cca =k0-\-kiw2; Cc_2 = ^o + fci^i + k2wiw2 . (7.7)

7.2.3 Parallel Lines on the Same Layer

Same layer parallel running lines are dominated by fringing effects, since no vertical over

lapping is present and generally the ratio height/width is small1. Figure 7.4 shows such a

configuration. The model for the cross-coupling is as following

Cw = V(l/s) + V(l/(s + wi)) + V(l/(s + w2)) , (7.8)

where V(.) is a given polynomial [234]. The correction components for substrate capaci

tances are

Cc_i = V(l/(s+so))+V(l/(s-rS0+w2)) ; CcJ2 = V(l/(s+s0))+V(l/(s-rs0+wl)) , (7.9)

where So is a technology- and layer-dependent constant.

7.2.4 Interconnect Lines on Different Layers

There exist two types of configurations for interconnect lines on different layers: the over

lapping and the non-overlapping configuration. A non-overlapping configuration is shown

in Figure 7.5a. The cross-coupling capacitance is characterized by the following model

C12 = V(l/(s-{- s0)) + V(l/(s+s0 + Wi)) + V(l/(s+s0 + w2)) , (7.10)

while correction components are

Cc_i = V(l/(s-rSo))+V(l/(s-rs0+w2)); CcJ2 = V(l/(s-rs0))-rV(l/(s-rSo-rW1)). (7.11)

1Sub-micron technologies are currently reversing this trend. However similar reasoning can be used for
the generation of appropriate models which take into account high horizontal parallel plate fields.
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Figure 7.5: Interconnect lines on different layers: (a) non-overlapping; (b) overlapping

Overlapping interconnect lines on the contrary (Figure 7.5) can be modeled as

Cw = *oP + V(l/(et + e/o)) + V(l/(er + er0)) , (7.12)

where p, e\ and er are the cross-, left and right overlaps, respectively, e/o and ero are

constants determined using Capmod. The correction terms are determined as

CCJL = V(l/(p + p0)) + V(l/(et + e/o)) + 7>(l/(er + er0)) ,

Cc_2 = k0p + V(l/(et + e/o)) + V(l/(er + er0)) .
(7.13)

7.3 Technology Gradient Effects: Mismatch Modeling

A number of authors have attempted to find compact and accurate models for

parasitic mismatch. In this dissertation we focus on capacitive and resistive mismatches for

passive components and on MOS transistor parameter mismatches for active devices. Let

us consider a pair of parasitic components pt- and pj, mismatch M is defined as follows

Pi + Pj

Consider next a pair of active devices di, dj, each characterized by a set of parameters IIj

and IIj respectively. The mismatch of a pair of parameters is defined similarly as

nt-Km
Mtm = 2

In general, M and Mim are non-deterministic measures dependent of process variations,

relative distance and geometry of the object pair. For this reason, mismatch is often char

acterized based on its mean p,M and variance <rj^. Several models exist in the literature

, W* 6 Ili and ?rm € IIj
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describing mismatch [141, 235, 236, 237, 238]. In the tools described in this dissertation

a technology-independent implementation of the models proposed by Pelgrom [141] and

Lakshmi Kumar [236] is being used.

In what follows a short description of the mismatch models used in this dissertation

for both passive and active devices is presented. Consider a MOS device and its current-

voltage relationship in triode and saturation region, respectively

/ =K(VGS - VT - VDS/2)VDS ; / =j(VGS - VT)2 , (7.14)

where / is the drain current, K the transconductance constant, Vp the threshold voltage,

Vr>s the drain-to-source voltage, and Vgs the gate-to-source voltage. Let us define the

means of measures /, K and Vr as 7, ~K and Vt- Let us assume that all devices are in

saturation, then the variance of current mismatch can be derived [236] as

T K2 (Vgs - VT)2 VGs - VT K '

where r is the correlation coefficient between mismatches in Vt and K, while ok and oyT

are the standard deviations of K and Vt respectively.

Using a set of well-known analytical models, one can derive expressions for oyT and ok>

Consider first the threshold voltage. Vt is expressed as

O0ar Isox ^ox

where $ms is the gate-semiconductor function difference, $b the Fermi potential in the

bulk, Qb the depletion charge density, Qj the fixed oxide charge density, Dj the threshold

adjust implant dose, q the electron charge, and Cox the gate oxide capacitance per unit

area. It can be shown that QbjQ/,Di and Cox are all statistically independent variables,

hence oyT can be written as

o\ =-£-(«&, +4,+q*ol,) +||r (Ql +tf, +q*D)) (7.15)
OX

Substituting the values of the individual parametric variances in equation (7.15), one obtains

4T =
LWC-0X

where terms L and W are the mean channel length and width of the devices, and Ageom

is a geometry-dependent parameter. Thus, given the relative position and orientation of

(Qb +Q/ +9Di) +A*gam (q% +q) +<,2d]) ,
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a device pair in terms of vector Av = [Aa:, Ay, Ar]T, a compact model of the threshold

mismatch in the pair can be derived [141] as

<rivT =il+S,2(Av),
where A* models the area and S2() the spacing dependence for parameter Vt- Terms A2,

and S2() are process-dependent and can be obtained empirically from measurements on

wafer test patterns.

The transconductance K is calculated as

K = pC0XW/L , (7.16)

where \i is the channel mobility, Cox the gate capacitance per unit area, W the channel

width and L its length. Assuming independence for all the factors on the right-hand side

of equation (7.16), o\jK can be written as

°K _ °l , °w , al , acox
—2 ~" ->-2 "r »tt2 "t" tt2 "*" -?& 'K* U W V d

Substituting in equation (7.16) the values of the individual variances for each parameter,

oK/K can be re-written as

£* - — (A2 +A2 )4- ^ 4- ^
K2~LW[A^Aox)+L2W2 '

where A^ is a technology-dependent geometry-insensitive model parameter and A2X is a
position-dependent parameter [236]. The transconductance mismatch can be represented

compactly as

^ =JL +S2K(Av) +^L +^L , (7.17)
K LW n WL WL

where AK, A2L, A2^ and 5^(Av) are geometry-dependent factors. Expressions for o2^ and

o\ have been derived using the fact that o\ a l/W and Oyy a l/L [141]. However, the

latter terms are generally small with respect to the other expressions in equation (7.17),

hence they can be neglected, yielding

K2 ~ LW

In the literature, functions Sp(Av) and Sk(Av) have been generally reported as being

linear with |v|, however non-linear expressions can be easily supported in our tools.

^«S+SJUAv).
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Using the value derived in [236] for the variance of Cox, one can easily obtain for

mulae for the mismatch of parasitic capacitances and resistances. Consider first capacitive

mismatch. Let C = C0XWL be the value of a parasitic capacitance of an interconnect line

W wide and L long. Then, the variance of C is given by

a2c 1
Cl LW

Thus, the variance of the mismatch AC is

C2 LW
^ = IK Sc(Av) ,

where A2ox is an area factor related to the oxide thickness and Sc(Av) is the spacing

dependence for capacitance pairs.

Let us characterize now stray resistance mismatches. Let R = RqL/W be the value of the

interconnect stray resistance. Then, assuming spatial independence of Rq, the variance of

R is given by

R2 U W2
Hence, by the same reasoning as before, the variance of the mismatch Ail becomes

<*Afl = A\ A2W
R2 WL2 W2L '

These models were implemented in both the placement and the extraction tools for mismatch-

aware synthesis and analysis.

7.4 RF Parasitic Modeling

Accurate interconnect modeling is a fundamental requirement of a constraint-

driven approach such as that described in this dissertation. For reasons of efficiency closed

formulae and analytical models for interconnect lines and all relevant parasitics are desirable.

Since the area of application of this dissertation is that of MMICs, all interconnect lines are

modeled as microstrip transmission lines.

Considerable attention has been devoted in the past to accurate and efficient mod

eling of parasitics relevant at RF. In particular, the study of stripline structures has been

extensive. See for example [227, 239] for surveyed work in the field. In this dissertation, and

for the sole purpose of its use in the router described in chapter 5, we describe a number
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Figure 7.6: Single microstrip line over lossy substrate

of analytical models generated using a mixed approach: in part numerical [234] and in part

fully algebraic.

Parasitic effects such as inductive and capacitive crosstalk are modeled as coupling

capacitances and mutual inductances. Almost all models for interconnect can be represented

by the two-dimensional setting of Figure 7.6. The transmission line is fully described by its

characteristic impedance Z0 and loss a.

Capacitive and inductive couplings caused by other lines can be easily included in

the model as discrete passive components calculated by numerical 2-D field solvers. When

coupling is induced by three-dimensional structures, complete 3-D solutions can be used.

With such methods it is possible to obtain correction terms AZ0 and Ao; as a function of

the geometries involved.

Discontinuities are modeled using discrete components, while radiation and surface-

wave propagation effects have been neglected due to the the relative small circuit size if

compared with the signal wavelengths. Substrate-dependent losses have been taken into

account in the model.

7.4.1 Modeling Single Interconnect Lines

Contrary to simple striplines, microstrip lines are inhomogeneous transmission

lines since the field between strip and ground plane is not entirely included in the sub

strate. Therefore the dominant mode of propagation is not purely transverse electromag

netic (TEM) but quasi-TEM.

As a consequence the effective dielectric permittivity er of the transmission medium

is lower that the substrate dielectric permittivities €i, e2 • Closed forms for characteristic
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Figure 7.7: Coupled microstrip lines

impedance Z0 and effective dielectric permittivity er have been derived using a number of

static techniques, as reviewed in [240, 241]. Statically derived formulae are quite accurate

at frequency below a few GHz. High accuracy can be obtained at higher frequencies using

adequate frequency-dependent correction factors. Appendix E.l gives a summary of the

formulae used in this dissertation for the initial sizing of all interconnect dimensions.

Power losses in microstrip lines are related to the the following causes: conduc

tor losses, dissipations in the substrate, radiation and surface-wave propagation. At the

frequency of interest (f < 40 GHz) and for the materials used in our implementations, radi

ation and surface-wavepropagation effectshave been neglected [212]. However surface-wave

propagation could be easily be modeled using the closed forms reported in [213]. Closed

form expressions for conductor losses ac and ay substrate losses exist for microstrip lines

and are reported by a number of authors [240, 241]. A summary of the formulae used in

our approach for estimating the loss of microstrip lines is in Appendix E.l.

7.4.2 Modeling Coupled Microstrip Lines

Coupled microstrip lines are used in a variety of applications, namely directional

couplers, filters and impedance matching networks [242]. From elemental symmetric coupler

analysis, it is known that even and odd modes of propagation can be described by the

odd and even mode characteristic impedances Z00 and Zeo. Even and odd characteristic

impedances are obtained from the following equalities

Ihi- ^fT-Zae. —
cC.

Zoo —
Lo y/ecf f-o
Co C Ca

where Ce(C0) and Le(L0) are the even (odd) capacitances and self inductances of the lines,

€e//_e (*e//-e) is the even (odd) permittivity of the substrate and c is the wave velocity in
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Figure 7.8: Typical Discontinuities in RF and microwave circuits

empty space. Semi-empirical expressions for Ce and C0 are given in Appendix E.l. Alter

natively, analytical expressions for cross-coupling and substrate capacitances can also be

obtained. In our implementation these expressions have been preferred for their simplicity

and relatively high accuracy (See Appendix E.l).

7.4.3 Modeling Microstrip Discontinuities

The following discontinuities are generally present in microwave circuits: (a) open

circuits, (b) short circuits, (c) right-angled jogs or bends, (d) gaps, (e) steps, (f) transverse

slits, (g) T-junctions, and (h) cross-junctions. For the purposes of this work we consider

open, short circuits and bends, while T-junctions can be easily included in the analysis.

The remaining discontinuities are not of concern during the routing phase.

Discontinuities can be modeled with an equivalent circuit of discrete components

(Figure 7.8). These models can be used to generate constraints on the physical dimensions

of the discontinuity. Notice that configurations (a) and (b) can be also represented as

transmission lines with length augmented by a factor (a,b). Appendix E.2 summarizes the

parameters as implemented in the cost function of the router.
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7.4.4 Modeling 3-D Discontinuities

The presence of 3-D objects in the neighborhood of an interconnect line causes

inductive and/or capacitive coupling. The patterns of the field lines are generally very

complex, and can be accurately simulated through 3-D numerical analysis. Analytical

models have been derived from the simulation data based on the knowledge of the physics

underlying the effect as in [193]. A 3-D field solver has been used to perform extensive

simulations of 3-D structures frequently encountered in layout synthesis. Analytical models

have been created based on these data by fitting a polynomial function onto them. Appendix

E.3 summarizes the models used in our approach.

7.5 Superconductor Parasitic Modeling

In this section we discuss how the techniques used earlier in CMOS model gener

ation can also be applied to the modeling of very different technologies, such as those used

in superconductor ICs.

Under specific conditions, which are always true in superconducting circuits, com

pact analytical models can be created from simulations or experimental data. Analytical

models are quite useful for parasitic characterization, since an accurate insight into the

model dependence on various parameters is provided. Moreover, performance-driven syn

thesis and extraction tools can be considerably sped up when analytical models are used to

operate fast and reliable decisions in optimization processes [243].

7.5.1 Analytical Model Generation for Superconducting Inductances

A methodology similar to that used for interconnect parasitics in ICs [234] has been

used to generate analytical models for superconducting parasitic inductors. The method,

described in Figure 7.9, consists of four phases: configuration selection, numerical simula

tion, model generation and parameter fitting. In the first phase a set of layout structures

among the most common is selected. In the second phase the self and mutual inductance

between the conductors is numerically computed for each structure. In the last phase a

configuration dependent model is created and its parameters are fitted to the simulation

results.

Due tb the unique property of superconductivity, interconnections are often mod-
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Figure 7.9: Analytical model generation for superconducting inductances

-eled as purely inductive and capacitive lines. At frequencies of interest however the inductive

component dominates, thus reducing the model to a self- and mutual inductance. Currently,

the following configurations are supported: (1) a single line over the ground plane, (2) two

lines on the same layer and, (3) two (overlapping) coupled lines on different layers. For all

configurations per-unit-length inductances are modeled.

The magnetic flux induced in an interconnect line can be partitioned in several

components. Although the exact function of the flux may not be known, its monotonical

behavior may be used to determine a convenient selection of the variable in which the

approximation polynomial should be expressed. For example, in the case of electromagnetic

fields, the general dependence on l/x can be exploited to reduce the polynomial complexity

of the approximation, thus allowing a much compacter model.

This strategy, along with efficient numerical methods for accurate calculation of

inductance in superconducting lines [244, 245] has been chosen to optimize the compactness

and the accuracy of the models.
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mmmim,

Figure 7.10: Single line

7.5.2 Modeling a Single Line

Figure 7.10 shows a single line as it appears in a typical IC technology. When a

current Im flows in the upper plate a current //, confined into a region below the upper

plate will appear flowing in the opposite direction. This phenomenon, peculiar to supercon

ductivity, is often analyzed by means of an analogy between magnetic flux and electrostatic

fields [246]. In this analogy, the magnetic potential A corresponds to the electrical potential

V and the flux density B = VxA to the electric field E. The B and E fields are in fact equal

in magnitude but orthogonal at each point in the analogous fields, while the z-component

of A is equal to V. The currents and charges in the equivalent systems are related by the

equivalence ps = p,eJs . Where Ja is the surface current density in the superconducting

system and pa is its equivalent charge in the electrostatic system.

Using the electrostatic analog one can show that the flux results from the superpo

sition of a "parallel plate" component $p and a fringe component $/. While $p is inversely

proportional to w, $/ is a constant with respect to w. Consequently the self-inductance

per unit length ofa single superconducting line is modeled using a polynomial in ^, as

L = go-\ 1—j »
w w*

(7.18)

where go,gi, and gi are real constants, calculated using methods which will be described

later.

7.5.3 Modeling Coplanar Lines

In this configuration (see Figure 7.11) a design parameter s, representing the sep

aration between the lines, has been added to the model. Using the electrostatic analogy,

the mutual flux between parallel lines can be shown to have a $p and $/ components. $p is

inversely propdrtional to the separation between the lines s. $/, on the contrary decreases
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Figure 7.11: Coplanar lines

with the width of each line and with the line separation. Therefore the mutual inductance

between coplanar lines is modeled as:

Mop =P„(i) +Pn(\[±- +̂ -] ),
S S W\ W2

(7.19)

where Pn are polynomials of order n. Since part of the fringe field is intercepted by the

other line, a correction term Lc has to be added to the self inductance model as calculated

in 7.18. The intercepted flux is inversely proportional to the line separation s and the width

of the opposite line w2. However, unlike the mutual flux, it does not approach infinity as s

tends to zero, thus an offset term must be added to s in the model.

Lca = Pn{

LCJ2 = Pn(

_J_)+pn(J-),
S+ S0fj' w2'

——)+p„(—).
S + S0ff Wi

(7.20)

(7.21)

7.5.4 Modeling Non-overlapping Lines

In this configuration (see Figure 7.12 b) the "parallel plate" flux component $p

between the two layers is not present, thus only the fringe component of the flux $/ must

be considered. The behavior of $/ is similar to the case 7.5.3, however the flux does not

have a singularity for zero s. Thus an offset term s0// must be included as following:

1
Mnon—ov — Pn\s+sJ +P4i+i»- (7.22)

For the correction inductive terms, expressions similar to eq. 7.20 and 7.21 are used.

7.5.5 Modeling Overlapping Lines

In this configuration (see Figure 7.12a) a "parallel plate" flux component $p is

present. Its magnitudeis inversely proportional to the overlap p. The fringe component $/
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Figure 7.12: (a) Overlapping; (b) Non-overlapping lines

is subdivided in two branches, one for each non-overlapping area. The magnitude of these

components is inversely proportional to e\ and e2. Also in this case $/ will never vanish,

since the lines have a vertical separation due to the isolator. Thus offset terms must be

added to the final expression

1 , _ , 1 v _ . 1
Mov = Pn(- •) + Pn(- ) + Pn(- •)P + Poff ti + tijoff e2 + e2_o//

Using similar reasoning, expressions for the correction terms for the self-inductances are

obtained.

Lc.i = Pn(

1

ei + ei_o//

•) + *.(•LCJ2 = Pn(-
'P + Poff' ' "^i + ei^ff

where the parameters are e\,e\mDij,e2 and 62^//.

) + Pn(
^2 + e2uo//

),

) + Pn(
C2 + C2.J0// ),

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

7.5.6 Model Characterization

All the parameters present in the models discussed in sections 7.5.2, 7.5.3, 7.5.4,

and 7.5.5 have been calculated using model generator Indmod for a 2 fim Niobium Joseph-

son Junction process.

The accuracy of the models ranges from 0.4% to 10% with an average of 2%.

The models have been obtained for a range of widths and separations of 20 \im, while the

thickness was fixed to practical values dictated by the process. A list of models and relative

numerical values for each parameter is available in Appendix F.
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Figure 7.13: (a) Layout of a two-junction SQUID; (b) Extracted schematic using Index

Parasitic Extracted (pH) Hand (pH)

loop 6.7 7.0

control 7.9 8.0

transformer 3.9 4.2

Table 7.1: Comparison between extracted and hand-computed parasitics

The model generator Indmod is used to generate the analytical models used by the

extraction program Index. Index is a Magic interface used to map all layout structures

onto appropriate analytical models. Details on theextraction routines can be found in [247].

7.5.7 Example of Complete Superconductor Extraction

In this section we present a simple circuit that was extracted and characterized

using the programs Index/Indmod. The circuit is a two-junction Superconducting Quan

tum Interference Device (SQUID) circuit (Figure 7.13a), consisting of a loop inductance,

control line and transformer. The resulting extracted schematic is shown in Figure 7.13b.

The results of the extraction are listed in Table 7.1, which also shows a comparison with the

hand calculations. The extraction time was a fraction of a second. Index was also tested

on a 5-to-32 bit serial decoder. A networksimplification phase as described in [247] was also

performed. The extraction of38junctions,2507 inductors (345 after network simplification)

and 81 resistors was completed in 5 seconds.
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Substrate-Aware Analysis and

Optimization

Tape Satan, pape Satan aleppe!",

comincid Pluto con la voce chioccia;

e quel savio gentil, che tutto seppe,

disse per confortarmi: ttNon ti noccia

la tua paura; che, poder ch'elli abbia,

non ci torrd lo scender questa roccian.

Poi si rivolse a quella 'nfiata labbia,

e disse: "Taci, maladetto lupo!

consuma dentro te con la tua rabbia.

Non e sanza cagion Vandare al cupo:

vuolsi ne Valto, la dove Michele

fe la vendetta del superbo strupo".

Quali dal vento le gonfiate vele

caggiono avvolte, poi che I'alber fiacca,

tal cadde a terra la fiera crudele.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto VII
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This chapter presents novel techniques for efficient and accurate computation of

substrate related parasitic effects. Models for noise sources, substrate injection, reception

and transport mechanisms are illustrated along with applications in optimization within

the physical assembly phase. Techniques are proposed for efficient analysis of substrate

configurations with arbitrary doping profiles and of the effects of temperature contours

on parameters and electrical mismatches in devices. The usefulness of these techniques is

demonstrated for large chips with 2,500 contacts or more.

Fast sensitivity computation techniques are presented to evaluate the dependence

of performance on technological parameters such as doping levels and profiles. Finally,

strategies are proposed for efficient evaluation of the impact of technology and geometric

scaling on performance. The techniques for substrate extraction outlined in this chapter

have been implemented in a package called StJBRES, which is the basis for Green's Function-

based substrate analysis and optimization used by the extraction and placement tools.

8.1 Importance of Substrate in Mixed-Signal Systems

With the continuous increase of chip complexity, device density and circuit speed,

powerdensity has become a major sourceof concern in the design of reliable VLSI ICs. High

power density affects circuit performance directly and indirectly. Firstly, by concentrating

power in a limited area of the chip, the transient and steady state temperature of large

number of devices can be far from the nominal value for which the circuit was designed.

This may result in catastrophic as well as parametric faults at circuit and system level.

Furthermore, due to relatively small distances between high-swing high-frequency

noise sources and sensitive devices, the substrate becomes a major carrier for spurious sig

nals within the circuit. In mixed-signal circuits in particular, coupling of analog, relatively

slow signals with quickly switching digital ones is often disastrous. To alleviate the problem,

heavily over-designed structures are generally adopted, thus seriously limiting the advan

tages of innovative technologies. For this reason substrate modeling has received attention

from mixed-signal circuit designers, attempting to integrate RF analogand basebanddigital

circuitry on the same chip.

In purely digital systems each signal is represented by a sequenceof finite number

of binary digits; therefore, these signals can take on discrete values only. Due to the binary

nature of signals, digital circuits are realized using gates with only two states, each state
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Figure 8.1: Main and spurious currents in an inverter during transition

being defined in some range of the continuous signal. This makes digital circuits to a large

degree immune to various noise and parasitic sources inherent in ICs. On the contrary, due

to the non-discrete nature of circulating signals, analog circuits are in general much more

sensitive to electrical noise. A noise signal can be classified based on its nature (thermal,

shot, flicker and switching noise) and propagation medium (interconnect, substrate, power

supply busses). The first three noise types relate to intrinsically generated parasitic currents

caused by the various physical phenomena, over which little control is possible during the

physical assembly. The last noise type is more interesting to us in view of this dissertation,

since with opportune design of the medium one can control the impact it may have on

performance.

In digital circuits an often large number of gates undergoes a transition periodi

cally. When a transition occurs (Figure 8.1) a spike of current is absorbed from a power bus

(Ivdd) and used to charge a load in the signal path (lout)- In general, a significant portion

of this current is discharged to a ground bus through direct feedthrough (Ignd)i or it is

injected directly into the substrate through various mechanisms * (J+, I~). The cumula

tive contribution of currents associated with switching gates in the circuit results in ripple

noise, generally observable in power and ground busses. Similar spurious noise currents

are injected into substrate at various locations, in direct proximity to switching circuitry.

The collection of all spurious currents and voltages directly and indirectly generated by

'See section 8*3.1 for details
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Figure 8.2: Impact of spurious noise signals to a differential pair

switching activity is called switching noise. Spatial location and rate of occurrence of tran

sitions are generally time-variant and difficult to characterize exactly. In addition, due to

the complexity of typical digital circuits, an exact waveform characterization of switching

noise is impractical.

Alternatively, switching noise is often modeled based on its macroscopic appear

ance. For example, if the number of switching gates is large enough and the global switching

activity of the digital circuit is uniformly distributed over a large section of the spectrum,

this noise can be modeled as a single Gaussian white or pink noise source. Switching noise

in this discrete form can be used to easily estimate its impact on relatively complex analog

circuits, hence allowing a designer or an automated tool to determine "safe" floorplannings

or global routings.

As an illustration, consider the scenario depicted in Figure 8.2. Sources Vt8/ repre

sent intrinsic noise generated within the devices. Sources Vaw, Vau0i Vrip represent switching

noise transmitted directly through interconnect and substrate or indirectly through power

busses. By inspection, it appears clear that a direct effect on the circuit performance is

severely degraded by the presence of these noise sources. This observations will be formal

ized in section 8.5.1, where we shall evaluate performance degradation due to switching

noise and calculate numerical bounds on the maximum switching noise which guarantees

satisfaction of specifications. In section 8.5.2 techniques will be discussed for the efficient

evaluation of substrate related effects during intensive phases such as floorplanning and
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placement.

8.2 Modeling Substrate Transport and Thermal Behavior

8.2.1 Background

The effectsof thermally inhomogeneous substrate on circuit performance werefirst

studied by Fukahori [248]. According to this approach the substrate is first discretized into

a resistive/capacitive mesh. DC/steady-state analysis is carried out by solving directly the

system of simultaneous thermal and electrical equations. Transient analysis is performed

by using variable time-step trapezoidal integration techniques on the system of simultane

ous algebraic equations. More efficient techniques for the solution of the DC and transient

analysis were proposed by Lee [249]. Direct LU factorization was replaced with the Incom

plete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient iterative method in the DC solution. In the transient

simulation the RC mesh was reduced to a macro-model that could be used efficiently inside

a AWE-based simulator.

Extensive literature has recently appeared on electrical modeling and analysis of

silicon substrate. Compact and accurate macro-models for both lightly and heavily doped

substrates have been proposed by several authors, e.g. [36, 196].

Recently, attempts to introduce the effects of substrate on medium-sized integrated circuits

have been made using a numerical Finite Difference method, e.g. [250]. The technique is

versatile and general in nature, since it can handle lateral and vertical resistivity variations

and arbitrary substrate geometries. However, to obtain accurate substrate characterization,

a fine mesh is required, thus making the storage and computational effort often prohibitive.

To overcome the formidable computational complexity of the problem, sparse non

uniform grids are often used. The grid size is made fine in regions close to the substrate

contacts and coarse in distant regions. The use of non-uniform or coarse grids usually

involves a speed-accuracy trade-off. For large substrate problems, it is often necessary to

use coarse grids to achieve reasonable computation time and storage requirements. For

layout optimization, the grid has to be made very coarse to allow for successive iterations

in the substrate contact positions. Since the location of the grid points is usually pre

defined by means of heuristics, the grid density might be too coarse in the areas in which

the geometric structure of the layout is being modified, thus resulting in a considerable
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computational error.

Boundary element methods can also be used for parasitic extraction. In [251,

252] a Green's Function is described in a finite uniform medium, with Neumann boundary

conditions2, using the technique of the separation of variables. Image-charge concepts have

been used, in order to avoid the series of computations involved in the method. Despite

their efficiency however, all these techniques are still too computational intensive to be used

during any optimization loop. Even substrate analysis of complex structures or of thousands

of contacts may be impractical or extremely time consuming.

Traditionally, substrate noise analysis has been addressed a posteriori, i.e. as an

analysis and verification tool after completion of physical assembly. Recently, a number of

authors have addressed the problem of performing these tasks efficiently within physical as

sembly phases [70, 194, 174]. Common to these approaches is the use of a Finite Difference

method for the evaluation of the electric field on a coarse grid spanning on the workspace,

combined with AWE for an efficient solution of the resulting system of simultaneous al

gebraic equations. However, these methods often cannot guarantee the accuracy needed

for reliable performance estimation, due to the highly coarse grids used. In addition, even

if dense or non uniform grids were used, at no extra cost in computation, the alignment

requirements of grid and layout objects would be so stringent to make it impossible to use

the methods in iterative algorithms based on progressive and often minimal modifications.

The latter problem can actually be eliminated if Voronoi Tessellation is used during the

grid generation [195]. More recently, a method for the reduction of substrate networks has

been proposed, which uses congruence transforms on the original system of simultaneous

algebraic equations representing the tassellated model of substrate [253]. The method has

been proved to be superior than AWE in stability, efficiency and robustness.

An alternative approach to the problem of efficient substrate analysis proposes the

use of analytical approximations in order to derive a simpler model for substrate parasitics

[196, 197]. A major drawback of this approach is the lack accuracy and the strong depen

dence on technology and the physical implementation of the circuit, which might not be

available at high-level design stages.

In general, silicon substrates in ICs are composed by one or more lightly doped

epitaxial layers and a highly doped "core" . Hence, differently conductive areas are present

Zero normal electric field
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in the vertical section of the chip, while lateral resistivity variations are due to device and

well implants as well asotherintegrated components. The latter are junctions with the sub

strate and may therefore be considered equipotential. Calculating resistances between any

contact locations on the substrate requires the computation of electric potential $(x, y, z, t)

at any location (x, y, z) in the bulk. From Maxwell's equations onecan show that

iv •V*(*, y, z, t) +€^(V •V$(x, y, z, t)) =0, (8.1)
p at

holds, where e and p are respectively the local dielectric permittivity and resistivity of the

substrate. In the electrostatic case equation (8.1) reduces to the Laplace equation

V2* = 0 , (8.2)

with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions3 or a combination of those on the

surfaces. Equation (8.2) is often solved numerically using techniques based on some dis

cretization of the workspace. A popular method, known as box integration technique, con

sists of partitioning the workspace into three-dimensional boxes indexed {i,j, k} for dimen

sions {x, y, z). Equation (8.2) is then translated into a difference equation by replacing the

derivatives of $ in each dimension as

d2$ _ $t+iti,jb - $,-i,j,fc - 2$i,itfc
d2x A?

where similar substitutions are made for y and z-directions, A,-, Aj, Ak being the sizes of

the integration box. Finding the potential in each node {i,j, k} is equivalent to computing

the voltageat the centerof an appropriately sized resistive mesh, assuming that the faces in

each box are equipotential. Figure 8.3 shows the discretization of space and the equivalent

resistive mesh, including the resistive sizing, used for the solution of the Laplace equation in

three dimensions. To find the resistance between each contact pairs, it is sufficient to set all

the nodes associated with a given contact to 1Volt and to measurethe current flowing out of

each other contact. The resulting system of simultaneous equations is diagonally dominant

and sparse, since only seven elements in each row are non-zero. Hence, standard techniques

for the solution of sparse linear systems can be applied [20]. The most commonly used

methods in substrate-related literatureare (1) directmethods, basedon Gaussianelimination

and LU decomposition; (2) iterative methods, based on Conjugate Gradient Algorithms,

3Dirichlet conditions impose a given potential, Neumann conditions a given electrical field
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Figure 8.3: Substrate modeling using RC mesh (Courtesy of Ranjit Gharpurey)

Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel Relaxation schemes; (3) hybrid methods, i.e. combination of (1)

and (2) [254, 250]; (4) frequency domain methods, based on AWE and similar algorithms.

The literature on the subject is extensive, for a review see [255, Chp. 3].

Iterative schemes are the only practical techniques for solving the large matrices

which result from the finite differences technique. In realistic problems however, accuracy

requirements often impose the use of large number of nodes, typically in the millions. This

can lead to prohibitive computation costs, not to mention the storage requirements.

Frequency domain analysis is quite complex for multi-layered substrates, as the

different layers of silicon have different time constants. Recently, AWE has been used to

address this problem efficiently [250]. In general, AWE produces an approximate representa

tion of the frequency response by selecting appropriate low-order transfer functions to model

the circuit. First, the moments of the circuit are extracted and then matched to a low-order

transfer function. The second step is performed using the Fade approximation [256]. While

this technique is elegant in its approach, its usefulness in substrate modeling problems, as

discussed in [250], is questionable. The principal reason for this is that with typical sub

strate doping levels, the substrate impedance in silicon is dominated by the conductance
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and not the susceptance up to 4-5 GHz. At these frequencies however, the emergence of

skin-effect modes in high-conductivity substrates complicates the modeling problem. Thus,

for most substrate modeling tasks, the additional computational complexity of AWE over a

simple electrostatic model may not be justifiable. In [70] a similar conclusion was reached

by the authors. Hence, despite all of the simplifying assumptions, the solution of substrate

problems with more than ten to twenty contacts often becomes impractical.

In this dissertation we advocate the use of Green's Function-based methods for the

analysis of substrate and optimization-based synthesis of switching noise sensitive analog

ICs. Using these methods we were able to extract accurately a few thousands contacts in

reasonable CPU time. In addition it was possible to perform floorplanning on a large, noise

sensitive mixed-signal design. The techniques described in the following sections have been

implemented in a package called Subres, presently available in public domain.

8.2.2 Green's Function-Based Methods: Basics

Consider two arbitrary scalar fields $ and * defined in a volume V bounded by a

surface 5. The divergences of vector fields $V# and *PV$ are given by

V • ($V#) = $V2# + V* • V$ , (8.3)

and

V• ($V$) = tfV2$+ V* • V$ , (8.4)

respectively.

Subtracting (8.4) from (8.3) one has

V• ($VW) - V• (#V$) = $V2W - *V2$ . (8.5)

Integrating both sides of (8.5) over volume V and applying the divergence theorem one has

/ ($V2$ - VV2$)dv = f ($Vtf - *V$) • hds = f ($^-- tf^-) ds , (8.6)

where n is the unit outward normal vector to the surface S enclosing the volume V. Let

$(r) be the potential at point r resulting from a localized charge density p(r'), and *(r, r;)

the potential at r due to a point charge placed at a point r'. The potential functions are

related to the charge densities by the Poisson equation. Thus

*- • , - ~ V2S =^,
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and

v*¥(r,r<) =-£!iz£l,

Resubstituting the Poisson equation into (8.6) and using r' as the integration variable, one

has

*(p) =Jv p(r')*(r, r')d3r' +€jf (tf^ -*^) ds' , (8.7)
where \P(r, t1) is known as the Green's Function. If the Green's Function is known, equa

tion (8.7) allows one to determine the potential at any point in the volume V due to a

known arbitrarily distributed charge density. Image-based techniques and the method of

separation-of-variables (SOV) are two different approaches for evaluating the Green's Func

tion. The methods are described in detail in [255, Chp. 3].

In the absence of any boundaries, that is in the free-space case, the function #(r, r')

reduces to l/47rc|r —r'|, where r is the observation point and r' is the source point. In this

case, if the field term in the surface integral falls faster than |r|_1 at large distances from

the source, then as the surface S is taken to infinity, the term related to the surface integral

vanishes and the potential function $(r) is related to the charge density through

*(r) =/ pM *.,
1v 47rc|r - r|

The function ^(r, r'), in the presence of finite boundaries can be imagined as consisting of

two parts, the first is the free-space Green's Function and the second is the potential due

to charges outside the volume V, distributed so that the required boundary conditions are

satisfied on S [257].

8.2.3 Using the Green's Function in Substrate Analysis

Consider the structure in Figure 8.4. Suppose one would like to compute the

complex impedances between contacts 1 and 2 and the impedance toward ground. Before

proceeding with the solution of this problem it is necessary to make an important assump

tion. As mentioned earlier, at frequencies up to 4-5 GHz, substrate susceptance c is typically

much smaller than conductance o, hence it may be ignored and all substrate impedances

may be considered real. In the electrostatic case, the problem of computing the resistance

between a substrate contact and all the others can be translated into that of computing

the charge at the contact when set at a potential of 1 Volt, while the other contacts and

the backplane are grounded. The reason for this is the following. Capacitance Cij between
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Figure 8.4: Substrate boundaries and contact resistance modeling

contacts i and j is defined as the ratio of the charge on contact j to the potential of contact

i, or dj = Qj/$i. By Stokes Theorem,

- <b E • nds ,
e Is

ci} = - (8.9)

where n is the unit outward normal vector to the surface S which encompasses the contact.

E is the electric field in the medium. Similarly, the resistance between contacts is defined

as

Rii = YiJ1 =
1-1

r <p E • hds 'aeQj '

where a is the medium conductivity. Note that in both the resistive and the capacitive

cases the potential satisfies the Laplace equation, thus the problems can be interchanged

freely.

Hence, by solving the capacitance problem (after appropriate scaling of medium suscep-

tances), it is possible to easily obtain all substrate conductances of the resistance problem.

The next step is therefore the computation of the potential everywhere due to charges placed

in the substrate.

Now, let us turn our attention to solving equation (8.7). The problem depicted

in Figure 8.4 represents a mixed-boundary case, since zero potential in the chip's back

plane is assumed (Dirichlet condition) and vanishing normal electric field on the other faces

(Neumann condition). Under these conditions, equation (8.7) simplifies4 to

*(r)= f p(r')G(r,r')d3r' ,
Jv

where V is the chip's volume region and G the Green's Function.

4In purely Neumann boundary problems this simplification is not allowed.

(8.10)

(8.11)
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The potential of a contact is computed as the result of averaging all internal contact parti

tions. Hence, using (8.11) the potential of contact i can be derived as

*i =ViIvJviPiGdVidVi'
where V{ and Vj are the volumes of contacts t and j and pj is the charge distribution on j.

If a uniform charge distribution pj = Qj/Vj is chosen over j, we obtain

*• =vv f I Gdv*dvi ' (8J2)VjVi Jvi JVj

The solution to equation (8.11) for each contact pairs yields the coefficient of potential

matrix P. The relation between matrix P and vectors <&, the average potential at each

contact, and Q, the charge associated with all contacts, is described as

* = PQ . (8.13)

Similarly, one can derive the relation

Q = c* , c = P-1 , (8.14)

where c is called coefficient of induction matrix. For a contact i, the capacitance to ground

C{ and all mutual capacitances C,j are characterized as [255]

N

Ci = Y^Cij, Cij = -Cij, (8.15)
3=1

where N is the size of matrix c. Using equations (8.9) and (8.10) in combination with

relations (8.15), all mutual and ground resistances can be easily derived.

The accuracy of the substrate conductance computation can be increased given the same

number of partitions if a non-uniform partitioning scheme is used. Figure 8.5a shows a uni

form scheme, while Figure 8.5b shows a quadratic and Figure 8.5c a logarithmic scheme. The

Green's Function is identical and the computational complexity increases only marginally

as a result of a modest overhead due to the partition generation scheme, which might be

relatively challenging in complex contact profiles [255].

8.2.4 Computing the Green's Function in Multi-Layered Substrates

In the previous section we have seen how the Green's Function can be computed

and used to derive the impedance matrix for all contacts on the surface of a single, uniform
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Figure 8.5: Partition schemes for substrate contacts

and isotropic substrate. In this section we present the Green's Function used to represent

complex multi-layer doping profiles.

Consider an array of layers of different thickness and permittivity. At each bound

ary between layers i and i + 1 the following conditions must be satisfied on the current

density J„

Jn = 0{Ei = Oi+iEi+\ ,

which translates in the capacitive case in the following conditions on the normal component

of the electrical displacement Dn

Dn = €{Ei = €«+i£?i+i

The full derivation of the Green's Function can be found in [255]. Here, we shall outline the

basic steps to justify the sensitivity analysis and some optimization techniques proposed in

this dissertation. Figure 8.6 shows the multi-layered structure for which a Green's Function

must be computed. Consider the case in which the point-charge at r = (x, y, 0) and the

observation point at r' = (ar', y', 0) are in the same dielectric permittivity epj. The Green's

Function corresponds to an infinite series of sinusoidal functions

G(r, r0 =G0|„2.=o +EE fmnCmncos(—)cos(^)co3(^)cos(?^-) , (8.16)
0_ a a o o

n=0

where Cmn = 0 for m = n = 0, Cmn = 2 for m = 0 or n = 0, but m^n, and Cmn = 4 for

all m, n > 0. Parameters a, b and d are the dimensions of substrate in x-, y- and z-direction

(Figure 8.6). The term Go is computed as

1 TN
G0 =

abepi @n
(8.17)
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z=0

Figure 8.6: Multi-layer doping profiles (Courtesy of Ranjit Gharpurey)

The terms r,v and fit\ are computed recursively from equations (8.18).

Pk £fc=l o Pk-X

.r*. .(^--1)4 1. Tk-!
(8.18)

where the recursion begins with the values p0 = 1 and r0 = d. The term fmn is computed

as follows

Jmn —
1 PNtanhdmnd) + TN hm7ru i (nn\2 (Q 1Q\

~7 «—Tr^T—D 7\ ' wlth7mn = \/( ) +(t") * '8'19)o.o~fmneN pN + rNtanh{-ymnd) \ a b

The terms /?# and IV for ra ^ 0 or n ^ 0 are computed recursively from equations (8.20).

Pk

Tk

x-cosh2(9k) - sinh2(ek) (&j± - 1) cosh(9k)sinh{0k)
[ (1 - fcl) cosh(0k)sinh(0k) cosh2(6k) - ^sinfe2ft)

*< = c4" / / G(sj,Si)dsjds{ ,
JjJi JSi JSj

where Sj and 5t- are the surfaces of the contacts.

'In [255] the extension to 3-D contacts is discussed in details

T/c-i

(8.20)

where l<k<N,6k = ymn(d - dk), P0 = 1, and T0 = 0.

From equation (8.12), adapted for surface contacts5 one can derive an expression for the

average potential at contact i due to the charge on contact j

Qj (8.21)
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The components ptJ- ofmatrix P are computed as the ratio of $< and Qj, from (8.21)

Pij =5i =J- / / G(sj,Si)dsjdSi , (8.22)
Qj bi&j JSi Is,

Replacing (8.16) into (8.22) and integrating , one obtains an explicit formula for p^.

TN " ~ [sin(mnf) - sin(mnS±)} [sin(rmr^) - sin(micf)]
Pij ~ abeNpN +toh (°2 - «i)(«4 - a3)

sin(nirfy) - sin(mir^)] \sin(mirfy) - sin(mirfy) I
(b2-h)(b4-bs)

where the term kmn replaces the following expression

(8.23)

a2b2fmnCmn
kmn = ?fr • (8-24)m2n27r4

Parameters (a\, a2) and (6i, 62) are the x- and y-coordinates of node i and (03, a4) and (63,

64) those of node j.

The doubly infinite series of (8.23) tends to converge slowly. The problem can be

eliminated by rewriting the second term of (8.23) after proper scaling, as a cosine series

2^ kmn cos(mir—i '-) cos(mr—!—r—'-) . (8.25)
m=On=0 a °

Equation (8.25) is a compact representation for a sum of 64 terms forming all possible

combinations of signs and indices. By replacing the ratios of contact coordinates and the

substrate dimensions with ratios of integers as

^ =^; ^ =%, (8.26)a P ' b Q K }

and summing over finites limits P and Q, equation (8.25) becomes

EV^i / Pl,2±03,4N „/ ni,2±n3,4\ /eo7\2^ kmn cos(m7r 5 ) cos(n7T ' ' ) . (8.27)
m=0 n=0 " ^

One can immediately see that equation (8.27) is almost identical to the two-dimensional

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of kmn

P-1Q-1 - ~

_ K(p,q)=J2ILkrnnCOs(m7rl)cos(nirl). (8.28)
m=0n=0 " "
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Figure 8.7: Discretization of non-abrupt doping profiles

In fact one can easily show that equations (8.27) and (8.28) can be interchanged [255].

Hence, the computation of p,j ultimately requires only a simple DCT. Several efficient

techniques exist for efficient computation of the DCT, e.g. FFT-based techniques only

require a computation complexity 0(PQ log2PQ). Note that the value of kmn is solely

dependent on the properties of the substrate in z-direction. Hence, for a given substrate

structure the DCT needs be derived only once. Any modification in the relative position

of one or more nodes is captured completely by the Fourier transform, thus only matrix

P needs be calculated and inverted. However, due to the relatively small size of P, this

process does not require a significant CPU time. Non-abrupt doping profiles can be analyzed

at low CPU cost by simply discretizing in z-direction with a gradually changing value of

permittivity as shown in Figure 8.7.

8.2.5 Substrate Extraction Algorithm

The complete method for substrate analysis is described in Figure 8.8. The DCT

of kmn is computed for each location in a Manhattan grid covering the whole substrate

surface. To generate matrix P, it is necessary to compute the parameter p^ for all the pairs

of partition elements composing each contact. If no scheme is used for its reduction (see

section 8.2.7), the size of P is

|p|=X>,
t'=l

where Nc is the total number of contacts and <p, the number of partitions in contact i.
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fmn = compute_fmn (substrate description); // equation (8.19)
kmn = compute_kmn (/m„); // equation (8.24)
compute_DCT(fcmn); // DCT of the whole workspace
storeJDCT-values;
foreach contact

contact-part = get_partitions (contact); // partition contact (Fig. 8.5)
integer.representation (contact_part); // x, y -• p,q coordinates (8.26)

foreach contact-part(i) // consider all pairs of partitions
foreach contact.part(j)

Pij = compute_pij (contact_part(i), contact_part(j));
P = compose_matrix (pij);
c = P"1 = invert-matrix (P);
get_contact_resistances(c); // equations (8.10) and (8.15)

Figure 8.8: Pseudo-code of the substrate resistance extraction algorithm

The inversion of P is the last step before the computation of R or Y, the ma

trices of all mutual resistances and conductances between substrate contacts. Due to the

dense nature of P, the inversion is the most time consuming operation of the whole algo

rithm. Several inversion techniques, both direct and iterative, have been implemented by

us and in [255]. Among the direct methods, a LU decomposition-based algorithm of com

plexity 0(|P|3) has been used for relatively small configurations of less than approximately

1000 partitions6. Larger circuits required the use of various accuracy-driven simplification

schemes, which are the subject of section 8.2.7.

As an illustration consider the pair of contacts depicted in Figure 8.9. Suppose

that both contacts are partitioned so that each partition covers exactly a grid node. Contact

1 will cover nodes (2,2) to (2,5) in x-direction and (3,2) to (3,5) in y-direction for a total of

eight nodes, while 2 will have only six partitions. Hence, in this case P is a 14x14 matrix.

Suppose the grid is ten times denser for a hundred fold higher resolution, moreover assume

that the partitions of each contact remain unchanged. Then, the size of P will not change

and neither will the CPU time needed for its inversion. Only an additional overhead of

logarithmic time will be necessary for the computation of the DCT, which will be computed

in any case only once for the technology of this substrate.

JP is not sparse^ hence no simplification techniques could be used.
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Figure 8.9: Discretization of the substrate surface

8.2.6 Thermal analysis

The integrated circuit is modeled as a multi-layer, three-dimensional, rectangular

structure with multiple heat sources on the surface and a heat sink on its backplane. Sub

strate temperature T(x,y,z,t) at an arbitrary location (x,y,z) and at time t is found by

solving

V • kVT(x, y, z, t) + Q(x, y, z, t) =
ldT(x,y,z,t)
D dt

where Q(x,y, z, t) is source of heat dissipation or absorption, D the thermal diffusivity

(equivalent to the reciprocal of heat capacity), and « the isotropic thermal conductivity.

Assuming that the time constant for heat conduction is large compared to the speed of

the circuit, we are interested in characterizing the steady-state thermal behavior of the

substrate. Hence the homogeneous part of equation (8.29) reduces to

V*K\/T(x,y,z,t) = 0,

which is similar to equation (8.1) for the electrical conduction problem. Hence, assuming

isotropic thermal behavior, an identical solution scheme can be applied, by replacing the

substrate electrical conductivity l/p with the thermal conductivity k . The resulting net

work is the equivalent of a thermal one where resistive components are the reciprocal of

(8.29)
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Figure 8.10: Direct and indirect current-flow paths (Courtesy of Ranjit Gharpurey)

thermal conductances and current sources represent heat generators. Hence the substrate

temperature can be computed efficiently at each surface point by finding the corresponding

voltage in the equivalent network.

8.2.7 Schemes for Efficient Solution of Large Substrate Problems

Many authors who in the past have dealt with the substrate problem, have also

proposed methodsfor the reduction ofits size, to improve the overall computation efficiency

and to reduce the mesh of extracted parasitics. A classical approach consists of creating ac

tive extraction windows around each contact and extracting only those substrate impedances

associated with contacts in close proximity, i.e. within the window. This method has a num

ber of drawbacks. First, there is no guarantee that a given accuracy constraint can be met

with a particular choice of size or shape of the window. Second, the loading on certain

contacts may have an important effect on the extraction, altering the dominance of direct

current paths over indirect ones in the substrate.

In [255] an alternative method was proposed. The method, implemented by us as

well, is presented in this dissertation. The aim of the method is to make matrix P sparse,

with no accuracy reduction. Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 8.10. n contacts are

laid out on the substrate surface. Each contact k is loaded with impedance Zk- Suppose

now that contact j is grounded while i is at 1 Volt and that the ratio Yij = Ij/Vi is sought.
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If Zk = 0, Vfc ^ i, then the direct path dominates in the computation of Yij, thus it cannot

be ignored. On the contrary, when Zk ^ 0, for some k^ t, then a bound Z\ oun , can be
derived for which the direct path can be ignored, without violating pre-determined accuracy

constraints.

Let matrix P be known. By equations (8.15) and (8.9) Y, i.e. the matrix which

relates the voltages of all contacts to the currents flowing out of them, can be easily derived.

Let Yx, be the vector of the load admittances at each contact, for simplicity assume that

Yl is purely resistive, i.e. Imag{Y£,} = 0. Equation (8.30) represents the effects of loading

on the circuit.

[Y + diag(YL)]V = J. (8.30)

V and / are the vectors of contact potentials and currents respectively. One can show that

if condition

Y,YjkVk >\Yji\ (8.31)
k=l k£i,k£j

is met, component Yji can be set to zero. For each component of Y set to zero a precise

value can be computed for the lost accuracy of all currents Ik- Hence the process can be

applied until the cumulative inaccuracies reach a pre-determined value.

The procedure is most suited for an iterative solution scheme. Figure 8.11 shows

the complete extraction scheme. Each contact, the subject, is considered separately. First, a

partition, the subject partition or P^ear is defined around the subject such that each contact

belonging to it does not satisfy (8.31). Second, the substrate surface is further partitioned

into larger sections or Pf<xt (See Figure 8.12) that are increasing in size geometrically7.
Third, all contacts contained in each partition PFar are replaced with a single contact, the

super-contact, placed in the center of the partition of area equal to the sum of the areas of

all the original contacts.

_ Xleft + bright _ yieft + yright
xsc — « » y«c — n »

Asc= £ A*> (8-32)
*€P/r«r

where ysc and x9C are the coordinates of the super-contact and Ak the contact areas;

xUft/right and Uieft/right are tne left/right x- and y-coordinates of the partition boundary,

7The formula for the computation of the size is the following: dk+i = ot(dk), where a = 5 in our
prototype. Since in these partitions all the contacts satisfy equation (8.31), the growth criterion does not
affect the accuracy in any way and it was chosen so as to facilitate partition computations.
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foreach contact // consider all contacts
select.near.contacts; // determine partition P^ear
construct_alLpartitions; /I assign all contacts to the other partitions (iVor)
foreach partition

constructjsuper.contacts; // use (8.32)
modifyJocal.problem; // use (8.33)
iterativejsolveJocaLproblem;

Figure 8.11: Pseudo-code of the simplified substrate extraction scheme

respectively. Fourth, a simplified equation is derived for the subject j, where the original

equation is replaced as follows

Yj..V = Ij -> Yj..V = Ij, (8.33)

where Yj. denotes the jth row of matrix Y, Yj. is a vector of size s < \Y\ resulting from

replacing the required number of contacts by super-contacts. V is the vector of the potentials

on the remaining contacts and super-contacts.

Finally, one step of the iteration for the solution of the problem is performed and the loop

continues considering the next contact. The algorithm terminates when every contact has

been considered.

To obtain some bounds on the maximum attainable simplification rate, consider

the following extreme cases: (1) every contact satisfies (8.31); (2) no contact satisfies (8.31).

In case (1) PNear = 0, hence only super-contacts exist and the size of matrix Y is reduced

by one or the size of P is decreased by the number of partitions internal to the subject. In

case (2) matrix Y is not simplified, and neither is P, hence the complexity of the problem

remains that of inverting P.

However, this is generally not the case in real substrate problems, where complexity reduc

tion in schematics is typically a factor often [255].

8.3 Switching Noise Sources

In the course of this dissertation we will often refer to low- and high-resistivity

substrate. The distinction is necessary for two reasons. First, these substrate types are used
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Figure 8.12: Partitioning of substrate for the simplification algorithm

mainly in BiCMOS and CMOS applications respectively. Second, switching noise transport

mechanisms are substantially different in the two substrate types, thus resulting in diflferent

design guidelines to obtain isolation. Typical substrate implementations generally used in

IC fabrication are shown in Figure 8.13. In the remainder of this section the mechanisms

underlying current injection and reception are discussed.

8.3.1 Substrate Injection Mechanisms

Different types of active and passive devices in use in most IC technologies are

shown in Figure 8.14. The cross-section of a bipolar npn transistor is shown in Figure 8.14a.

In these devices coupling to substrate is generally capacitive through collector-to-bulk junc

tion capacitor Cj3. The value of Cjs for an abrupt junction can be estimated as

Cjs —
_J€ ( NcNs \
W+Vc) \Nc + Ns) '. 2(V>6,- + Vca) \Nc + Ns.

where Nc, Ns are the collector and the substrate doping levels, fai the built-in junction po

tential, Vca the collector-to-substrate bias voltage, q the electron charge and € the substrate

dielectric permittivity. For formulae of more complex doping profiles, see [258]. Injection

can also occur through the parasitic pnp that forms, when the main device approaches

the saturation region of operation and its base becomes forward biased with respect to the

collector. The base of the npn acts as the emitter of the parasitic pnp, the collector as its
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base and the substrate as its collector. However, the gain of the pnp will be necessarily

small due to the high thickness of its base.

Lateral pnp transistors inject noise mainly through the base-to-substrate capac

itance (Figure 8.14b). On the contrary, in vertical pnp transistors the substrate is the

collector node (Figure 8.14c). Thus, significantly higher currents can be injected in the

substrate, unless low impedance draining is provided in immediate proximity of the device.

MOS transistors, shown in Figure 8.14d,e for a n-well process, can interact with

substrate in a number of ways: (1) capacitively, through the source(drain)-to-substrate

capacitance (modeled as CJO and CJSW in Spice) and through avalanche effects; (2)

resistively through hot-electron injection. Hot-electron effects are observed when the field

in the depleted drain-end of a transistor becomes large enough to cause impact ionization

and generate electron-hole pairs. The dependence of hot-electron induced substrate current

hub on the device operating current is given by

hub =̂ (Vd3 - Vdsat) Id exp (-y _2y—J ,

where h is the drain current, Vds the drain-to-source voltage, Vdsat the drain-to-source

voltage at saturation and K\,Ki are semi-empirical constants [259]. Recent experimental

evidence suggests that hot-electron induced substrate currents are the dominant cause of

substrate noise in NMOSFETs up to at least 100MHz[260]. Shorter device channel are likely
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to worsen the problem in the future, due to increased fields and smaller oxide thicknesses.

Moreover, capacitive injection has several mitigating factors in its impact on performance:

the absence of DC and even harmonic components in the power spectrum. For small-signal

analysis, hot-electron induced current can be modeled as a drain-to-body transconductance

gdb given by
_ Qlsub _ %2 laub

9db" dvD ~ (vd3 - vdaat)2 '
The direct effect of gdb, which appears in parallel to r0, is the reduction of the transistor

output impedance.

Hot-electron induced substrate currents in PMOS transistors are considerably

smaller than in comparably sized NMOS transistors due to a lower hole ionization-coefficient.

Substrate injection is further reduced by the fact that PMOS devices in the process shown

here are built in a locally grounded well (signal wise). The quality of the grounding is

crucial, in fact if the well potential is allowed to vary with respect to the substrate poten

tial, the entire well acts as a large injector, with a large reverse-biased well-to-substrate

capacitance, thus worsening the effect.

Moreover, reverse-biased pn junctions formed by all devices with substrate exhibit

a steady DC leakage current. This current consists of carriers which are swept across the

depletion barrier in the direction of the electric field. Electrons are injected into the n-

region and holes into the p-region under the action of the field. Hence the substrate current

induced by this mechanism is a majority-carrier drift current.

The passive components in typical processes are shown in Figure 8.14f,g,h,i. These

components include resistors, capacitors, inductors and local diffusions. Resistors are in

general either poly-type or diffused. Poly resistors have a capacitance to substrate small

compared to that of diffused resistors. Assuming that one end of the resistance is connected

to an AC ground, the current / injected into the substrate at low-frequencies, due to a

voltage Vin applied at the other end is given by

/-^^(^)vfc.
where C is the per unit capacitance, R the resistance and I the length of the resistor. Local

diffusions in the substrate can be p or n-type. N-type diffusions inject noise through a

reverse bias capacitance. P-type diffusions are often used as substrate taps or guard rings,

to tie down the substrate to a desired potential. If designed improperly these diffusions can
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inject very high levels of noise into the substrate, as they act as wide ground-planes on the

substrate and any voltage bounce on these diffusions is conveyed throughout their extent

on the chip through a very low impedance path. Guidelines for the design of guard rings

can be found in great detail in [255].

8.3.2 Substrate Reception Mechanisms

Capacitive sensing is the most common mechanism of noise reception in surface

devices, as bipolar transistors, capacitors, resistors and interconnect lines. The junction

with substrate in lateral pnp devices consists of the n-type base region. If the pnp device is

used in a gain stage, then the base of the device must be carefully shielded, or connected to

a low impedance node. Otherwise the substrate noise will be amplified by the gain of the

circuit.

In addition to capacitive pickup through the source and drain depletion junctions,

MOS devices also exhibit a more severe form of substrate interaction due to the body effect.

In MOS devices threshold voltage Vi is a strong function of the substrate potential. For a

uniform surface impurity concentration Na, this dependence is given by [261]

v( =v(0+mi(V5i7T^-V^) ,

where € is the substrate dielectric permittivity, Na the substrate doping, Cox the per unit

oxide capacitance, 2$/ the surface inversion potential and Vab the source-to-body potential.

The effect can be represented by a linearized model parameter gmb in the small signal

device model [261]. Shorting gate and source of transistor in Figure 8.15, a gain stage exists
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between substrate S and drain D. With suitable approximations [261] it can be shown that

9mb y/1q*NA
9m 2Coxy/2*; + Vab '

wheregm is the small-signal transconductanceof the device. Parameter gm relates the drain

current to the gate-to-source voltage. In typical processes the gmb/9m ratio varies from 0.1

to 0.3. The parasitic body-to-drain gain is thus only 14-20 dB lower than the gate-to-drain

gain. This fact makes MOSFET devices especially vulnerable to substrate noise reception

at low to medium frequencies. On the contrary capacitive pickup, exhibited by most other

devices, becomes significant only at relatively high frequencies (above 1 MHz).

8.4 Substrate Conductivity and Technology

Computing the sensitivity of substrate coupling with respect to a number of tech

nology parameters is useful for a number of reasons. First, it allows to evaluate the effects

of slight imperfections in the fabrication process on the performance of a circuit and, ulti

mately, its yield. Second, it is useful for the selection of the best cost-effective technology

on the basis of the class of circuits one wants to fabricate with given specifications. Finally,

the technique can be used during substrate-aware optimization to help the decision process

by providing a trend to the best possible improvement [31].

In section 8.2 we have shown how resistive substrate couplings can be efficiently

computed using the Green's Function and the DCT. In this section wedevelop the theory for

the computation of the sensitivity of substrate coupling with respect to the doping profiles

and the geometry of the substrate structure.

Therelation between circuit performance K and technology, viasubstrate-related parasitics8,

is obtained using the following expression

A* =£^Ar„with _ =g__2, (8.34)

where (i, j) represent a contact pair, Yij the substrate conductive coupling between i and

j, and T( a technology parameter.

Hence, assuming ffi- exists9, AK can be easily evaluated as a linear function
of technology parameters T(, provided that term -qJ?- has been computed. This term is

8The effects of technology on other parasitics have been considered in chapter 3.
9This term can be computed numerically in an efficient manner, during circuit simulation. See chapter 3.
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generally ignored due to the extremely high complexity of its evaluation if traditional Finite

Differences methods are employed. If a Green's Function-based approach is used however,

an efficient method can be derived for the computation of the sensitivity with respect to

any arbitrary technology parameters.

Assume that the capacitive problem has been solved and that the equivalent resis

tive network has been computed from the coefficient of induction matrix c. Furthermore, let

c be scaled in such a way that the node-to-node admittance Yij and the ground admittance

Ya can be computed directly using

N

Ya = ]£ *j » YH = -ctf • (8.35)
3-1

Let us define Y as a iVxiV matrix consisting of Y„ on the diagonal and Yij everywhere else.

Let us call dY/dTt the sensitivity of matrix Y with respect to technology parameter T/.

The components of the sensitivity matrix are terms dYu/dTt on the diagonal and dYij/dTt

everywhere else. The terms are computed using

dYii - V^ dci> »nA dYii - dcii (9. ™\
j=i

where N is the the size of matrix c. In order to derive dcij/dTt, equation (8.13) is differen

tiated on both hand sides

where d$/dTt = 0, by construction of the original problem. Solving (8.37) with respect to

dQ/dTg one obtains

a-—(5q). <««>
Using the definition of Cij

c-=9i\
3 l*fc=0 V k&

and the fact that d^f/dTt vanishes, we obtain

dcjj 1 8Qj
dTe ~ *,• 6Tt '

where dQi/dTi is computed using equation (8.38).

Now, only the derivative dV/dTt, i.e. PPij/^Vl«,j=i,...,jv» regains to be computed. From
equation (8.23), assuming zero-depth contacts and Ti ^ epj, d, a or 6

foij =rN/?N-rN4N | YYJ Mm**) - sin(mTT^)] [sin(mTr^) - sin(mTr^)] ^
9Te ab€N/?N2 mVo^o mn (a2 - aijfo - a3)

(8.39)
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Figure 8.16: Storing one DCTfor nominal parameter set and a number of DCTs for each
computed sensitivity

[sin(nTr^) - sin(mTr^)] [sin(mTr^) - sin(mTr^)]
(b2-bj)^-b3)

(8.40)

where f N= dTN/dTe, 0N = dj3N/dT( and kmn = dkmn/dTi. Expressions for these deriva

tives have been derived in Appendix D.2. The extension of (8.40) for contacts with finite

depth c can be found in Appendix D.2.

The first term of (8.40) can be easily calculated from the formulae in the ap

pendix, while the second term can be efficiently computed using the DCT by replacing

kmn with kmn in equation (8.28). The DCT can be computed for each location in the grid

and repeated for all parameters Ti,l = 1,. ..,Nj, where Nt is the number of technology

parameters considered. To generate matrices dc/dTe and d"P/dTi, it is necessary to com

pute sensitivities dpij/dTe and dcij/dTt for all pairs of partition elements composing each

contact. Figure 8.16 shows the data-structure used in our implementation for the storage

of the various DCTs. Every sensitivity measure requires additional NxN storage, where N

is the number of points in the grid of the DCT. As an example, assume Nj = 10, i.e. ten

technology parameters Ti are considered, moreover assume that a grid of 1024x1024 points

is used. Then the total storage needed by our approach is 41.9 MByte, which is relatively

low considering that a 1/xm resolution would be achieved on a lxlmm chip size.

Figure 8.17 illustrates the method used for the calculation of substrate sensitivities.
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kmn = compute.derivative.kmn (fcmn); // equation (D.9)
compute_DCT(fcmn); // DCT of the whole workspace
storeJDCT.values;
foreach contact.part(i) // consider all pairs of partitions

foreach contact_part(j)
dpij/dTt = compute.derivative.pij (contact_part(i), contact.part(j));

dP/dTt = composejnatrix (dpij/dTt); // equation (8.40)
dc/dTt = get.csensitivities (dP/dTt); // equation (8.39)
get_resistance_sensitivities(6*c/07»; // equations (8.36)

Figure 8.17: Pseudo-code of the substrate sensitivity extraction algorithm

8.5 Techniques for Substrate-Aware Optimization

In chapter 3 sensitivity-based constraint generation techniques have been presented

for a number of discrete and high-frequency parasitics. Constraint generation has proven

useful both during physical assembly and performance verification for the following reasons:

(1) the existence of a constraint on a precise parasitic component can be used to guide a

placer or a router to when a decision regarding a course of action is needed; (2) constraint

violations can be easily detected and used to spot the causes of a system-level specification

violation.

In this section we shall discuss the methods used in this dissertation for the com

putation of constraints associated with substrate parasitics. Moreover, we shall show how

our Green's Function based analysis tools can be used for a fast and accurate evaluation of

substrate parasitics and constraint enforcement during optimization.

8.5.1 Constraint Generation for Substrate Parasitic Effects

Constraint generation in a strict sense requires that parasitics be entities associ

ated with one or more physical structures of the layout being made. In the case of switching

noise the physical location and transmissions paths through the substrate may not be known

before the general floorplan is performed on the chip. For this reason the constraint gener

ation process cannot take place before the layout is, at least in part, generated, i.e. when

constraints are mostly needed.
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To address this issue we introduce the concept of local noise generators. A local

noise generator is defined as a voltage or current source producing the equivalent of the

cumulative noise contributed to by the real noise generators located in the substrate. The

generator should simulate as closely as possible the waveform felt at a location n, including

distorsions, attenuations and group delays which transformed the original noise signal. Call

n sensing node. See Figure 8.18. Let us call gn(t,H) such waveform, where t is the time

and II is a vector of all the parameters relevant to it.

Let us define Gn a local noise generator producing waveform gn. Due to the diverse

nature ofitsparameters, II can be split into itsbasic components II = WT GT T Vol • W
represents process-dependent and G layout-related parameters, T is the temperature and Vq

the local substrate potential. One can also define vector All = AWT A GT AT A Vol

as the variation of II from nominal.

Consider performance measure Ki, its degradation from nominal is given by the product of

the tth row of Sjj with vector All

Atf; = (S.-nfAII,

where vector St>n is expressed as

si,n =
S,,G
Si.T

Si,Vo

(8.41)

Suppose now that the exact waveform felt at n is not available, and only an estimate can

be derived. Moreover, suppose that a range can be set for II

n(min) < n < n(max) ? (g 42)
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where n(mm) and n(max) are known vectors. Assuming that the sensitivity of performance

Ki with respect to II has been computed, bounds on all parameter variations &n.(bound) can

be computed using constrained optimization. Hence, constraints are generated to bound the

amount of noise at the sensing nodes a priori, without a precise knowledge of the structure

of the layout being built. During the physical assembly of the circuit all the pre-computed

constraints will be enforced separately on each component of the layout.

Let us now generalize the problem, by considering a largenumber of sensing nodes.

From a theoretical standpoint at each receptor a different waveform could be felt. However,

since the size of the analog section of a mixed-signal circuit is small compared to the distance

to the noise sources, it is assumed that all the substrate nodes are reached by an identical

waveform at different times.

SupposeM sensing nodesexist, each of them connected to a local generator Gm(t —Tm, nm),

with m = 1,..., M, where rm is the propagation delay between nodes. Due to the highly

non-linear dependence of performance on phase, an additive linearization around a nominal

value could inaccurately model the parasitic effects of substrate.

The problem can be effectively addressed by deriving a set of worst-case sensitiv

ities as described in chapter 3. Call II' the array of all design parameters for which Ki is

not strongly non-linear. Hence, the total linearized worst-case variation of Ki, due to node

m, is derived as

A Ki\m = (Sj,n.m)TAn'm . (8.43)

Using the same formalism of (8.41) and considering all the sensing nodes m in the circuit,

we can define the matrices

[s,-,ir] =
/ (S<,n<„)T \

V (S^iFm.,)7, /

Thus, the degradation of performance Ki is expressed as

AKi =trace (st>n, An') . (8.45)

Equation (8.45) models the contributions of all sensing nodes onto performance Ki. Bounds

on the parameters associated with each sensing node ATvn ' can be computed using con

strained optimization provided that conservative upper- and lower-bounds on the realization

of n are also available for each sensing node n.

' (An1/ >
and [An'] = j

^ (An'M_,)T ,

(8.44)
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Figure 8.19: Constraint check

The use of worst-case sensitivity matrix Stji» has the advantage of reducing the param

eter space of II. Secondly, non-linear behavior in a certain range of performance can be

accurately modeled.

Due to the mechanism of noise modeling obtained using local generators, con

straints on noise parameters can be derived independently of a particular IC process. Hence

the constraint generation is required only once for a given circuit. During physical assem

bly, process-dependent substrate extraction, in combination with estimates of the sources

of switching noise, are used to enforce the bounds. Furthermore, the effect of substrate

noise can be evaluated locally, without taking into consideration neither the exact floorplan

nor the actual position of the noise sources10. Once the substrate has been extracted, a

transfer function Fn(nsj) can be computed relating each noise source nsi to receptor n.

Assuming that approximations or exact waveforms are known for each noise source, wave

form gn(t,ILn) and the corresponding parameter nn can be easily evaluated for each node

n. Thus a simple check can be performed to verify that constraints AJl£ound> and hence

the original specifications have been met. See Figure 8.19.

8.5.2 Substrate Transport Evaluation in Iterative Algorithms

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 several tools used during the physical assembly of analog and

mixed-signal ICs have been discussed. Each tool uses partially available parasitic informa

tion to perform a particular optimization within the workspace. The parasitics considered

by the optimizer are generally localized to specific areas of the workspace. Hence, possibly

global effects of parasitics can be often ignored. The algorithms used in floorplanning and

10A local noise generator can be seen as a model for an antenna.
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Figure 8.20: Contact transformation and modifications in the potential matrix

placement are based on incremental improvement techniques, consequently it is possible

to derive compact and efficient ways of evaluating the degradation of performance due to

parasitics while the optimization unfolds.

On the contrary, due to it "global" effects felt everywhere in the chip, substrate

noise cannot be translated into a compact analytical model accounting for the entire sub

strate area. Hence, even if a small incremental modification is performed on the chip, the

whole substrate analysis needs be reevaluated. The traditional approach to this problem

consists of using a method based on Finite Differences. To reduce the time complexity of

the problem the density of the mesh that mimics the substrate bulk is drastically simpli

fied, thus resulting in an accuracy reduction [70, 174]. In doing so however the estimation

of switching noise might reach such inaccuracy levels that the insights gained applying

this method might not be beneficial but misleading, thus possibly resulting in sub-optimal

solutions.

The techniques proposed hereafter are based on our Green's Function based method and

are designed to allow very fast estimation of variations and trends within computationally

expensive algorithms. The methods are to be published in [262].

Sherman-Morrison Update

The first technique exploits the fact that small adjustments in the position and orientation

of layout elements results in a small change in the potential matrix P. Figure 8.20 shows a

contact (dotted lines) and its internal partitions when moving from one location to another.

Consider a single partition i within the moving contact (solid line in Figure 8.20). Matrix
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P will change only in the locations marked by the "X" in the figure.

In order to recompute the substrate macro-model in such a case, it is unnecessary to perform

the LU decomposition and the inversion steps. If matrix c = P"1 orthe LU decomposition

of P is known before the move has been performed, then it suffices to use the Sherman-

Morrison formula for the computation of the updates.

Let P' be the potential matrix associated with the new configuration. When

partition i is moved to a new location, then row r and column c, i.e. the indices associated

with i, will change. Let <5Pr. and the rth row and 6P.C the cth column of P affected by the

change, then P' = P + 6P.C + 6Pr.. For simplicity consider only the modification due to

6Pr.. Using the Sherman-Morrison formula, P'_1 can be computed directly as

c' =P'"1 =c+6c , with 6c =-/^L^ . (8-46)
1 + 0"r. C.r

where c.r is the rth column of c.

The impedance and admittance networks associated with a substrate configuration are

fully specified by NcxNc matrices R and Y which relate each pair of contacts through

the corresponding impedance/admittance. R and Y can be derived from the coefficient of

induction matrix c using equations (8.9), (8.10), (8.14) and (8.15). Assuming appropriate

scaling of c (see Appendix C.2) one can easily show that a direct relation exists between c

and Y through mapping X

Y = XTc X , (8.47)

where JVxiVc matrix ~X is defined in Appendix C.2. iVc and N are the number of contacts

and of contact partitions, respectively. Due to the structure of X, equation (8.47) only

involves (N —l)2 summations, thus the computation complexity is dominated by the N2
multiplications of the Sherman-Morrison update. The elements of matrix R are computed

simply using the relation Rij = I/Yij.

Sometimes it is useful to refer to another set of impedance/admittance matrices R and Y,

which relate each pair of contact partitions through the corresponding impedance/admittance.

The relation between Y and c is given by equation

Y = XTc X , (8.48)

where X and XT are NxN identity matrices.
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Figure 8.21: Sensitivity of resistive macro-model from transformation of a component and
its contacts

Gradient-Based Method

The second technique is based on the concept of sensitivity to relocation. Suppose that a

contact or a collection of contacts z is to be relocated on the substrate surface from location

xo to xjt going through intermediate locations xi,...,x/t-i. See Figure 8.21. One can easily

show that

[c]* = Mo+ £[<«]..
n=l

where [c]0 is the coefficient of induction matrix associated with location xo, and [<Sc]n+1 =

[c]n+1 - [c]n is the (n+l)th update of c. The updates [<£c]n+1 can be computed using the

Sherman-Morrison formula in 0(N2) time.

To further speed-up the computation one can exploit the "gradient" information of

resistive and conductive networks R and Y, contained in \6c\. For simplicity but without

loss of generality, consider the case in which each contact coincides with a single partition,

i.e. Nc = N or R = R and Y = Y. The generalization of the concepts presented hereafter

only requires the replacement of mapping X with X in each equation where it appears.

Assume that a single contact z is relocated in direction v by an amount |v| —• 0 as in

Figure 8.22. Let us define the vector VVY to be

8Y OY
VVY = [A, B]1, with A = -t— , B = -r— , and v =

dvx dv,

The components of matrix A are defined as Aij = dYij/dvx, those of B as Bij = dYij/dvy.

Recall that Yij is defined as the mutual admittance between contact partitions i and j for

a given substrate configuration and that Ya is the ground admittance of i.
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Figure 8.22: Single contact moving in direction v by an infinitesimal amount

pi,l+1

pi-1,1 P'J pi+1,i

pi,M

Figure 8.23: Computation of 8pij
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The minimum step size in x- and y-direction corresponds a unit of the grid of the DCT.

Hence , matrix dY/dvx can be approximated by first computing differences <Spt\j±i and

8pi±\yj using equation (8.49). See Figure 8.23.

<*Pt,i±i = Vij±\ ~ Pij » and 6pi±u = Pi±\j - Pij (8.49)

Then, each component dYij/dvx is calculated by replacing term ct<7- with 6cij+i in equations

(8.9), (8.10), (8.14) and (8.15). Notice that term <5c,-,j+i is derived directly from matrix c

and <$Pt,j+i using the Sherman-Morrison formula. Moreover, the direct replacement of c,j

in the equations is legitimated by the fact that all manipulations are linear.

Thesame method isused to derive dY/dvy. The time complexity of the operation is0(N2)
since the Sherman-Morrison formula needs be repeated for all the contacts or partitions

involved in the move.
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Figure 8.24: 200x200 DCT of the Green's Function for a commercial substrate

Let us assume that dY/dvx and dY/dvy have been computed at the Oth step of

our incremental algorithm. Call [dY/dvx]0 and [dY/dvy]Q these matrices.

Assuming that the moving partition, contact or collection of contacts remains close enough

to its position of step 0, then the conductance matrix at steps 1 < n < k can be approxi

mated as

[Y]n « [Y]0 +
dY

dvx.
At)x +

dY

dv
y. o

Avy = {Y]0 + VVY
. u

(8.50)

where v = [Aux, Auy]T is the vector representing the move of contact or partition z from

step 0 to n.

The Green's Function and its DCT are well-behaved functions everywhere in the

workspace [255]. Hence, necessarily terms 6pij±\ < oo and <5pt'±i,j < oo. Figure 8.24 shows

the plot of a 200x200 grid point DCT for a commercial substrate. No "high-frequency"

components are present in the function, which makes it an ideal candidate for a highly

accurate use of a gradient-based method. In fact, in our experiments the method has shown

a 1% accuracy when the move occurred in the vicinity of the position at step 0, while a

10% accuracy was reached when the move was up to one tenth of the chip size.
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Figure 8.25: Computation of update matrix 6c based on contact displacement relative to
template

eliminate_non_crit_contacts(circuit description);
map_template(circuit description); // use criterion (8.52)
c = c(*emplate).

foreach contact

modify_p_matrix;
6c = compute_c_update; // use Sherman-Morrison formula
c = c + 6c;

Y(actual) _ computeJ3igma(c); // equation (8.51)

Figure 8.26: Pseudo-code of the template-based substrate extraction algorithm

8.5.3 Template-Based Substrate Extraction

In section 8.2 a technique was presented to speed-up the extraction process and

to simplify the schematic based on the knowledge of contact loading. In this section we

discuss a method for further reduction of the extraction time of large circuits that share a

set of recurring contact patterns.

The technique is described in Figure 8.26. First, a set of templates with Nc or more

contacts, for which an extracted schematic exists, is compared to the sample layout. Among

the available ones, a template is selected and its pre-computed coefficientof induction matrix

c(template) jsuse(j to compute c(actual)^ tnematrix associated with the actual circuit. Each

progressive update matrix 6c is computed based on the displacement v = [Ax, Ay]T ofeach
contact non overlapping exactly with a corresponding contact in the template, as shown in

Figure 8.25. Finally, the partial conductance matrix Y<actual) is computed directly from
factual) using equation (8.48)

Y(&ctual) _ vTc(actual) v (8.51)
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Figure 8.27: Speed-up mechanism for the extraction of large substrates

Figure 8.27A shows an example of physical layout being extracted. The template selected

for this circuit is shown in Figure 8.27B. The procedure of eliminating and aligning some

of the contacts of the template onto the actual circuit is shown in Figure 8.27C.

In order to derive bounds on the time complexity of the procedure, consider the

following cases. First, assume the worst-case scenario, i.e. no contact exists which overlaps

exactly with a contact in the template. In this case, N updates are needed for complete

substrate evaluation, the resulting complexity is therefore 0(N3). This case is equivalent

to a full inversion of matrix P, hence no improvement is achieved over the non-simplified

substrate extraction.

Consider now the case in which the sample and the template are identical. In this case no

computation is needed, hence the extraction complexity is zero.

The second scenario, or one as near as possible to it, is most desirable. Since, the complex

ity of computing an update of matrix c is independent of the transformation involving the

transformation, an effective criterion for selecting the template is:

maximize : N0
all templates

(8.52)

where N0 is the number of contacts exactly overlapping a contact in the actual circuit lay

out. Consequently, assuming that NQ < N contacts differ in location from corresponding

contacts on the template, the complexity of the procedure could be a fraction of that needed

to invert P.

In real circuits however, a large number of contacts rarely overlaps to those on the

template. To cope with this problem, we propose a criterion based on performance sensitiv-
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Figure 8.28: Elimination of all non-critical conductances and contacts

ities for the template selection and the minimization of updates needed for full extraction

given pre-defined accuracy constraints. The modified template-based substrate extraction

algorithm is described in Figure 8.29. For simplicity but without loss of generality, let us

consider only one performance function K. Assume that the sensitivities of K with respect

to all partial conductances Yij have been computed or estimated. Moreover, assume that

estimates exist for the maximum values of all substrate conductances11. Using equation

(3.13) all non-critical conductances are eliminated from the schematic of all substrate cou

plings. All nodes connected to one or less conductances are also eliminated as illustrated in

Figure 8.28. The resulting substrate configuration must be then compared with a set of tem

plates and the best template must be selected. This problem is solved using optimization.

A byproduct of the selection procedure is the set D of the contacts that need be extracted

in all details. The displacements of the contacts in D, relative to the selected template, are

identified and the updates needed for the computation of c(actual) are computed using the

Sherman-Morrison formula. Partial conductance matrix Y(actual) is finally derived directly

from c(actual) using (8.51).

Hereafter the template selection procedure is illustrated. Let us consider the matrix update

6c\i representing the move ofcontact i from its location in the template to that of the actual

circuit. The coefficient of induction matrix c(actual) associated with the actual circuit is

computed as

factual) _ c(template) + £ ^ ^ (g 53)

where D is the set of all the contacts whose location in the template and in the actual

circuit are non-identical and hence need be extracted in full detail. Combining equations

11 Rough estimates of the maximum/minimum value of substrate conductances can be easily computed
from a simple set-up of two contacts located at chip edges or in close proximity
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(8.53) and (8.51) one obtains

Y(actual) _ Y(template) +V^ xI6c\ x (354)

where Y(fcemplate) = XT c(temP,ate) X is the pre-computed partial conductance matrixof

the template. Let us define the error matrix, i.e. the update needed totranslate Y^temp,ate)
into Y<actual), as

€_ Y(actual) _ Y(temPlate) =V] €| • , (8.55)

where e\{ = XT 6c X is the error matrix due tothe displacement ofcontact i in the actual
circuit relatively to the template12.

Assume one could calculate €|t-, Vi € D a priori. Using the sensitivity13 of performance
K with respect to matrix Y, one could calculate performance degradation AK due to the

displacement of contacts in the actual circuit relatively to the template as

AK =eT(^-®e)e, (8.56)

where e is a Nxl unity vector such that e = [1,...,1]T. The 0 operator is defined as

following: A = B 0 C <=>• aij = 6,j Cij. Combining (8.55) and (8.56), one obtains

ieD or{3

Let us define weighted extraction inaccuracy Ak of an extracted schematic with respect to

performance K as the relative absolute amount by which K varies if some or all parasitics

are inexactly estimated. The weighted extraction inaccuracy is expressed as

Ak =iAJg|+^+«, t (8.57)
Kv

where ep and er are the errors due to inaccurate parasitic and performance models, respec

tively, and Kv is the nominal performance value.

If €p + €r+ < IA K\, equation (8.57) reduces to

Ak *!%£ • (8-58)
12Assume all the other contacts are not displaced.
13The sensitivity of K with respect to matrix Y is a NcxNe matrix, whose terms in the ith row and jth

column are given by the expression dK/dY%j.
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eliminate.nonjcrit-contacts(circuit description);
map_template(circuit description);
c _ c(template).

// equation (3.13)
// use criterion (8.60)

foreach contact € D
modify_p_matrix;
6c = compute_c_update;
c = c + 6c;

y(actual) _ COmpute_sigma(c); // equation (8.51)

Figure 8.29: Pseudo-code of the modified template-based substrate extraction algorithm

Suppose a constraint on the weighted accuracy Ak has been set, such that

AK < AK . (8.59)

Then, equations (8.58) and (8.59) can be used as a criterion for selecting the appropriate

template

minimize : D /« on\

all templates

subject to:

Ak < AK .

Problem (8.60) is guaranteed to have a solution, since a template with at least Nc contacts,

all of them not overlapping with the actual circuit's contacts, exists by construction. Hence,

arbitrarily small values of Ak can be achieved by simply extending D to include all the con

tacts i, 1 < i < Nc. Optimization (8.60) is solved by exhaustively calculating the minimum

set D needed for each template for a given inaccuracy Ak • The procedure of calculating Ak

and D has a time complexity of0(N2), while the overhead ofcomputing Sy^ is generally
not accounted for since the evaluation is performed beforehand during circuit synthesis.

Hence, a circuit with Nc contacts and a specification on Ak (8.59) can be extracted in

(NT+\D\)N2

time, where Nt is the number of template circuits and \D\ the size of set D.

The final issue to be addressed is the efficient calculation of estimate e|t-. Term €|t- can

be computed exactly from update 6c\{ using mapping X (8.54). However, a more efficient
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Figure 8.30: Similar landscape and displacement of contact i and j

computation of e|t, can be obtained using the approximation of (8.50). Consider all the

contacts i € D, assume that the locations of i in the template and in the actual circuit are

close enough. Then, a two-dimensional Taylor expansion for <5c|t- can be constructed as

6c\ • «
dc_
dvx AV*+dvZ Avy= Vvc|tv|t. , (8.61)

where vector v|t- = [Aw*, &vy]T represents the displacement needed to bring i from the

template location to the location in the actual circuit. Term Vvc|t- = [•§£-1 , 57-L]T is cal-
* u "it

culated using the Sherman-Morrison formula as in (8.50) and is valid for small displacements

of contact i.

Assume now that there exists a contact j in the vicinity of i which is displaced by Av|j,

where | Av| | is also small. Assuming that the surrounding objects' relative distances from

i and j are similar, one can estimate the cumulative effects of the displacement of the

contacts as

ic|ij*Vvc|iv|1.+ Vvc|,v|i, (8.62)

where vectors v|t- and v| • relate to the displacements of i and j as shown in Figure 8.30.

Ideally, one would like to be able to compute c|t- using equation (8.62) for each

contact i=l,. ..,NC. However, far contacts "see" a completely different landscape, which

causes term o*c|t to change by moving within the workspace. To improve the accuracy of

(8.62), one could partition of the workspace in order to minimize the number of contacts

for which a new Vvc need be computed. Figure 8.31 shows such a partitioning. Notice that

only one contact per partition, the pole, is used for the computation of Vvc.
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Figure 8.31: Partitioning ofsubstrate to minimize the number ofdifferent contacts for which
Vvc need be computed explicitly

The problem of minimizing the number of partitions of Figure 8.31 can be time-

consuming, since it requires the estimation of each contact displacement to select the best

candidatesfor the partitions and its poles. The complexity of this partitioning would nullify

the efforts for an efficient substrate extraction. In addition, the needed parasitic estimate

accuracy ep in equation (8.57) is not high. Hence, in our experiments a single contact

was used to estimate 6c\i,yii with an error of 50% or less. Moreover, this error could

be modeled as term ep in equation (8.57) and hence accounted for while determining D.
Figure 8.32 shows the accuracy of substrate extraction for each contact in dependence of

the two-dimensional displacement from its true location.

8.5.4 Evaluating Effects of Scaling and Technology Migration

In section 8.4 the theory wasdeveloped for the sensitivity computation of substrate

conductances with respect to technology parameters such as doping profiles and geometries.

In this section a sensitivity-based approach is proposed for efficientevaluation of the impact

of technology when a process is modified in part or completely. Figure8.33 shows the scaling

ofa chip in the occurrence of re-design or technology migration. Re-design generally involves

scaling in x- and y- directions, while technology migration involves a three-dimensional

scaling of the design. Hereafter we propose a generalized technique that can be used for

both two- and three-dimensional scaling.
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Figure 8.32: Accuracy in function of the distance of the true contact from the pre-computed
contact

L
(a)

Figure 8.33: (a) Two-dimensional scaling in the event of re-design; (b) Three-dimensional
scaling in technology migration
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Figure 8.34: Plot of the dependence of each component of the R matrix as a function of the
contact layer depth

Deterministic Analysis

Consider first scaling in z-coordinate. Using equations (8.36), (8.38), (8.39), (8.40), and the

expressions in Appendix D.2, one can efficiently compute matrix dY/OTt. Let us define

a number of technology parameters for some design V,T\ \t = 1,..., Nt, which include
layer thicknesses or profile discretizations dk,k = 1,..., Nd in Figure 8.7 and permittivity

Ck,k = l,...,Ne. Call T(p) the NtxI vector whose elements are the t\ ' terms. As an
illustration, the plot of Figure 8.34 shows the impedance of the three-contact configuration

of Figure 8.28 as a function of the contact layer depth. Figure 8.35 shows a transversal

cut of the plot of Figure 8.34, i.e. impedance R\z as a function of contact depth c. Lines

(t\,.. .,t4) represent the sensitivities of R\z at several values of c as computed using the

formulae in Appendix D.2.

Suppose now that admittance matrix Y^ has been calculated for a set of pa

rameters T^). In addition, assume that an array of parameters T^v ) associated with a

new design V is also available. Define the NTxl vector AT^') = T^v'^ - T^v\ as the
variation of technology parameters across designs V and V. Admittance matrix Y^v '
associated with the new design can be computed using a first order Taylor expansion as

Y^«Y^+r"' 0Y ATP, (8.63)
S .WmW
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Figure 8.35: Plot of the dependence of R as a function of the contact layer depth and related
sensitivities

provided that designs Vand V are close enough, i.e. m|x {| AT^P')|/^(X>)} is small.
As an illustration consider again the case of Figure 8.34. Table 8.1 lists the values of matrix

Y using full and sensitivity-based extraction for two configurations. All CPU times are

referred to a DEC AlphaServer 2100 5/250 and relate to all computations except for the

Green's Function.

Consider next scaling in (x, y)-direction. Assume that a contact i in design V

is located at a point v\V' = [vz, vy]T, while a contact's position in design V is v| \
Furthermore, assume the the contact's area is not significantly changed across designs.

Suppose that admittance matrix Y^) has been calculated for design V and that vectors

vP* and v!25 *are given Vi =1,..., Nc. Let Av!pp *be the change in location for contact
i as illustrated in Figure 8.36.

Using equation (8.50) one can approximate matrix Y as follows

Y<»'> « Y™+ £ [VvY]T AvSP2>,) , (8.64)
t=i

Figure 8.37 shows the sensitivity of an entry in matrix Y as a result of the displacement

in x- and y- direction of a contact in a uniform grid of 10x10 contacts spaced by 10 p.m.

Equations (8.63) and (8.64) can be combined soas to account for three-dimensional scaling

realistically.
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method I method II error

R12 8154.03 Q 8098.60 Q 0.67 %

J?13 1866.15 Q 1848.10 Q 0.96%

R23 3788.62 fi 3743.80 Q 1.18 %

Rio 893.85 Q 893.08 Q 0.08 %

R20 460.40 n 458.59 Q 0.39%

R30 690.77 Q 688.59 Q 0.31 %

configuration of Fig. 8.28

# contacts method I method II max. error

100 73.8 sec 9.8 sec 3%

207

uniform 10x10 contact grid

Table 8.1: Substrate extraction in presence of varying technology parameters using method
I (full extraction) and method II (sensitivity-based extraction)

b design D' design D

Figure 8.36: Scaling in x- and y-direction. Relocation of contacts and area scaling
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.37: Sensitivity of entry Y55 in a 10x10 grid as a function of a translation in (a)
x- and (b) y- direction of all the contacts in the grid

Non-Deterministic Analysis and Optimal Technology Selection

In the above discussion, we have assumed that the values of technology variations AT; and

geometric displacements Au,- are of a deterministic nature. Suppose on the contrary that we

are given the statistical behavior of all or some technology parameters AT;, VI —1,.. ^NT-

Assume that the terms AT; are random variables with mean pn and variance a2, moreover

suppose that all AT; are statistically independent.

Then, the mean E(Yij) and variance a2 (Yij) = E(Y§)-E2(Yij) of each entry of admittance
matrix Y can be computed as

NT r

E(Yij)

and
NT

dYi

dTtJTjP)

dY

dTt JT(*>; H

_2(7; , (8.65)

where [dYij/OTe] {v) is the sensitivity of entry Yij with respect to T; related to the original
11

design V.

As illustration, consider again the configuration of Figure 8.28 and the uniform 10x10

contact grid. Table 8.2 lists the mean and variance of the entries of matrix R as a function

of depth variance cr2(c), assuming p(c) = Ifim. The execution times for the extraction of

the mean and variance of R are also reported.

Our sensitivity-based method for the computation of mean and variance of Y can
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fi(R) o*(R)
p,(c) = Ifim <r'*(c) = 0.25/*mz a2(c) = O.lfim*

R\2 8066.33 Q 0.0270 n* 0.0109 W

R\z 1836.69 Q 0.0040 n* 0.0017 fi*

R23 3716.29 Q 0.0324 ft* 0.1296 if

Rio 892.11 Q 2.5 xlO"7**4 10"7^

R20 456.35 Q 10-w 4xl0-5fi2

R30 685.69 Q 2.25X10-W 9xl0-4fi2

configuration of Fig. 8.28

# contacts p.(R) **(*) 1
100 73.8 sec 16.0 sec |
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uniform 10x10 contact grid

Table 8.2: Mean and variance of the entries of matrix R as a function of depth variance.
All values are referred to a mean depth of Ipm. The execution times are reported for a
uniform 10x10 contact grid

also be used for the selection of a technology which is most suitable for a certain circuit and

its associated performance specifications. Suppose for instance that Np constraints on all

critical substrate coupling R\j°un have been computed using the techniques presented in
chapter 3. Furthermore, assume that a number of technologies T are available and that all

relevant parameters T\ are identified. Suppose however that for some or all technologies
a number of parameters are not known precisely and only rough estimates with uncertainty

exist. Assume that estimate and uncertainty can be modeled into each parameter in terms

of its mean and variance. Then, by computing the mean and the variance of R for a set of

parameters T^1', one can derive the probability with which constraints /jgounrf) wju be met

PT [M«o), °2(Ril), «8^] =erf *'' ***» I, (8.66)

provided that Tjp is gaussian. Notice that erf(x) is defined here as the integral of anormal
distribution N(0,1) from minus infinity to x. The problem of selecting a technology most
likely to satisfy all constraints is equivalent to solving the following problem

maximize l J^all crit. constr.
T

Pr[mjU2(%j),R?rd)) (8.67)

Due the efficiency of our techniques for the calculation of means and variances, problem
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n(bound) PrMc^myo^lfjim2])
Ti: 0/0.1 T2: 1 / 0.25

R\2 8066.5 fi 0.849569 0.948270

Rl3 1836.8 fi 0.959005 0.996184

#23 3716.4 Q 0.729437 0.620028

Rio 893.0 Q 1.0 1.0

R20 457.0 n 1.0 1.0

R30 685.8 fi 1.0 0.999877

Total - 5.538011 5.564359

Table 8.3: Selection of most suitable technology based on the probability of satisfying all
constraints on substrate coupling resistances

(8.67) can be solved by exhaustively computing Pr ui(Rij), o2(Rij),R\fun '] for each tech
nology T.

As an illustration, consider the example of Figure 8.28. Suppose that all six

substrate resistances Rij and i?t0 are critical and that constraints oneach resistance have set

as listed in Table 8.3. Clearly, technology T2 is more likely to meet the above specifications

and hence it should be selected as best candidate.
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Chapter 9

Experimentation

u0 frati", dissi "che per cento milia

perigli siete giunti a Voccidente,

a questa tanto picciola vigilia

d'i nostri sensi ch'e del rimanente,

non vogliate negar Vesperienza,

di retro al sol, del mondo sanza gente.

Considerate la vostra semenza:

fatti non foste a viver come bruti,

ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza".

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto XXVI

9.1 Analog Benchmark Library

This section presents a number of examples of analog circuits whose physical as

sembly has been completed in an entirely automated fashion using the methodology and

the tools presented in this dissertation. All the tools used in this section have been im

plemented within the Octtools framework of the University of California at Berkeley.

This has allowed us to test the described algorithms, and to validate the methodological

approach on a large set of test circuits. All sensitivity computation and simulations have

been done using Spice [137].
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Capacitive
Parasitic bound Q(max)

Cl5 71.96fF lOOfF

C55 78.52fF lOOfF

lesistive

Parasitic bound ft(max)

Rs-i in m

RSJ20 7.4ft 50Q

Rs.6 19.9Q 50Q

Table 9.1: COMPL: bounds on capacitive and resistive parasitics

9.1.1 COMPL

The schematic of the circuit, reported in [142], is shown in Figure 3.4. the nominal values

for its performance have been formally defined as

Voff = O.OmV

td = 4.0ns

The specifications have been set to

\V0/f\ < 1-OmV

| A td\ < 3.0ns

Therefore

K =

TD

Vol/

. -VolJ .

K(p<°>) =
4.0 ns

0.0

0.0

AK =

3.0ns

IOjuV

10/xV

Using Parcar constraintson absolute values and mismatches were computed for all critical

parasitics. Table 9.4 lists the CPU time for this operation. Table 9.1 shows some of the

most critical parasitic constraints found by Parcar. The circuit was placed, routed and

compacted using the tools Puppy-A, Road and Sparcs-A, respectively. Road [201] is a

gridless area router based on the A* algorithm. Puppy-A and Sparcs-A are described in

chapters 4 and 6, respectively. Table 9.2 lists the conditions under which routing and com

paction were used for this and the following circuits. The conditions under which the placer

Puppy-A operated are listed in Table 4.2. Figure 9.1a depicts the final layout obtained
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Tool Item Conditions

Road routing scheduling by net type and size
constraints P, S and M enforced

Sparcs-A first iteration vertical

constraints P, S and M enforced

213

Table 9.2: Conditions of operationfor the routing and compaction tools used in the synthesis
path. The symbols P, S and M denote parasitic, symmetry and matching constraints, re
spectively. The net scheduling is based on a cost function which accounts for the "difficulty"
of enforcing a set of desired constraints on a given net

Unconstrained layout Unconstrained compaction Constrained compaction

Voff 764/*V -13/zV 8//V

TD 9.05 ns 2.25ns 2.17ns

Table 9.3: compl: performance

enforcing the constraints in all steps of the assembly except during compaction. Figure 9.1b

shows the result when constraints are enforced in all layout design phases. Table 9.3 lists

the resulting performance under three different synthesis conditions: with no constraint en

forcement, with constraint enforcement at all synthesis stages except compaction, and with

full constraint enforcement. Table 9.4 shows the required CPU times on a DEC Station

5000/240 for unconstrained and constrained synthesis schemes.

Layout phase Unconstrained Constrained

Constraint generation (Parcar) - 0.1 sec

Placement (Puppy-A-Ldo) 182.8 sec 343.0 sec

Routing (Road) 51.0 sec 71.0 sec

Compaction (Sparcs-A) 4.4 sec 36.2 sec

TOTAL 238.2 sec 450.2 sec

Table 9.4: COMPL: CPU time for each layout phase
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IP •nr

in? iir=Ji2lli

(a) (b)

Figure 9.1: Complete layout of COMPL, (a) without enforcement, (b) with enforcement of
analog constraints

9.1.2 FASTCOMP

Figure 9.2 shows the schematic of a clocked comparator named fastcomp. For this circuit

we consider specifications on voltage offset and switching speed. The nominal values are

VoJj = O.OmV

td{H -> L) = 2.42ns

rD(L^ H) = 2.497is

The specifications have been set to

\V0jj\ < 2.0mV

| ArD(H -¥ L)\ < 0.25ns

| A td(L-+ H)| < 0.25ns

Therefore

K =

Voff

-VoJJ

rD{H -> L)

-rD{H ->L)

rD{L->H)

[ -td(L^H) J

K(p<°>) =

0.0 2mV

0.0 2mV

2.42ns

-2.42ns
AK =

0.25ns

0.25ns

2.49ns 0.25ns

-2.49ns 0.25ns
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Ht

/»-

Hf

H
" Vo-

Figure 9.2: Schematic of the clocked comparator fastcomp
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Capacitive mismatch
Mismatch bound Q[max)

(CV,C8) 27.15fF lOOfF

(C7,Vdd,C8,Vdd) 27.151T lOOfF

(Cl,5,C2fi) 68.32fF lOOfF

Resistive mismatch

Mismatch bound R(max)

(•RsjV3, Rs-Na) 0.10012 in

(Rsj>2, Rs-Pz) 7.708fi 50fi

(RS-P8, Rs-pio) 42.90fi 50fi

Table 9.5: FASTCOMP: bounds on capacitive and resistive mismatch

Table 9.5 shows some of the most critical parasitic constraints found by Parcar. As

expected, the main contribution to voltage offset is due to parasitic resistances responsible

for source degeneration of the input pair. The input source followers (MP10-11 and MP8-9)

are less critical than the high-gain pairs (MN3-4, MN1-2 and MP2-3).

Using the same settings described in Tables 4.2 and 9.2 the circuit layout was

generated using Puppy-A, Road and Sparcs-A. The complete layout of fastcomp is

shown in Figure 9.3. Figure 9.4 shows two details of the layout area highlighted in Fig

ure 9.3, respectively with and without parasitic and topological constraint enforcement.

In the right-hand side example, large capacitive couplings between critical nets are clearly

visible. In particular, a considerable mismatch is present between nets 7 and 8. The ca

pacitance of nets 3,4,9,10 is large, thus slowing down the signal path. These capacitances

are much smaller in the example shown in the left-hand side. Notice that relatively large

cross-couplings between nets 3,4 and 9 were accepted due to their low criticality. A per

formance comparison of both the constrained and the unconstrained layouts is summarized

in Table 9.6. Table 9.7 lists the CPU times required on a DECstation 5000/240 for each

layout phase.

9.1.3 MPH

Figure 9.5 shows the schematic of a micro-power amplifier reported in [263]. This example

shows how the layout methodology described in this dissertation fits also tight constraint

specifications on relatively large circuits.
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Figure 9.3: Complete layout of FASTCOMP, with enforcement of all analog constraints

Figure 9.4: Details of the routing of fastcomp. Left: no parasitic constraints enforced.
Right: all parasitic constraints successfully enforced
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Unconstrained Constrained

VoJf 8.0mV 2.0 mV

td(H -> L) 3.11ns 2.73ns

td(L -> H) 2.92ns 2.65ns

Table 9.6: fastcomp: performance

Layout phase Unconstrained Constrained

Constraint generation (Parcar) - 10.9 sec

Placement (Puppy-A-Ldo) 246.4 sec 1466.4 sec

Routing (Road) 2086.3 sec 2086.3 sec

Compaction (Sparcs-A) 2.5 sec 49.6 sec

TOTAL 2335.2 sec 3602.3 sec

Table 9.7: FASTCOMP: CPU time for each layout phase
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Figure 9.5: Schematic of mph.
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Constrained Manual design

Vdd full range full range
U)Q 7.2MHz 6.0

Av 136dB 120dB

<t>M 56° 63°

Table 9.8: MPH: performance

The nominal performance values for this circuit are the following:

The specifications have been set to

Therefore

Vdd

-Vdd

-Uq

-Av

-<f>M

The complete layout of mph is shown in Figure 9.6.

Using the same settings described in Tables4.2 9.2 the circuit layout was generated

using Puppy-A, Road and Sparcs-A. Results for this layout are reported in Table 9.8 in

comparison with the data from a hand-made implementation of the same circuit, produced

by an experienced designer. Table 9.9 shows the CPU times required by each phase of the

design, referred to a DEC Station 5000/240.

K =

VM = 1.5V

u>0 = 6.0MHz

Av = l20dB

<f>M = 60°

|AVdd| < 150mV

Aw0 > -100kHz

AAV > -O.ldB

\&M < 10°

1.5V ' 150mV

-1.5V 150mV

) =
-6.0MHz

-UOdB
AK =

100kHz

O.ldB

60° 10°

-60° 10°
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Figure 9.6: Complete layout o/MPH, obtained enforcing all analog constraints

Synthesis phase Constrained Manual design

Constraint generation (Parcar) 12,129 sec -

Placement (Puppy-A-Ldo) 6096.7 sec -

Routing (Road) 6625.0 sec -

Compaction (Sparcs-A) 10.9 sec -

Total 6.9 hrs 2 weeks

Table 9.9: MPH: CPU time for each layout phase
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Name DC gain Offset B.W.D. P.M. S.R. Delay (H->L/L->H

fastcomp * O.OmV * * * 2.42/2.49ns
FCPHIL 35.3dB 2.0mV 28.0MHz 70deg 92V//is *

AB 42.2dB 54.0mV 44.6MHz 61.5deg 361V//is *

COMPL
* O.OmV * * * 4.0ns

OPAMP 1 70.0dB 0.2mV 5.1MHz 65.0deg * *

0TA731 79.5dB * 1.2MHz 62.5deg * *

newOta 25.6dB * 6.04MHz 65.0deg * *

MPH 120dB * 6.0MHz 60.0deg * *

Table 9.10: Nominal performance of benchmark circuits

9.1.4 Other CMOS Benchmarks

In this section the results of extensive use of our performance-driven methodology for cus

tom IC design are presented. The impact of our methodology on successful designs with

tight specifications is also discussed. The techniques described in this dissertation have

been applied to a representative sample of analog circuits, often used in larger systems.

Table 9.10 shows the nominal performance of the benchmarks, B.W.D., P.M. and S.R.

are abbreviations for unity gain bandwidth, phase margin and slew rate, respectively. Par

asitic and topological constraints were generated for the above benchmarks as described in

chapter 3.

The Results are shown in Table 9.11. The CPU times are referred to a DEC

Station 5000/240. P, S and M denote the number of constraints on parasitics, symmetry

and matching, respectively. The benchmarks were assembled enforcing topological and

parasitic constraints. For a comparison, experiments were conducted on the same circuits

by eliminating all constraints and measuring the resulting performance.

As expected, our performance-driven methodology always ensures that all perfor

mance specifications be met. On the contrary, when no constraints are considered, large

performance degradations occur. Hence, a significant portion of all specifications are vi

olated. Table 9.12 shows the effectiveness of our methodology in enforcing performance

specifications. Only in one instance the layout violated one specification. The reason for

this is due to the extreme tightness of the specification and of the strong non-linearity of

the circuit. Hence, the sensitivity-based performance model becomes inaccurate. Table 9.12

reports all CPU times for the synthesisof each layout as well as the percentage value of the
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Name # Devices P S M CPU (sec)

FASTCOMP 27 70 27 6 10.9

FCPHIL 26 594 15 14 2151

AB 15 211 14 14 2.6

COMPL 26 24 15 8 0.1

OPAMP 1 13 79 5 4 11.9

OTA731 22 383 11 20 198.4

newOta 23 83 23 8 *

MPH 28 340 16 25 12,129

Table 9.11: Constraint generation for the given benchmark circuits

Name # Specs Tightness Met (P-D) Met (non-P-D) CPU (P-D)

FASTCOMP 3 10% 3 1 3602.3 sec

FCPHIL 4 1.5% 4 2 1561 sec

AB 4 0.37% 4 3 1552 sec

COMPL 2 60% 2 1 450.2 sec

OPAMP 1 4 0.8% 4 2 646 sec

OTA731 3 0.16% 2 * 645 sec

newOta 3 0.6% 3 2 1674 sec

MPH 3 3% 3 1 24861.6 sec

Table 9.12: Measure of success of the performance-driven methodology

tightest performance specification with respect to its nominal value. The number of spec

ifications met (met) for the performance-driven (P-D) and for the non performance-driven

(P-D) layout synthesis is also reported.

9.2 Mixed-Signal Benchmark Library

In this section two major mixed-signal systems are discussed which were designed

and physically realized usingour constraint-driven methodology for physical assembly. The

first circuit is a display driver for color monitors (RamDAC). The second is a E —A

Converter. Much of the work in these projects is due to Iasson Vassiliou, Alper Demir,

Henry Chang and Paolo Miliozzi, whom I sincerely acknowledge.
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Figure 9.7: PLL schematic
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9.2.1 The RamDAC System

System Description

The RamDAC system includes three D/A converters,a Phase LockLoop (PLL), and digital

control logic. The converters weregenerated using a dedicated silicon compiler based on the

top-down, constraint-driven design methodology [264]. The synthesis of the entire system is

described in full details in [265]. Let us now turn our attention to the PLL circuit depicted

in Figure 9.7. The PLL consists of a digital section, i.e. three divide-by-n modules and

a phase-frequency detector (PFD); and a number of analog components, i.e. an analog

low-pass filter (LPF) and a charge pump (CP). The interface between the analog and the

digital sections is represented by the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), which generates

a digital output at a frequency proportional to the input voltage.

Typical frequencies of operation are shown in the various branches of the circuit

in Figure 9.7. The architecture of the VCO, the replica bias and the basic cell, derived from

[266], are depicted in Figure 9.8a,b, and c respectively. The PFD, similar to the one used in

[267], is depicted in Figure 9.9. The LPF, also derived from [267], is shown in Figure 9.10a.

The output frequency of the PLL Fou* is expressed in terms of the various dividing ratios

and the reference frequency Fre/ as

771

F<"" = F"! ' nk '
where n, m and k are the division factors of each divider. Figure 9.11a,b shows the schematic

diagram of the programmable dividers and of the flip-flop.

Schematic and Module Generation for the PLL

An extensive survey on the effects of substrate noise in the various components of the

system revealed the extreme vulnerability of the VCO to switching noise at frequencies
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Figure 9.8: VCO 6/ocA: diagram and schematic of one delay cell
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Figure 9.10: LPF schematic: (a) no substrate coupling; (b) with substrate coupling
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Figure 9.11: Programmable divider: (a) block diagram; (b) single-phase flip-flop

close to its operating frequency. The frequency-to-voltage characteristic can be significantly

affected by process, temperature variations and layout parasitics. Due to the impossibility

of controlling process and temperature variations, the PLL was optimized so as to keep

performance degradation due to these non-idealities within pre-defined tolerances.

This task was accomplished using a top-down, constraint-driven approach to the

design of the PLL. An exhaustive discussion of the methodology goes beyond the scopes

of this dissertation. Hereafter is an outline of the main steps of the approach. First, the

system is organized hierarchically in sub-partitions which represent the various levels of

abstractions of the circuit. Then, each abstraction level, from the top to the bottom level

of the hierarchy, is represented by a certain model which captures the behavior of the

underlying system components. High-level specifications are propagated from level to level

down the design hierarchy, using optimization in combination with behavioral simulation. A

set ofconstraints on the parametersof each model is therefore generated foreach abstraction

model until the bottom of the hierarchy, i.e. the physical representation of the circuit, is

reached. The constraints on the physical implementation are then used by the constraint-

driven physical assembly.
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Measure

Conditions

SpecsPLL input frequency Division Factor n VCO frequency

Stability 0.56 MHz 100

250

56 MHz

140 MHz

Yes

Yes

Jitter (^£) 0.56 MHz 250 140 MHz < 0.007

Phase Margin - - - >45°

Table 9.13: PLL specifications

Performance Nominal Max. Variation

K0 40MHz/V AMHz/V
F0 100MHz 10MHz

AT
T rma 0 0.05%
AT

0 1%

Table 9.14: Parameter constraints obtained for the VCO by behavioral optimization of the
PLL

In the remainder of the section we will discuss issues related to the implemen

tation of substrate-related constraints during the physical assembly of the VCO and, in

general, of the entire PLL. The high-level specifications for the whole PLL are summarized

in Table 9.13. The jitter ^? is defined as the ratio between the variation from nominal of
oscillation period AT and period T. Due to its time-variance, -sjr- is generally measured

in terms of its peak-to-peak or RMS value. The jitter performance of the PLL is mostly

affected by the VCO jitter. The jitter in the VCO is in turn caused by thermal noise and

substrate noise. Let us model the output frequency of the VCO Fvco as follows

Fvco = Fq + K0 • AV , (9.1)

where F0 is the VCO central frequency of operation, K0 the frequency-to-voltage gain, and

AV the deviation from nominal of the applied voltage in the control node.

After behavioral optimization, a set of constraints on the VCO model parameters

of equation (9.1) was found. Table 9.14 lists the bounds found by the optimizer. Using the

techniques described in chapters 3 and 8, one can derive a set of constraints on parasitics

and on the maximum allowed switching noise at all critical locations of the VCO and of
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Vdd b

Vss_b

Parasitic Constraint Extracted value

Cotlt+ 12.34/F 11.60/F

Cout- 12.34/F 11.60/F

Ox 15.84/F 1.12/F

Vol vco llOmV 109mV

Vq\lpf - -

Table 9.15: Constraints obtained by the sensitivity analysis

Vdd si

>*
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^

^j^^p^^p^^P^r^-*
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Cout+

r
LLJL'

Figure 9.12: VCO architecture generated by vcoGen
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Cout-

the LPF. See Table 9.15. Capacitances Cout+,Cout- and Cx are identified in Figure 9.12.

Parameters Vo|vco and Vq\lf relate to the maximum admissible peak-to-peak voltage at

each critical node of the VCO and of the LPF, to insure that all performance specifications

be met.

The constraints on parasitics were taken into account during the automated gener

ation of the VCO using the module generator vcoGen. vcoGen is a fully parametrizable

multi-architecture fixed-floorplan ring-oscillator generator, for CMOS design style in both

substrate types. The module generator can enforce capacitive and resistive constraints on

all the nets present in the design. The basic architecture generated by vcoGen is illus

trated in Figure 9.12. Capacitive and resistive parasitic constraints are enforced during the

physical assembly by estimating the needed geometries a priori and by selecting the wiring

combination which ensures satisfaction of the constraints. The final layout structures are

selected from a set of alternatives constructed by enumerating all feasible realizations. This

method is carried out efficiently due to the low number of degrees of freedom left to the
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Figure 9.13: Layout of eight-stage VCO

Operation CPU time (sec)

circuit optimization 1028 f
substrate sensitivity 2545 f

interconnect sensitivity 3256 f

constraint generation 115

layout generation 43

Table 9.16: CPU times for the design and module generation obtained on a DEC Station
5000/125 and on a DEC AlphaServer 2100 5/250 (\)

generator.

The parasitics controlled during physical assembly are depicted in Figure 9.12,

while the number and position of the switches is user-defined (e.g. 51 and 52). The

number of stages is also parametrized based of the results of the optimization. The replica-

bias circuit, with separate supply is also generated by vcoGen. See Figure 9.12. An

example of the output of the module generator for a eight-stage VCO implementing the

constraints of Table 9.15 is shown in Figure 9.13. The CPU times for the calculation of

sensitivities, the generation of all constraints and the layout generation for the VCO are

shown in Table 9.16.

A similar method was used for the design of the LPF. The LPF and the CP are shown

in Figure 9.14. The PFD and the dividers were generated using standard tools for digital

layout assembly.
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Figure 9.14: (a) Charge pump (CP); (b) Low-pass filter (LPF)
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Physical Design of the PLL

After the module generation step, the various components of the PLL were placed and

routed along with the other circuits of the RamDAC. The placement was carried out

using PUPPY-A, which accounted for capacitive and resistive parasitics as well as substrate

injection effects.

In the circuit there exist three major switching noiseinjectors, corresponding to the

dividers. In order to accurately verify if the constraints on the maximum admissible noise

voltage at critical nodes are violated, an accurate model is needed for the signal injected by

each divider. For this reason each divider was simulated extensively using advanced models

for substrate injection at the device level. In addition, the current injected via capacitive

coupling by power and ground busses, connected to the supply though inductive bonding

wiring, was carefully modeled. Finally, a compact macroscopic model for the cumulative

switching noise of all the dividers was generated using the method outlined in chapter 4.

Figure 9.15 shows the cumulative injected current and the approximate model generated

for the programmable divider used in this work.

If we assume that the substrate shows a purely resistive behavior, the calculation

of the peak-to-peak voltage at each node of the surface can be carried out by performing a

simple DC analysis on the positive and negative peak values of the current of the injector.

See Figure 9.16. The placement was performed using the techniques described in section 4.6.

The original specifications imposed on the PLL (Table 9.13) were translated in a set of

constraints on the maximum admissible noise voltage at critical nodes of the VCO, CP and

LPF, the only critical components in our design (Table 9.15). The low-level constraints

were used in the cost function of the annealing in terms of constraint violations as outlined

in section 4.6.

Our efficient substrate transport analysis was used on the entire RamDAC chip

for the placement. Figure 9.17 shows the estimated values of switching noise voltage at

each location in the chip during the unfolding of the annealing. Notice how the annealing

attempts to reduce the switching noise amplitude at critical receptors locations in the VCO,

CP and LPF1.

Plot 9.18 shows various statistics measured during the unfolding of the annealing.

Curve (a) represents the relative error on the substrate noiseat receptors when the heuristic

1For clarity, during the annealing the location of these components havebeen fixed at the bottom center
of the chip.
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Figure 9.15: (a) Output signal of divider; (b) Injected current; (c) Model for substrate
injection
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Figure 9.16: Evaluation of peak-to-peak switching noise at the receptor site
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1000°
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Figure 9.17: Estimated levelof switching noise signalamplitude as a result of the cumulative
injection of the dividers during the annealing: (a) high temperature; (b) medium tempera
ture; (c) low temperature

Placement type CPU time (sec) Area (A) Est. Jitter

Manual - 5637 x 6481 -

Parasitic constr. 406.74 6765 x 6528 0.1

Substrate+parasitics 885.20 7322 x 7716 0.005

Table 9.17: Placement statistics obtained on a DEC AlphaServer 2100 5/250

of Figure 4.36, based on combined use of Sherman-Morrison & gradient-based methods, is

used. Curve (b) shows the error occurred using the gradient-based method only. All relative

errors are obtained by comparison with an exact method, e.g. Sherman-Morrison update.

Curves (c) and (d) show the behavior of the constraint violations with and without using

the proposed substrate injection control techniques.

Figure 9.19 shows the final placement performed using Puppy-A. As expected the

divider n was placed at a large distance from the sensitive components of the PLL, namely

the CP, VCO and LPF. On the contrary, The sensitivity of these components with respect

to the switching noise produced by divider k is small, hence it can be placed consequently.

For divider m the placer had to perform a trade-off between the strength of the switching

noise received by it and the parasitics introduced when large interconnect capacitances are

introduced.

The statistics of the placement process are summarized in Table 9.17.
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Figure 9.18: Error in substrate injection estimation using: (a) combined heuristic; (b)
gradient-based method only. Evolution of total substrate violations using: (c) combined
heuristic; (d) no substrate control

Trend Analysis

The complete chip is shown in Figure 9.20 after routing and compaction, performed with

Mosaico and Sparcs-A [268]. For the PLL, all the potential sources of switching noise are

localized in the dividers, while the receptors are in the VCO, CP and LPF. Injection occurs

by impact ionization through the active areas of NMOS devices (in a N-well processes)

and by capacitive coupling through junctions and interconnect. Receptors are in the active

areas of sensitive devices and supply lines. Table 9.18 lists the main sources and receptors of

noise in the various components of the design. Using (8.34) and the sensitivity information

dK/dYij, all performance degradations AK{ can be efficiently computed for the PLL, due

to small changes in the design and/or in the technology. Suppose one were interested in

deriving the trend of the jitter performance if a new lightly doped substrate were to be used

instead of the low-resistivity substrate for which the circuit was designed. Plot 9.21a shows

the values of a sub-set of substrate matrix R as a function of the doping on the epitaxial

layer (Figure 8.6). Plot 9.21b shows the values of the sensitivities of one entry of R at

various nominal doping levels (ti,..., fa).

Suppose now we were looking at the effects of contact depth (c in Figure C.l).
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Figure 9.19: Placed PLL within the RamDAC

Component Number of receptors Number of injectors

divider - 152

PFD -
23

VCO 85 -

LPF 5 -

CP 46 -

Total 136 175

Table 9.18: Noise injector and receptor statistics in the components of the PLL
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Figure 9.20: Placed and routed PLL within the RamDAC
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Figure 9.21: Dependence from doping levels: (a) sub-set of R; (b) sensitivity
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Figure 9.22: Dependence from contact depth: (a) sub-set o/R; (b) sensitivity
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Figure 9.23: Dependence from doping profiles: (a) sub-set of R; (b) sensitivity

Assuming that all contacts have similar low-resistivity substrate depth, one can use the

expression (C.2) in Appendix. Plot 9.22a shows the values of the same sub-set of R for

different values of depth and relative sensitivities. Plot 9.22b shows the corresponding

sensitivities (Ji,...,^).

Finally, let us turn our attention to the effects of changes in the doping profiles in

Figure 8.6. Assume that the number of layers stays constant but the epitaxial layer expands

towards the ground-plane. Plot 9.23a shows the effects of layer expansion on the same sub

set of R. Plot 9.23b shows the sensitivity values (<i,fa). Table 9.19 reports the CPU times

for the sensitivity analysis performed in the various experiments and the estimated trend

of jitter performance degradation computed using (8.34).
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Experiment CPU times (sec) Jitter trend

Epitaxy doping 3038.88 1.34

Contact depth 2858.83 0.95

Profile change 4005.46 0.55

237

Table 9.19: CPU times on a DEC AlphaServer 2100 5/250 for the trend analysis for the
proposed experiments on the PLL with 311 noise sources / receptors. The CPU times
include DCT, parameter and sensitivity computation. For the calculation of 311 contacts
the inversion of matrix P was performed in 1525.0 seconds.

Hal
out

Figure 9.24: E - A CONVERTER architecture

9.2.2 The E - A CONVERTER System

System Description

The system is described as a second order E - A Converter. The basic architecture

of the E - A Converter is shown in Figure 9.24. The system consists of two switched

capacitor integrators, a comparator, and a 1 bit D/A. The integrators perform the noise-

shaping function on the input signal, while she D/A in the feedback loop drives the output

bit to "follow" the input signal thus giving the proper A/D conversion. The performance

specifications for our example were a minimum signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of 74 dB and a

Nyquist input frequency of 250 kHz. Table 9.20 summarizes all design specifications for the

chip. The technology used was the HP CMOS26B (0.8 fim minimum gate length).
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Type Specifications Value

Performance Minimum Signal-to-Noise (SNR) ratio
Nyquist Frequency (fx)

74 dB

250 kHz

Operation Supply voltage 5V

Technology Design rules
Hspice parameters

scmos

HP CMOS26B

Table 9.20: E - A Converter design specifications
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Schematic and Module Generation for the E — A CONVERTER

Hereafter, a description is presented of all the components of the E —A Converter shown

in Figure 9.24. The schematic of the switched capacitor integrator is shown in Figure 9.24.

A bottom plate based sampling scheme is used to minimize charge injection and for level

shifting purposes. The core of the integrator circuit consists of a telescopic or unfolded

cascode operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), shown in Figure 9.25. Capacitors,

C\ and C% form the dynamic common mode feedback (CMFB) circuitry [269]. The switches

and capacitors set the output common mode voltage as well as gate voltage for Afg through

M12. A replica bias circuit, shown in Figure 9.26 was used to provide reference and bias

voltages for OTA and integrator. All gate voltages for the tail current devices, the current

sources in the OTA, and common mode voltage are generated by the bias.
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Figure 9.26: Schematic of the bias circuitry

Using a top-down, constraint-driven methodology, in combination with the behav

ioral simulator Midas [270], the original specifications in Table 9.20 were translated into

specifications for each component of the design. The component specifications in turn, were

the basis for the calculation of the sizes of each device [271].

For the modules in the integrator a set of design constraints were derived from the high

level synthesis and verified using simulation on each module. Table 9.21 lists the complete

set of constraints for the integrator and the actual performance measures after the design

of each integrator component. The mapping procedure was performed in less than 1 CPU

second.

Similarly, the comparator was designed using optimization. Figure 9.27 shows the

schematic of the comparator and the set of constraints is specified in Table 9.22.

The only components that have to be sized for the 1 bit D/A converter are the switches.

These are selected to be the same as the integrator.

The digital blocks in this circuit, the clock generator and the two latches which

follow the comparators, were generated using standard digital circuit compilers. The circuit

used for the clock generator is shown in Figure 9.28. Given a single phase clock at the desired

frequency at node "CLK," the appropriate phases are produced by this circuit. The "lx"
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Parameter Constraint Simulated value

OTA offset voltage 25 mV 20 mV

OTA output range 2.0 2.0

OTA thermal noise 20.0 pVrm, 1.2 pVrms
OTA 1// noise 1.05 mVrm3 9.9 pVrms
OTA open loop gain 250 (V/V) 1336 (V/V)
integrator time constant r 1.5 ns 0.63 ns

integrator slew-rate 1045 V//zs 1045 V/fJ,8
integrator kT/C noise 20 fiVrma 20 pVrms
CMFBr 2.0 ns 0.98 ns

Table 9.21: Design constraints for the integrator

3h| M^ ^r^C^h* |HC
pH ♦HLM2 M,2IH-»« H^

Md*br-^d™h-.»-

Figure 9.27: Schematic of the comparator used in the E - A Converter

Parameter Value

comparator offset voltage 100 mV

comparator hysteresis 100 mV

comparator RMS noise 9.35 mVrms

Table 9.22: Design constraints for the comparator
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Figure 9.28: Schematic of clock generator

Figure 9.29: Schematic of latch

sized inverters provide the delays between #3and <f>i and between $4 and fa. It alsoprovides

for the non-overlap time between <f>\ and fa. The latch, a basic eight transistor device, is

shown in Figure 9.29.

Physical Design of the E - A CONVERTER

Most of the layout was automatically synthesized. Issues involving why manual layout had

to be used for some of the circuits will also be discussed. The initial schematic was entered

in the form of a Spice deck. The constraints on critical capacitive and resistive parasitics

and mismatches where identified and generated using Parcar. All topological constraints,

symmetry and matching, werecomputed using Mksym and entered in the data-base which

also contains the geometrical and connectivity information about the circuit (chapter 3).

The stack generator Mkstack was then employed for the mapping of all devices with

the appropriate module alternatives (chapter 4). Simultaneously, all capacitances of the

integrator were created by dedicated routines available in the Octtools. The stacks were

then selected and placed by Puppy-A. See Figure 9.30.
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Figure 9.30: Placement by Puppy-A of the OTA (Courtesy of H. Chang and E. Felt)

The cell was finally routed and compacted by Road [201] and Sparcs-A [69], respectively.

Figure 9.31 shows the placed, routed and compacted result for the OTA.

The level of automation possible depends greatly on the level of organization in

the circuits. The automatic tools often fail to find desirable solutions for highly organized

circuits. One of such circuits is the clock generator. Its schematic is shown in Figure 9.28,

and the hand layout is shown in Figure 9.32. The layout matches the schematic closely with

a great deal of organization in the placement. Each inverter is placed one after the other in

the chain in almost the exact manner as was drawn in the schematic. The routing is also

very organized. The four power lines run horizontally across the cell so that the inverters

and NOR gates can be directly tiled. The four power lines are a result of separating the

substrate and well contacts from the supply and ground lines to reduce noise coupling.

The schematic of the latch is shown in Figure 9.29 while the layout is depicted in

Figure 9.33. Table 9.23 lists the various circuits in the E - A Converter and the required

tools for the synthesis. The layout for the final chip is shown in Figure 9.34. The major

components of the integrated circuit are labeled. At the top the clock generator is depicted.

A set of shift registers for interfacing purposes is also shown on the top of the circuit. On

the right one can find the bias circuitry, the latches and the D/A. The two integrators are

in the lower left hand corner of the chip. The area not including the bonding pads (active

area), is 1.1 mm2. The total area is approximately 3.1 mm2.
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Figure 9.31: Placed, routed, compacted OTA (Courtesy of H. Chang and E. Felt)
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Figure 9.32: Layout of the clock generator (Courtesy of H. Chang and E. Felt)
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Figure 9.33: Layout of the latch (Courtesy of H. Chang and E. Felt)

Circuit

Element

Generation

Stack

Placement Routing Compaction Time (days)

Bias Mkstack Puppy-A Road Sparcs-A 0.5

OTA Mkstack Puppy-A Road Sparcs-A 1.0

Integrator Mkstack Puppy-A Road Sparcs-A 0.5

Comparator Mkstack Puppy-A hand c one 0.5

Latch Mkstack Puppy-A Road Sparcs-A 0.5

D/A Mkstack Puppy-A Road Sparcs-A 0.5

Clock hand made 0.5

Pads dedicated module generator 0.1

Chip n/a n/a Mosaico [268] | Sparcs-A 1.5

Table 9.23: Estimated man-time for an unexperienced tool-user to perform the layout of the
E - A Converter (Courtesy of H. Chang and E. Felt)
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Figure 9.34: Layout of E - A Converter (Courtesy of H. Chang and E. Felt)

Extraction and Verification

Hierarchical simulation was used to verify circuit performance and non-hierarchical sim

ulations to verify circuit functionality. Using Spice, each sub-block's performance was

determined, the results were used in Midas's models to compute the SNR for the E - A

Converter.

In the non-hierarchical method, the entire circuit was flattened and extracted

completely. Pad-to-pad Spice transient analysis was then applied for a number of clock

periods, given a fixed amplitude sine wave at the input. The higher SNR value verified the

circuit's functionality. The chip was fabricated on a Mosis 0.8 pm process. Preliminary

results are shown in Figure 9.24. It is believed that these results are pessimistic, for two

main reasons. First, we believe that the circuit was slowed down by a logic which was

not optimized for the process used. Secondly, the SNR below specs is probably due to

an insufficient Midas model for the integrator, which did not take several effects into

account, hence preventing the optimizer from reaching a solution which could guarantee

specifications.
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Specifications Value

SNR 69 dB

A 165 kHz

Table 9.24: E - A Converter experiment results

Parasitic Parameter Type of model Generation time (sec)

single models
substrate cap. Ci 1st ord. polynomial 414.8

cross-over cap. C\2 2nd ord. polynomial 6281.7

parallel line cap. C\i 2nd ord. polynomial 1888.3

char, impedance zw logarithmic -

bend C,L\,L2 lumped passive -

via hole Li 1st ord. polynomial 2401.0 (HP9000/750)

correction factors

adjacent line ACi 2nd ord. polynomial 3040.9

adjacent pad/spiral AZW 2nd ord. polynomial 2543.7

adjacent via AZW 2nd ord. polynomial 36 hrs (HP9000/750)

Table 9.25: Analytical models used in synthesis for parasitic control

9.3 RF and Microwave Benchmark Library

A number of analytical models for MMIC microstrip lines has been computed for

the GaAs technology in which the chips were designed. Table 9.25 shows a summary of the

models, along with the CPU time required for their generation on a DEC Station 5000/240.

See Appendix E for a detailed description of the models. The via model required a large

CPU time due to the high level of accuracy selected for HFSS in the 3-D field analysis.

Notice however that all models have been generated for a given technology, hence no further

computational effort is needed for all future designs realized in the same technology.

The routing methodology and the CAD tools described in this dissertation have

been applied to a number of commercial microwave circuits. The circuits were fabricated in

HP's GaAs technology and tested. See Table 9.26. The measured performance confirmed

the predictions in full with a yield a fraction of a percent lower than that of hand layout. The

results of the layout synthesis are shown hereafter in detail for one circuit. The discussion
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Circuit Frequency range (GHz) # Parasitic constr. CPU (sec) Specs met

Twa 1-10 39 749 3/3
PCN38 20-40 72 2802 3/3
WlLK 1-20 145 3450 2/2

TQ 2-7 131 2991 4/4

Table 9.26: Performance of a set of commercial RF benchmarks

Freq. range (GHz) 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-43

|Sn| (dB)
|522| (dB)
|521| (dB)

-0.15

+1.22

+0.54

-0.03

-1.43

+1.21

-0.54

+1.59

+1.57

-0.12

+1.24

+0.53

Table 9.27: Worst-case performance degradation form nominal o/pcn38

and results of the synthesis of all tested benchmarks can be found in [272].

Consider the three-stage amplifier shown in Figure 9.35. The specifications are

illustrated in Figure 9.36. All relevant parasitic constraints were generated by Parcar in a

total CPU time of 2454 sec on a DEC Station 5000/240. Parcar computed bounds, the

most critical of them are listed in Table 9.28, which were then used by Coral to route the

pre-placed circuit. The resulting layout is shown in Figure 9.37 and the extracted deviations

from nominal performance are listed in Table 9.27. The CPU time for the routing phase

freq. range (GHz) 0-1.5 1.5-18.0 18.0-26.0

1: AL12 <9.3% <2.6% <1%

2: AL56 <8.0% <11.5% <10%

3: # bends in 1 and 2 2 2 2

3: # bends in 7 and 8 10 10 10

4: AZi,AZ2 <1% <3% <2%

5: Aai,Aa2 <4% <2% <10%

Table 9.28: Constraints on critical interconnect lines in PCN38 as computed using Parcar.
Terms of type ALxy denote a bound to the maximum attainable length mismatch between
nets x and y
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Figure 9.35: Schematic of PCN38
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Figure 9.36: Performance o/pcn38

Figure 9.37: Final layout o/pcn38
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was 348 sec on a DEC Station 5000/240. As expected, all performance specifications were

met. Figure 9.36 shows the results of |5u|, IS22I and |^2i| respectively.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

Lo duca e io per quel cammino ascoso

intrammo a ritornar nel chiaro mondo;

e sanza cura aver dfalcun riposo,

salimmo su, el primo e io secondo,

tanto ch'i' vidi de le cose belle

che porta 7 del, per un pertugio tondo.

E quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle.

Dante Alighieri, "Inferno", Canto XXXIV

10.1 Conclusions

The main purpose of the research described in this dissertation was the study and

realization of variousoptimization algorithms for the problem of semi-automated analogand

mixed-signal IC physical assembly. A general constraint-driven methodology wasdescribed

for gluing every component of the assembly consistently with the paradigm underlying the

approach. The key points of approach can be summarized as follows:

• a rigorous methodology is applied to translate high-level performance specifications

into the set of constraints that the tools are able to control. The constraint genera

tion technique guarantees that if low-level constraints aresatisfied, then all high-level

specifications will be met.
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• At each step of the layout design the tools are able to enforce constraints on all

low-level parameters of the circuit.

• Infeasibility is detected as soon as possible in the design flow. A quantitative analysis

allows us to determine the causes of infeasibility and to address a re-design strategy.

The tools presented cover all the major steps of layout synthesis, namely placement, rout

ing, compaction, module generation and extraction. The presence of a constraint-aware

compactor allows a more aggressive approach in the routing phase, thus improving the suc

cess rate and the robustness of the entire synthesis. All tools have been integrated in an

environment where they share data-base, constraint representation, parasitic models, and

all performance analysis methods.

Moreover, the impact of each layout step on the flexibility of the entire design flow

has been analyzed in detail. Several issues related to efficient parasitic estimation both in

3D and 2D settings have been addressed. Techniques for efficient and accurate substrate

optimization before and after the creation of circuit libraries have also been explored and

applied to a number of designs.

The ideas and algorithms presented in this dissertation have been experimented

in industrial strength circuits, most of which have been fabricated and tested in modern

CMOS technologies. The original constraint-driven paradigm has been applied recently to

schematic design of analog and mixed-signal ICs. The technique has shown, also in this

context, its advantages, namely: flexibility, robustness and effectiveness in early pinpointing

errors and specification violations.

10.2 Future Work

Many areas remain open to further research. First, the continuous reduction in

size of IC technologies represent a serious challenge to parasitic models in terms of both

accuracy and compactness. Deep submicron technologies for example show a completely

new scenario for parasitic effects.

Second, radio-frequency circuits will become a major player in the future of IC

design at all levels, from communication systems to microprocessor technology. Due to the

distributed parasitic effects observed at these frequencies, novel approaches to physical au

tomation and schematic design need be adopted and appropriately analyzed. The limitation
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of the algorithms to discretely valued attributes is a seriousone and limits their applicability

to a wider variety of problems. Removing this restriction is certainly an important area of

further research.

Third, it is not clear if the partition of physical assembly into its traditional phases,

placement, routing and compaction, will survive the technological revolution induced by

deep submicron processes. In this dissertation we have shown the advantages of using si

multaneous optimization techniques. The improvement over previous approaches is mainly

the reduction of degrees of freedom in the solution resulting from multiple optimization

procedures fused into one, thus making these techniques practical. Future physical assem

bly systems will indubitably take advantage of constraint-based techniques and even push

further their development.

Finally, an open question which deserves further investigation is whether or not the

existing tools and methodologies are a viable aid to IC designers as the original CAD tools

were and are today. More emphasis will be probably given to enhancing and optimizing the

communication and information presentation to the user. This factor has shown to be of

fundamental importance in the past for the acceptance of CAD tools and will become even

more important in the future in many design environments.
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Appendix A

Convergence of Modified

Placement Algorithms

A.l Modification of Search Space

SA has been proved to converge to the global minimum for the class of problems

to which placement belongs provided a set of conditions. In [181] conditions wereset on the

number of moves per annealing temperature, tk -¥ oo. A stronger result, proved, among

others, by [192], guarantees convergence for tk = 1, and 7a(&) = a/In k, with a sufficiently

large.

Theorem 1 The conditions of [181] are sufficient for the convergence of a SA based place

ment algorithm where the search space {S} is modified dynamically as discussed in sec

tion 4-4 during the unfolding of the annealing.

Proof : The annealing algorithm with the proposed modification is still a Markov Chain.

Since all new states added to the search space are reachable, and the same properties

apply to these states as to the others, the chain is regular and recurrent. Since, for fixed

temperature, the transition rule to go from a state to the next is invariant, the chain is also

homogeneous. Hence, the standard theory of homogeneous Markov Chains applies. As a

result, at a given temperature all states of the chain converge to a stationary probability

distribution (Theorems 3.1.4 and 3.2.1 in [181]). This implies that at each temperature

a global minimum is reached, thus the convergence of the algorithm follows (Propositions

3.2.1, 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.2.2 in [181]). •
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Similar arguments can be used to prove convergence in the sense of [192], thus ensuring

that the whole approach is robust.

A.2 Substrate-Aware Placement

Theorem 2 The conditions of[181] are sufficient for the convergence of a SA based place

ment algorithm with the modifications discussed in section 4.6.

Proof: Two equivalent resistive networks areused to represent the substrate in terms of its

electrothermal behavior. Both networks are linear with no storage elements. Furthermore,

due to finite dimensions of substrate geometries and to the inherent properties of the algo

rithm, each resistive component is bounded from above and below. Hence, all temperature

and noise estimates are necessarily bounded. Consequently the properties of the Markov

Chain underlying the annealing are not modified. Since all new states added to the search

space are all reachable, and the same properties apply to these states as to the others, the

chain is regular and recurrent. Since, for fixed annealing temperature, the transition rule

to go from a state to the next is invariant, the chain is also homogeneous. Hence, the

standard theory of homogeneous Markov Chains applies. As a result, at a given annealing

temperature all states of the chain converge to a stationary probability distribution (The

orems 3.1.4 and 3.2.1 in [181]). This implies that at each annealing temperature a global

minimum is reached, thus the convergence of the algorithm follows (Propositions 3.2.1, 3.2.2

and Theorem 3.2.2 in [181]). •

Similar arguments can be used to prove convergence in the sense of [192], thus ensuring

that the whole approach is robust. Convergence in the sense of [181] is also guaranteed in

the case one or more cell is provided with a number of guard rings. In [175] convergence

has been proven for SA in which swaps between cell implementations are allowed.
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Appendix B

Compaction Roundoff Calculations

The formulation of the problem and the nature of the starting point allow us to

enforce the symmetry constraints using linear programming rather than integer program

ming. In fact, under the following conditions the analog compaction problem is unimodular,

i.e. the optimum solution contains only integer coordinates [273]:

Theorem 3 // ;

• The nodes of each symmetric pair are also constrained by design-rule minimum spac

ing requirements,

• All design-rule minimum spacing requirements are integers, and

• The leftmost node is located at an integer coordinate,

Then there exists a solution to the LP problem where all coordinates are integer.

Proof : Let us first consider the case of a node on the critical path. Suppose that some

node no is on the critical path but does not converge to an integer in the optimum solution.

The critical path between the leftmost node and no must contain at least one unnested

symmetry constraint with a non-integer separation between the symmetric nodes, since all

other constraints are integers and any sum of integers is an integer. Call the nodes of this

symmetry constraint na\ and nB2l. Since na\ and n& are unnested, the only constraints

1Unnested refers to the fact that there is no pair of symmetrically-constrained nodes on the critical path
between n,\ and n«2-
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between them are minimum or maximum spacing constraints. All minimum spacing con

straints are integers, so the total minimum distance between na\ and n,2 must be an integer.

If the minimum separation between the two symmetric nodes in an integer and the actual

separation is not an integer distance, then either the symmetric nodes are not on the criti

cal path or the solution is not optimal because the area could be decreased by moving the

two symmetric nodes closer together. These conclusions contradict the original assumption.

Thus if no is on the critical path then it must converge to an integer value.

Consider now nodes not on the critical path. These nodes may or may not converge to an

integer value. We can always obtain a solution with the same cost, where the non-critical

nodes are at integer coordinates. •

To adjust non-integer to integer coordinates, the nodes have to be "packed" against nodes

on the critical path. Since each non-critical node is separated from critical nodes by only

integer spacing constraints, it can be moved to the left by extending the linear programming

objective function to be:

N

minimize : ^(a^* —̂o) > (B.l)
t=i

where X{ is the location of node i, xq that of the leftmost node, and N is the number of

nodes. This objective function forces every node to be as close as possible to the leftmost

node, Xq.

Another solution can be obtained by rounding off the coordinates of any nodes

which do not converge to integers. There is always sufficient "slack" in the constraints so

that these non-critical nodes can be rounded off to the nearest integer without violating

any constraints and without increasing the area of the circuit. These propositions will be

considered in turn:

Rounding off a non-critical node can never increase the area of the circuit. Round

ing off never moves a node by more than 0.5 units, and if the constraints on that node were

such that there was not at least 1 unit of slack on the node, then the node would have

been on the critical path. This arises from the fact that all non-symmetry constraints are

integer-valued.
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Rounding off a non-critical node can never violate a constraint. Since all non-

symmetry constraints are integer-valued, any node which is not located at an integer coor

dinate has at least enough slack to moveto the nearest integer coordinate. If it did not, then

its original non-integer coordinate would not have satisfied all of the spacing constraints. To

minimize computational complexity it is desirable to keep the linear programming objective

function as simple as possible, hence the round-off approach is superior to the "packing"

approach for most problems. Moreover, all elements on the left may result in an "inferior"

layout.
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Appendix C

Green's Function Related Theory

C.l Non-Zero Depth Contact Calculation

In order to consider contacts characterized by a non-zero depth c, equation (8.12)

is re-written as follows [255]

pt.i =ZL =-L-/ / / / / / G(x,y,z;x',y',z')dxdydzdx'dy'dz' , (C.l)
(tjj ViVj J—c+ Jb3 Jaz J—C2 Jb\ Ja\

where the Green's Function is computed as described in section 8.2 and physical dimensions

cf,6,cof the contacts are illustrated in Figure C.l. After the appropriate manipulations the

term pij is derived as

[sin(mir^-) - sm(m7r^-)] [sinfan3*) - sinfair3*-)]oo oo

,££*m" («2-«,)(<><-a3)
|sm(n7r^-) - sin(m7T^-)J [szn(m7r^-) - sin(m7r^-)j

x (h-hHh-h) • (C-2)
where the term kmn replaces the following expression

a2b2 ( cac2 \kmn =Cmn 224Ifmn - 2 .*a— J, with cg =max(c2,c4) and c3 =min(c2,cA).aeNc2c4 ^

Equation (C.2) becomes (8.23) and (C.3) turns into (8.24) when C2 and c\ are set to zero.•
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Figure C.l: Non-zero depth contacts and dimensions

C.2 Scaling Coefficient of Induction Matrix

The solution of the capacitive problem can be used to solve the resistive problem as

well. Using equations (8.9), (8.10) and (8.14) one can construct the coefficient of induction

matrix c [255]. From c, admittance matrix Y, relating each pairs of contacts i and j can

be derived as following

Y= XTc X- A(XTc X) + I [(XTc X) e] , (C.4)

where operator A(.) returns a diagonal matrix whose entries are identical the diagonal

elements of the argument and e is a iVcxl unity vector, defined ase = [1,..., 1] . Moreover,

NxNc matrix X is defined as

X = [ei,e2,...,eNc] ,

where iVxl vector ej is

ei =[0,..., O.V^.O,..., Of.
indices assoc. w. contact i

T —
Let bj be a iVcxl vector with all entries equal to zero except those indexed i, then A(X c X)

can be re-written as

,^-T «rv
Nc

.T/vT v^A(XAcX) =Ij£ [bf(X cX)bi bij,
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hence (C.4) simplifies to

Y=(XTc X) +11 [(XTc X) e] -£ [b? (XTc X) bj] bjJ. (C.5)
By appropriate manipulations on c, (C.5) can be re-written in the form of equation (8.47)

as

Y = XT cX .

For simplicity however, in this dissertation the term c has been replaced with the c nota

tion. •
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Appendix D

Sensitivity Analysis

D.l Canonical Representation of Performance

A generalized expression for the computation of sensitivities from a set of arbitrary

performances has been derived in [31, 135]. This formulation has been used by us to

represent all performances analyzed in a compact and rigorous way, thus ensuring flexibility

of our design tools. For completeness the formulation has been reviewed hereafter.

Let us consider an arbitrary performance K, let

• x be a vector of design parameters (e.g. capacitances, MOS channel length, etc.)

• y be a vector of circuit variables (e.g. voltages, charges, etc.)

• W be an independent variable (e.g. frequency, time)

And let

^(x,y(xlw)lw) (D.l)

be an analytical function representing the performance K.

Define the characteristic function of performance K as

fc(xfy(x,w),w) = 0 (D.2)

The characteristic function h represents implicitly the operating point at which the sensi

tivity computations have to be performed.

The performance sensitivity of the performance K with respect to a set ofdesign parameters
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x is

oK_dg (dy\T dg (fe+(%) El \3h fdy\Tdh
x dx^~\dxj dy \dh,(dh\Tdy\ dx+\dx) fa

where the expression |£ has the same meaning of V/(y), if / : Rn -¥ R.

(D.3)

D.2 Coefficient of Potential and Technology Parameters

Let us consider first parameters Tjv and fa as defined in equation (8.20).

Assume Tt = ct, then all Tk and 0k will not depend on €( when 0 < k < I, hence

=0, V0<k<£.

Consider first the case in which k = I. Equation (8.20) becomes

et-\ —cosh2 (fit) —cosh(0i) sinh(9i)

cosh($e) sinh($t) sinh2(9t)L dTt J

ft-i
(D.4)

where r*_i and /?/_i are already known, while 9t =*Ymn(d-dt) and 7mn = J(™)2 +(x)'
Secondly, consider the case in which k = £+1. Equation (8.20) becomes

a/?/.

ar_fcti5^~ J €*+l

cosh2(6t+i) cosh(0t+i) sinh(9t+\)

•cosh(0t+i) sinh(6i+\) —sinh2(9t+\)
fit

+

^L.cosh2(9£+1) - sinh2(9l+l) (^ - 1) cosh(9e+1) sinh(9i+1)
. ^ ~ ^Jl") co8h($t+i) sinh(9(+1) cosh2(9e+i) - ^sinh2(9t+l)

(D.5)

FoT£+l<k<N, dPk/dTe and dTk/dTe are computed as

t-^-cosh2(9k) - sinh2(9k) (^ - 1) cosh(9k) sinh(0k)

(D.6)

recursively, where d(3k-i/dTt and dTk-i/dTt are obtained directly from equation (D.5).

The recursion (D.6) ends when dfa/dTg and dTfj/dTt are found. •
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Next, assume Ti = dt, the layer thickness. Using a similar reasoning as before,

consider first the case in which k = £. Equation (8.20) becomes

. wri.
= -7* ftr-)

2 sinh(9t) cosh(9t) cosh(29t)

-cosh(29t) -2 sinh(9t) cosh(9t)
fc-i

Tt-i
(D.7)

where T^_i and fit-i are already known, while $t = jmn(d-dt) and 7mn = y(^J2 +(if)2.
Secondly, consider again the case in which £ + 1 < k < N, dfik/dTe and dTk/dTt are

computed as

L WI J

^-cos/i2(0jt) - sinh2(9k) (^ - 1) cos/i(0fc) smA(^)
(l-&±)co8h($k)8inh{9k) cosh2(9k)-tJ^Lsinh2(9k)

dPk-l
dTt

(D.8)

recursively, where dfa-i/dTt and dTk-i/dTt are obtained directly from equation (D.7).

The recursion (D.8) ends when dfa/dTt and 8TN/dTt are obtained.•

Consider now the sensitivity of the term kmn with respect to parameter Tt. kmn

is defined in equations (8.24) and (8.19); after full expansion of its terms, it becomes

ab Cmn fatanh(ymnd) + TN
Kmn — m2n2ir4jmneN fa + TNtanh(yri

Hence, assuming Tt is either a doping level, which results in different ^, or a layer thickness

dt, the sensitivity of kmn with respect to Tt, V 0 < £ < N is computed as

vkmn ao Cmn
dTt ~ m2n2ir4ymn€N

[/?Ntanh(7mnd) + fN][/3N +rNtanh(7mnd)] - [/?Ntanh(7mnd) +rN][0N + f Ntanh(7mnd)]

£. ***..-,/<=)• +<=>*.

[/?N + rNtanh(7m„d)]2
(D.9)

where the terms f jv = dY^/dTt and fa = dfa/dTt are computed from equations (D.6)

and (D.8). Similarly, using (D.6), (D.8) and, slightly modified, (D.9), expressions can be

easily derived for Tt = d or £jv. •

Finally, consider the sensitivity of term pij with respect to contact depth c. Ex

pressions for term pij in presence of zero and non-zero depth are shown in equation (8.23)
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and (C.2), respectively. Assume that all contacts have identical depth c, then sensitivity

dpij/dc is computed as follows

dPij = 2 fa f,f,dkmn[sin(mn^)-sin(mir^))[sin(m7r^)-sin(mn^)]
dc %abeNfa ^^J 5c (a2 - ax)(aA - az)

\sin(mr^) - sin(m7r^-)l [sin(m7r^-) - sm(m7r^) I
X (62-60(64 -63)

where the term dkmn/dc is computed as

(D.10)

dkmn _ dkmn _ a2b2 I . .
dc " dc ~ mnm2n2n42abeN' K }

where Cmn is defined in section 8.2. Due to the linearity of the DCT, it is possible to

compute the sensitivity of the coefficient of potential by simply calculating kmn and by per

forming the DCT on it. Several DCTs related to a variety of different depth can be stored

and used for the efficient calculation of the effects of technology on a particular circuit. •
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Appendix E

RF Parasitic Models

E.l Closed Form Expressions for Microstrip Lines

For a uniform, isotropic, non-magnetic substrate with permittivity er, the charac

teristic impedance Z0 of the microstrip line depicted in Figure 7.6, is computed as follows

[274, 275]

where n = 1207T. cre and ^ are computed as follows

C - l£±ltre — 2 +-«r-(l+10-) 2 -^^=,

^ *+&(! +'»*?*)» «;/fc>l/2ir

* = » + &(!+ '»¥). w/h<l/2n

where £ is the conductor thickness. The loss a is the sum of conductor loss o;c and dielectric

loss a<f, with

ce =6.1 xio-°Ag^K/ft +Jr;(v9) rfB/TO. «/**!.
where the surface resistance i?a is the conductor resistance at frequencies for which the

penetration depth is comparable or greater than the thickness of the conductor [276,

Chp.4.4]. This has always been the case in our MMIC benchmarks. Otherwise the for-
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mula R3 = y/wfuop should be used. A is computed as follows.

^ =!+£(!+ £'«¥). «/*>l/2*.

The dielectric loss ay is computed as

o^ o *r €re ~ 1tanS ,n/
ad = 27.3 ———r— atf/m ,

Cr - 1 V«re *°

where tanS is the loss tangent of the dielectric and Ao is the wavelength of the signal.

These models can be extended to higher frequencies by replacing the effective permittivity

€re by its frequency-dependent value

CreU)-ir~i+G(f/fpy
where

/p =
Zg

fp 2p0h
An G is a material dependent linear function of Z0.

For the coupled lines shown in Figure 7.7 the even and odd capacitances are estimated as

follows [240]

Ce = Cp + Cf+Cf , C0 = Cp + Cf + Cga + Cgd ,

where for 0.2 < w/h < 2, 0.05 <s/h<2 and er > 1

Cp-e0€r-, 2Cf-—-Cp,

[240] gives empirical expressions for Cj, Cga and Cgd>

Simpler analytical models can be found by using the solution of Laplace's equation in two

dimensions to fit a simple function in the widths w\, W2 of the conductors and their spacing

s [193]. Hence, substrate capacitance Cot , i = 1,2 and coupling capacitance C\2 are

computed as follows

Coi = ko + k1wi, 1= 1,2, Ci2 = V(l/s) + V(l/(s+w1)) + V(l/(s+W2)) ,

where V is a polynomial of second order and has been reported in [193]. The models account

for the parallel plate and fringing component of the capacitance. Since some of the field is

diverted from ground to the other plate, the substrate capacitances Co; , i = 1,2 need be

corrected by the terms

Cu = V(l/(s + so))+ V(l/(s + so+ w2)) , C2c = V(l/(s + so))+ V(l/(s + s0 + t»i)) ,
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where so is a constant and V corresponds to the usual polynomial. These formulae have

been used to obtain relatively accurate estimates of parasitic capacitances in Coral.

E.2 Microstrip Line Discontinuities

The discretecomponent realization ofcircuitsdepicted in Figure 7.8 are computed

as follows [240].

Configuration (a) g
Co =to exp(2.20ZQY/KJog(j)i-1) pF ,

i=i n
where the coefficients Kt are a monotonic function of cr. The stripline augmentation L is

approximated by the expression c%^Q, c being the wave velocity in empty space.

Configuration (b)

Lo is generally computed with ad hoc simulations of the via used in the layout. In our

implementation results from simulations performed with the package HFSS [277] have been

used.

Configuration (c)

C0 = ^^14t-+12-5WM1-83tr+2-25)> w/h<lPF,\/vj/h

C0 = w [(9.5 cr + l.2b)w/h - (5.2 cr + 7.0)] pF ,

Li = 100 h [Ay/wjh- 4.21] nH .

E.3 3-D Discontinuities

Consider a microstrip line of width w in presence of a via structure located at

a distance s and size u>2- The analytical model for the deviation AZ0 from the nominal

characteristic impedance Z0 is

S S2 S+ W2 (S + W2)2

The coefficients are obtained by fitting the model to the data from numerical simulations

obtained though the package HFSS on a large number of geometries. Models based on the

same formula have been obtained for pairs of a transmission line and spiral interconnection

and short circuit trough a via of the same type.
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Appendix F

Superconducting Models

All structures described in what follows refer, for the physical design parameters,

to Figure F.l. All physical dimensions are in pm, the inductances are expressed in pHenry.

F.l Single Line

From equation (7.18) one can derive the following parameters.

Top layer:

0.912 0.556
LB = 0.0225 +

w ur

Bottom layer:

LT = 0.0046 +
0.567 0.264

w ur

El Wl E2 El p E2

0.2 $

.25 ♦

.45 i

ii
Top layer

Bottom layer

Figure F.l: General configuration
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F.2 Coplanar Lines

From equations (7.19), (7.20) and (7.21), one derives the following parameters.
Self-inductance (including correction term):

r «™^o^ -0.00072 0.605801 0.00111347,-0.39095
L = 0.00443595 + — + + -5— + 5—

s + 1 t«i s + l2 wf

Mutual inductance:

., nnnnn*nj. 0.00218 0.001558 0.001558 0.003135 , 0.0312024 , 0.0312024
M = 0.0003634 + +

S W\ W2 W\W2 W\S W2S

F.3 Non-Overlapping Lines

From equations (7.5.4) and (7.22), one derives the following parameters.

Top layer:
ftftAAn 0.657 0.0005 0.494

LT = 0.0009 + o- •
101 s wf

Bottom Layer:
nnono 1068 0.0006 0.0135 0.974

LB = 0.0208 + 5- •
U>2 S W\ U>2

Mutual inductance:

m, nn n 0.00045 0.00106 0.00069 , 0.0665 , 0.0154 , 0.0533 0.0066
M - 0.00009+ + + + + o~ •

S W\ W2 W\S W\V)2 W2S 8*

The offset terms are negligible in the (non-)overlapping case due to the extremely small

size of the oxide which separates the conductors.

F.4 Overlapping Lines

From equations (7.23), (7.24) and (7.25), one derives the following parameters.

Top layer:
a^, oe 0.00473 0.00052 0.51 0.286

Lt = -0.00185 + + + 5- .
t2 ei w\ w{

Bottom layer:

,™™„ 0.844 0.0043 0.00039 0.00245 0.22 , 0.0102 , 0.0130
LB = 0.00226+ + + + —5— + —5" •

w2 ei e2 p C2P c$ p*

Mutual inductance:

n^™ 0.134 0.0534 0.0103 0.10505 0.00180 0.00943 0.0483 , 0.170337 0.150506
M = -0.00077+ + + + + 5—+ + 5—

wi e2 ei e\p e2p e\W\ c$ e2W\ wf
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Appendix G

Software Availability

The tools described in this dissertation are available under the terms of the In

dustrial Liaison Program (ILP) of the University of California at Berkeley.

The tools Parcar, Puppy-A and Sparcs-A are part of the Octtools package available

through ILP via ftp. The tools Road, Ldo, Art, Estpar, Subres, vcoGen, Indmod,

Capmod and Mkstack can be obtained directly via world wide web at the following site

ftp://ic.eecs.berkeley.edu/pub/Analog_Group/

Please read the file README in this directory for details. The software obtained through

ILP is free but subject to a handling fee. The code obtained through anonymous ftp is

completely free and only subject to the rules of the Research Agreement.

For questions regarding the process of obtaining the OCTTOOLS software or for any addi

tional questions, please contact the following address.

Industrial Liaison Program
Software Distribution

479 Cory Hall
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720
(510) 643-6687
(510) 642-2845 (fax)
ilp.software@hera.berkeley.ed u
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